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THE PUBLISHERS WOULD Ltl<E TO MAI<E IT
CLEAR THAT C.B. RADIO IS AT PRESENT
ILLEGAL IN THIS COUNTRY, WHETHEH TO
MANUFACTURE. OWN OR INSTALL OR USE
SUCH EQUIPMENT. AND IT 1$ NOT OUR
INTENTION TO ENCOURAGE SUCH
PRACTISES.

The Government's choice of frequency is the only 0""
which offers an early prospect of a legalised CB service in
this country, the Home Secretary said today. Answering"
Parliamentary question from Sir Patrick Wall M.P., Mr.
Whitelaw said he had carefully considered the wide range
of views on the question of adopting the recommended
European frequencies for CB.

"Because of the growing demand for a CB service and the
serious situation which now exists through interference
caused by illegal AM equipment, the Government's first
priority must be to introduce a viable FM service in the
autumn. This can only be achieved now by using the
frequency band 27.6 to 2/l MHz" said Mr. Whitelaw. "40
channels will be available with a transmitter output of 4
watts. The performance of such equipment would be
superior to anything which has been adopted in Europe."

But, said the Home Secretary, he recognised the force of
the arguments put to him that we should move towards
eventual commonality with Europe. "It will be our objective
in the longer term to adopt the relevant specification
recommended by CEPT (European Conference of Postal
and Telecommunications Administrations). We therefore
propose to consult with those concerned in order to reach
agreement on the relocation of the existing authorised
services in that band and on the protection of the services
which would be affected."

The specifications for this service and for the additional
one at 934 MHz will be available from HMSO today, price
£1.90 each.

BACKGROUND NOTE

The CEPT (European Conference of Postal and
.Telecommu nica tions Administratio ns) ad visory
specification, recommended several years ago, prescribes
a frequency band of 22 channels on 26.96 to 27.23 MHz, and
a maximum radiated power of half a Watt. Most European
Administrations observe the 22 channels but they show
very considerable variations in other ways. France,
Germany and the Netherlands permit only an FM service.
Germany and the Netherlands follow the C.E.P.T.
recommendations including the Y2 Watt maximunl
permitted power, while France authorises a power output
of 2 Watts.

Although some countries permit visitors to bring in non
standard equipment, countries with a high population
density. "nd a heavily used radio- spectrum like the UK do
not permit the use of equipment which does not conform



The system to be authorised in the UK in the autumn enjoys
40 channels and 4 Watts power - superior to any of the
European systems.

SPEECH BY MR. RAISON
to the Radio, Electrical and
Television Retailers Association

fully to their specifications and has not been type-approved
for use in their country. Over much of·Europe therefore,
visitors using CB equipment which does not conform in all
respects to the C.E.P.T. specifications would not be
allowed to enter a country with it - if they were, they would
face prosecution if they used the equipment.

Per1,aps I might first say a word or
two about the kind of service that
w shall be authorising. As you will
know we shall be legalising the use
of equipment on both 27 MHz FM
and on 934 MHz FM. The latter
was, and still is, our preferred
hoice. because it will in our view

give an adequate range in most
c nditions, and will cause the
minimum of interference to T.V.
and other authorised radio
s rvi e . It also gives very clear

ITIfliuni alions, being more free
from i nit ion and other noise that
27 MHz equipment. Although
the claims have been received
with much scepticism I very much
hop(' Ihat 934 MHz equipment will
b produ ed and that those who
use itil. n • band will come to
re ognise ils virtues. There are
sign film ve towards the use of
this high r frequency for citizens'
band in Europe and in North
Ameri a. and if this develops
economi,s of scale should bring
down Ih price of the equipment.
There will, of course, be no
obj tion 1027 MHz and 934 MHz
FM quipment being combined in a
singl I.

There has been a good deal of
argument about the Government's
choice of modulation and
frequency sub-band. So far as
modulation is concerned I
emphasise that in reaching our
decision we had available to us the
results of laboratory tests and field
trials which indicated that 27 MHz
AM equipment was several times
more likely to cause interference.
given the pattern of use in this

country, than comparable FM
equipment. Th se results agreed
with tests and experiments On the
Continenl. Furthermore, we have
the hard evidence of mounting
complaints of interference caused
by illicit C.B. transmissions which
now constitute more than double
the complaints of interference
caused by all other interference
sources put togelher. Television
reception and broadcasting are
particularly hard hit, bul police,
fire, ambulance and hospital paging
services have all also suffered.

Having decided on an FM service,
on 27 MHz, the Government had,
in deciding on its precise location in
the frequency band, to consider the
existing pattern of authorised use
in that band. The channels used in
Europe in the lower part of the 27
MHz band are heavily used in this
country in particular, for paging
services and model control. These
services are suffering a good deal of
interference from illicit CB.. use
and may have' to be moved to new
frequencies but Ihis cannot be
achieved overnighl.

Hospital paging services operating
on 27 MHz would in particular take
a considerable time to re-locate_
The overriding priority is to offer a
good legal CB. service quickly in
order to discourage harmful AM
use, and the frequency that we
have chosen - 27.6 to 28 MHz - is
the only one which affords this
prospect. Of course we recognise
the argument in favour of
commonality with Europe but !

must stress that this is not within
reach at present.

Since the requirement is to provide
a good service with a much lower
interference potenlial quickly, we
are setting up the service using 40
channels with 4 Watts transmitter
output power in the 27.6 to 28 MHz
band. The amount of spectrum
allocated and the power limit have
been acknowledged to be generous
and much better than anything
permitted in Europe. Any other
solution would take years to
implement, or would have to
depend on a very severe.1y
restricted performance. I do not,
however, doubt that effective
harmony within Europe will come
and it is certainly our objective to
achieve commonality with our
European partners as soon as
agreement can be reached on the
re-location of the existing users in
this country of the relevant
frequency sub-band, but this is
bound to be some years away.

I now turn to the arrangements for
bringing the new service into
operation. Users will need a licence
which will define what equipment
may be used, and how it may be
operated. CB. apparatus which is
to be marketed in the United
Kingdom will be required. by
interference regulations made
under section 10 of the Wireless
Telegraphy Act 1949, to conform to
the technical standards outlined in
the relevant Home Office
performance specifications and to
be certified accordingly.

These specifications cover the
minimum requirements necessary
to minimise interference to other
services without unduly increasing
the cost of the CB. apparatus. To
assist retailers and users to identify
this interference free equipment a
standard mark of compliance is
recommended in the specification.

If equipment is marketed in
contravention of the regulations it
will be open to the Home
Secretary, by issuing a notice
under section 12 of the 1949Act,to
prohibit the manufacturer or
importer concerned from selling
such equipment.
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very much hope that British
manufacturers will seize the
opportunity of producing C.B.
equipment. There was a good deal
of initial interest, as witness the
number of people who asked for a
copy of our draft performance
specifications, but my impression is
that this interest has receded
somewhat in recent months. It may
be that some manufacturers here
will be able to convert existing sets
to the approved Home Office
specifications at an economic cost,
and we should certainly welcome
this. There is a legal difficulty in that
virtually every AM set in this
country has been imported illegally
and has therefore evaded the
payment of import duty and
V.A.T., but I understand that
Customs and Excise are looking at
this problem as sympathetically as
possible.

Finally, 1 should say something
about the licensing arrangements. I
cannot give much by way of detail
because the system is still being set
up. It has to be able to cope with
hundreds of thousands, possibly
millions, of users and this
constitutes no small task. The
system will however be run by the
Post Office, and will be similar to
that used for T.V. licences.
Licences will be available at the
counters of most Post Offices as
well as by post from the central
record keeping agency. Renewals
will be dealt with in the same way.

We have made good progress and
there is no reason to suppose that
the licensing system will not be
ready to operate in the autumn. We
have not yet established the licence
fee; clearly it will have to cover the
quite considerable costs involved in
setting up a licensed C.B. service
and dealing with the associated
interference, but we have no
intention of pitching the fee at a
discouragingly high level.

We are giving some thought to the
conditions of use. We shall want to
make these as simple as possible
and while it will be necessary to
include standard conditions such
as the usual prohibition on grossly
offensive transmissions and on
advertising or soliciting for
business, we intend to make the
conditions less restrictive than in
most other radio transmitting
licences. There are many points for
consideration; for example, should
the licensee be enabled to allow
members of his household and his
employees to operate his C.B.
equipment, and how many items of
equipment should be covered by
the licence fee? What arrange
ments should be made to control
the use of equipment hired out by
the licensee? It will be advisable to
ban the use of C.B. equipment in
aircraft: should any further
restrictions be placed on where
CB. equipment is used, or are such
matters better left to a code of
practice to be negotiated with the

CB_ organisations? All these
matters have to be settled before
the licensing system comes into
effect.

To sum up, our aim has always
been to have a legal service in
operation by the autumn. This has
dictated an extremely tight time
table; a complex licensing system
has to be created and millions of
licence forms and fee stamps have
to be designed, printed and
distributed. Manufacturers and
importers have to know the
permitted standards so that they
may design, manufacture and
market the equipment accordiogly
which means in turn that the order
banning all 27 MHz equipment has
to be amended. In addition we have
to produce regulations on the
criteria that will have to be met to
prevent interference to other
authorised services.

We are on course to complete all
these stages in time. I have no
doubt that legalised C.B. will give a
great deal of pleasure to a large
number of people, including many
who have at present no thought of
using such a facility. It is the
Government's hope that with this
credible alternative to the illicit
equipment now in widespread use
the many C.B. enthusiasts will turn
to it and continue to enjoy their
hobby with approved equipment
that will reduce the amount of
interference to other users of radio.

,,,
.-
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, FIOEL.ITY

Fidelity Radio's starter unit for the new Citizens Band radio service which the Government plans to introduce in the autumn on 27 MHz FM

This basic unit the CB-fOOD FM is expected to retail at around £60 with a more sophisticated version selling at approximately lBO
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DV 27 £4.99 K40 ANTENNA £25.00
'I. WAVE DI POLE £9.95 MOON RAKER 4 £26,95
PA HORNS £4.95 POWER SUPPLYS from £14.95
SWR METER + F/S £8.50 AM/FM CONVERSION £14.95

FITS MIDLANDS VICE·ROY STALKER COLTETC.(NOT SSBJ

PRICE LIST: PLEASE SEND S.A.E.

NEW ADDRESS FROM JULY. 1ST

12 PORTER FIELD ROAD. RENFREW
ASK FOR GORDON 041-8850330

9~9~ CLS"J,OsI.- xasalppl ....
\ Sf \' £ sa~eH

\ )tp ~ anuaA" Ise3 (;9

WE TURN PRICES
UPSIDE DOWN!

3tJOV\lll8
'rI ON'rI - 88 8NIH1AtJ3/\3
S31tfOSS388'r1 ON'rI S81tJ

SH::ISlNnN
A>I~n,

P & P £2.00 per item

~-We offer the largest
stocks of C.B.Radio

accessories in the
West of England

We are direct importers and
therefore we can offer the
best prices around

FREE delivery service to
all Trade Buyers in the
West Country

KERNOW AUDIO & SOUND
81 Mm. Rood, ~, w,""'....'_1(jjV
Tel, 0272 - 541254 .

* TRADE WELCOME * ".. .
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·A Passing Shot/But not a parting Shot?

SPEAKING
SIDEWAYS

If 11 meter SSB DX is too
involved for NATCOLCIBAR to
understand, or they simply don't
have the experience and
imagination thats needed 10
build a proper public servic

We have always supported the
rights of the individual to choose
radio in its various aspects as a
hobby. But when one Group of
CBers choose to deny another
group of CBers the opportunity to
develop. Then this sort of
hypocrasy will not be tolerated. It
is one thing to fight the
government, it is also a pleasure
to fight the amateurs who have
so m uch and give so little, but it is
a dreadful tragedy to have to fight
ones own fellow CBers. We
should be building the widest
fullest and most advanced type of
public radio service in the world,
with everyones needs being
cared for, instead we have a
bunch of none operating only get
involved on paper bunch of
theorists leading a bunch of
narrow minded good buddies,
who will themselves one day
wish to progress out of the
narrow 40Ch scene, and can't
'cos they didn't want to be seen
ungreatful. We are not going to
throw our arms in the air either
and say thank you, thank you for
what?? You the AM CBers who
like us have fought for a CB
service are conning yourselves.
You say that if CB becomes legal
on FM you won't throw your AM
rigs in the Dust Bin. But if you
haVe your way and get BOCh AM
FM SSB, do you expect us to
throw our radios in the bin as a
sacrifice for you???????????????

can call upon 13,000 supporters.
With the varied types of
equipment used by our
supporters there is no radio
service that could continue if

". these operators decided that they
wanted to make their presence
felt. There must be at least
another 40,000 SSB operators
who would feel as we do should
either the government or
NATCOLCIBAR have their way.
But all these people are CBers
Jir?t afore most, and simply want·
to retain the band "they alri;lady
use.

The Amateur fraternity take us
seriously, they have to, with only
25,000 registered amateurs in
this country & most of them only
licenced to use VHF frequencies
the British Sideband Network

When Natcolcibar should be
trying to build a CB service
second to none they are running
around peering into small bags of
narrow minded ill advised specs.
What these people know about
operating and the way this CB
hobby has developed could be
printed on a postage stamp.

As it stands the amateurs don't
want anybody to have anything
unless its another amateur.
Natcolcibar not only want 40 Ch
CB band they also want the rest
of 27MHz." ·Accordi"ng· to a
Natcolcjbar "Spokesm.ah if we
want to OX we should become
amateurs. Yes, .someone
disguised as a CBer said that.
How about that for 
'Selfrighteous'.

The British Sideband Network
was operating and promoting 11
meters long before any other
group in this country put pen to
paper. We are and have always
been hard line operators
committed to the CB cause,
when most people were talking
about CB speculating what it
would be like, we were doing It. I
think most people will agree that
we have taken every opportunity
to publicize our activities and
inform the people, with more
than 23,000 words published
this year alone, throughout the
world.

It appears that once legalisation have always supported 27MHz
iswith us, our members & fellow AM, but the 27-500 to 2BMHz
SSB operators will be the only should stay with the SSB DXers,
ones with no place to go. It where it has always been. There
appears that the CB fraternity is a strong movement throughout
I]ave turned their backs on this the world for an SSB DX band.
countries SS13" OXers, most of, . We the B.S.Network" along yvith·
these DXersare also membe'rsof" NCRA, Australia, The N.Zealand
clubs who support NATCOL- National CB group, the SSB
CIBAR? For now we understand Network in the U.S.A. & Canada,
that the supporters(?) of NAT- G.I.R. in Italy, and the C.I.A. R.G.
COLCIBAR have decided to try in Italy and the national Citizens
and push usthe SSB DXersfrom Band group in Ireland are
our portion of the 11 meter band. working together to build a band
The 27-500 to 2B-000MHz for serious CB OXers, The British
portion of 11 meters has for Sideband Network hold a seat on
almost two decades been the the Worlds Personal Radio
domane of the worlds 11 meter Congress to help build this
CB SSB DXers. How can a bunch service. All the national CB
of NEW CBERS in the world of CB groups throughout the world
justify their attitude to us who with any real interest in a public
represent the Worlds 11 meter radio service for its people have
CB OXers. incorporated SSB DX into their

plans for an up to date service.
Those that haven't are in the
main run by men who seek to
strengthen the foundations of
political or commercial futures.
How the hell do the leaders of
your British legalisation
movement plan to clear the
frequencies for this ensuing
BEOLUM that will I promise you
descend on you when you have
good buddy channels on top'
band, have any of you even
thought of that. Come to that
have they your guiding angels
even been on the band
themselves? Have you? .

The British Sideband Network
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NEW PRODUCT NEWS

radio system suited for the wider
needs of the British CBer in the
1980's 1hen for goodness sake
get them out of there. Most of
your NATCOLCIBAR committee
are involved in CB simply to
further their careers. they aren't
CBers or even interested
hobbyists. they are name
makers. CB is just another brick
in the foundations of their
otherwi~e very straight careers.
The only thing these great CB
leaders risk is a red face every
time they open their mouths.

We won'l be doi ng too much
writing come October. you
probably won't see too much of
us either. but guess what. you're
sure as hell going to hear us. If
Mr James Bryant wants to speak
with me he will have to get
involved in operating one of
those illegal CB Radio's 'wash
your mouth out with soap 162';
or can Mr Bryant only talk about
it?

Rem mb r we have always

supported 27AM CB. how about
27MHz AM supporting us after
all, we are building your future
CB Hobby "now".

OSCARocket...No longer do
hams have to depend on "Uncle
Sam" to get those OSCAR
satellites up there. The
OSCARockel kit makes it
possible for your radio club or
repeatergroup 10 launch its own'
satellite. The OSCARocket kit
contains a solid fuel rocket of
350.000 Ibs thrust and all the
associated equipment neces
sary. You just need a nice open
space of about 200 acres
(available through any real estate
agent - Ed.) Complete instruc
tions come with each kit
(batteries not included). For more
information. ask for GEARVAKf
OSCARocket brochure from
GEARVAKf Headquarters,

Albie CVickers
11 Meter SSB Operator &
President & Founder
The British Sideband Network.

Address your request to
OSCARocket Special Offer. P,O.
Box 114897A3j. Drawer '452,
GEARVAKf Headquarters, USA.
Allow 32we~ks for delivery.

THOUGHTPLEXER. byWierdley
Electronics...The THOUGHT
PLEXER is the first thought
transmission-reception system
available for hams and CBers.
Completely safe from the
hazards of non-ionizing
radiation, the THOUGHTPLEXER
uses no RF and is not subject to
other types of interference. The
THOUGHTPLEXER unit mounts
on the user's .head by means of
an elastic strap. The user simply
orients his head towards the

9am-9pm
9am-6pm
10am-4plT'

WEEKDAYS
t SATS

SUNS

RIGGERS
157 KINGS ROAD, HARROGATE

Tal: (0423) 68851

LEAVE IT TO TH EXPERTS

~

OPEN

--T-H-E~~:-O-:-R"""TH' YORKSHIRE CB

___---=s:.-PE9IAL!sT....:s=-----
EVERYTHING FOR THE

ENTHUSIAST AT
__--.:R~E=A....:..:L1S.TIC~R,~IC::..:E:..:S=---_
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head of the person he wishes to
communicate with and the
thoughts are transmitted from
one person to another.
THOUGHTPLEXER is wonderful
fun on dates, and is great in class
for reading the thoughts of all the
smart people. Need more
information? Ask for GEARVAKf
brochure No.2

POCKET REPEATER, by Mini
Comm...This is the world's first
pocket repeater. Requires no
permanent installation. Just take
it wherever you go. Antenna
mounts conveniently on the head
with coax running behind one
ear and down under the shirt (or
blouse - Ed.) The transmitter/
receiver unit fits conveniently
into a coat pocket with control
unit/phone patch in opposite
pocket (or purse - Ed.) Duplexer
can be carried in rear trouser (or
skirt Ed.) pocket with
rechargeable ni-cad batteries
strapped to the user's leg (or bra 
Ed.) Available for 144, 220, or
450 MHz. Specify bands and
frequencies desired when
ordering. See above for correct
address.

Mild comments on a recent event
in California will encourage OX
use:
CALIFORNIA MISSING
AFTER EARTHQUAKE
Local OX hounds, Luigi Antenna
and Edgar Aerial claim that QRM
was down on the 15 meter band
last week after a severe earth-

quake cause the disappearance
of California early last week. "Its
really much easier to work the
Far East now," said Antenna. "I
agree," said Aerial.

A similar note that NASA had
discovered a way to cancel out
gravity could also be useful in
handling the local Bad Mouth
Problem.

Joe Ventolo seems to think that
radio is slowing down - an
impression that may be
confirmed by the British's
government's impressive speed
in getting C.B. organized. Also
that the Morse Code freezes up in
cold weather and has to be
chipped off icy antennas.•

While 'C.B. News' could chuckle
for hours over Joe Ventolo's
highly coloured style, we
conclude with something called
'Slow Wave'. This is a technique
- just available, at naturally
great expense - which enables
breakers and radio amateurs to
transmit very, very slowly. This is
ideal for folks with a limited
vocabulary, or who do not want
to rush into 27 MHz FM (and let's
face it, who does?) Dr. Zwitching
C. Transient explains that, by
using a 6BY6 de-citer and a 6L6
reducing modulator, connected
between the mike and the rig, he
has been able toturn what would
have been a normal 15 minute
QSO into a languid contact

CB BUCKLE

This buckle is produced in solid
brass - manufactured from hand
cut dies and is just one of a vasl
range of solid brass buckles we
produce.

Lealher belts (with snap clip fillings)
W; width· also available· black or
brown - medium and large siz~s.

The buckle retails at a
recommended £3.50 each and
leather belts at £3.00 and isavailable
(rom ~any CB acce~SOTY shops _
or direct from Tanside Ltd
P?stpaid, Summers Row, North
FlI1chley, London N12 OLD

lasting several hours. "I think, if
more amateurs would build Slow
Wave Adaptors, they would
discover the fascination inherent
in dull, long communications."

By the way, if you plan to visit the
Annual GEARVAK-f AMATEUR
RADIOVENTION AND C.B.
HULLABALLOO, take your
wellington boots. It's being held
In Lake Michigan this year. Or is
it the Okefenokee Swamp?

determine if radio waves will
back up and go in the opposite
direction when the field
reverses." Because hams
operate from all parts of the
Earth's surface, their reports will
be an important part of the data
collected by United Nations
scientists. For its part,

The League of Radio Relaying
Americans has invited all radio
amateurs to participate in
studies to monitor the reversal of
the Earth's magnetic field on

• Details of 'The GEARVAK-f' bulletin can be obtained from
Joe Ventolo, 356 Coronado Trail, Eno,;, Ohio. 45323 U.S.A.

Joe told us that the bulletin started some years ago as an effort t(J spoof some of the newslettershe hadseen from
time to time. "This soon evolved into a satire of large American amateur radio organizations and of the amateurs
themselves. GEARVAK·f is the fictitious organisation which I use to represent any large bureaucratic
organization which I wish to parody. Well, it was fictitious until some years ago. In 1979, local friends began
demanding to become members of this outrageous club. So I had certificates printed and made them members."
There are now fifty members, which must prove something. The bulletin keeps afloat by occasional donations.
However, if cash runs short. there are ways of raising it. 'GEARVAK-f' bulletin recently reported: 'White House
proposes sale of 15 meter band to Saudi Arabia. Details at 11.00'.

Joe Ventolo's scoop says:- Friday, May 15th at 8.15 am EST
EARTH'S MAGNETIC FIELD (1215Z). Since this unusual
TO REVERSE phenomenon has not occurred

for many thousands of years,
scientific observations from all
parts of the globe are needed.
According to League spokes
woman, Shimmie Damnper,
reports are needed, "to
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GEARVAK-f has assigned 15
I members of its Scientific Studies

Committee to work with League
and United Nations observers to
take propagation measurements.
One member, Dr. lonos Pheer,
predicts that, "all radio
propagation will stop and there
will be no more OX, ever."
Although the actual effects of the
magnetic field reversal are, as
yet, unknown, some scientists
have blamed such an event for
triggering ice ages and
eliminating the dinosaurs from
the face of the Earth. With that in
mind, LRRA officials have
cautioned all hams participating
to "be careful",

However, some British C.B.
Clubs are arranging extra raffles
and sponsored eat-ins to raise
funds to put the earth's magnetic
field back where it belongs.
Which may be good news if you
did not rush out and buy new
equipment.

Other perils reported in the

'GEARVAK·f' bulletin have
included the leading of a task
force - by a Texan, naturallyl
to see if the radio spectrum can
be prevented from blowing up
through overloading by over
enthusiastic OXers. The public is
urged to cover the roofs of
buildings with aluminium foil,
but removing the turkey wrapped
in it first.

The only problem with a bulletin
like this is that it could fall into
the hands of government
bureaucrats who would probably
feed the info to reforming
M.P.s:-
Mr. Wyn Nowt, M.P. for the
Oedloss Constituency: Are hon.
members aware that a well
informed publication from the
U.S.A. - I refer to the 'Gearvak'
Bulletin - confirms· that C.B.
radio causes a fall in the birth
rate?

Even the entirely fictitious
reviews in the bulletin have an
aura of credibility, such as you

get when you touch a live rig.
Your reporter even sent off for a
copy of 'Jokes I Told The FCC
Examiner' by Federal Prisoner
No.6B34659. Maybe this is one
of them:-

FCC DEMANDS END TO
MALE, FEMALE PLUGS
In a surprise order issued last
Thursday at midnight. the FCC
has demanded that the
electronics industry end the use
of male and female connectors.

Citing the arousal of purient
interest among the young, the
Commission charged that such
connectors are often found
"mated" and represent a
condition found in the worst
pornography. In a press
conference following announce
ment of the order, FCC spokes
person Sandy Ampersand
suggested the electronics
industry replace the forbidden
connectors "with alligator clips
and banana plugs" until sexless
replacements can be developed.

Address

Name .........•..•.............•...........

Telescopic ntenna
AM 54(}-I600 Khz
FM 88- 108 MHz
AIR 110-130 MHz
CB 1-40 Channels

SEND CHEQUE or p.a. TO

cooLOO ELECTRONICS.
I Crants Bill Rd., Selly Oak. B'ham 829 4QR

FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH
----------------- ---

"COOLOO"
MULTlBAND

MONITOR CB,
RECEIVER

AT
SPECIAL OFFER

PRICE-
Inc. Batteries

£14.95
plus 9Sp p.p.

I. Tuning control
2. On/off switch,

volume control
3. Squelch control
4. Band selector
5. Telescopic antenna
6. Earphone jack
7. DC adaptor jack
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If 'Private Eye' had humour like
that, people might even start
buying their own copies. They
might.

Why not ru n one or two of these
'new product' reviews In your
C.B. Club bulletin - or mention
to friends that you plan to get one
- and see how soon you're
asked if you can get one forthem,
too:

27 MHz BAND TURNS PURPLE,
Hobby radio has always attracted
pranksters, and we are still not
sure if a magazine article linking
C.B. and UFOs should be taken
seriously. Seems that if you soup
up your rig too much, you might
get a flying saucer in the flower
bed, a Martian on the patio or a
Buzby at the front door. So check
that the garble you get on your rig
is only unscrambled Single
Sideband.

A current jester of the air-waves,
helping to lighten the load of
many a breaker on getting his
bank statement, is Joe Ventolo
who works at the United States
Air Force Museum in Ohio. Joe
tells us that the Museum has a
Spitfire, a Lysander and a
Sopwith Camel (none of these
are as ancient as the dedicated
breaker's car). Bearing in mind
breakers everywhere have
problems with the bureaucratS,
Joe produces a happy little
bulletin which deserves a place
in the C.B. annals. It could also
offer a few ideas to ditors of C.B.
Club bulletins, and to breakers
who want to sound knowledge
able about the Noble Art on
channel. Joe reports all kinds of
imminent events that may (or
may not) happen, often using
quasi-scientific terms that gives
the impression of real news.

Naturally, the Federal Communi
cations Commission (FCe) the
regulatory authority for U.S. use
of the air-waves, comes in for
merriment. The latest copy of Joe
Ventolo's "GEARVAK-F"
bulletin notes that the FCC is
going to install sprinklers on the
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20 meter band (that's nothing 
the Home Office plans to put
disinfectant on 27 MHz AM).
Here's the report:-

FCC TO INSTALL SPRINKLERS
ON 20 METER BAND

To preclude a repetition of the
near disasterous fire which
struck the 20 meter band last
year, the FCC plans to install a
sprinkler system on the band
sometime in ·the fall. According
to an' announcement made last
week by FCC Special Frequency
Safety Engineer, Marvln
Larpsnogg, the new sprinkler
system will "sense the buildup of
excess thermofrequency heating
(TFH) and cool down the band
before a conflagration can break
out." Mr. Larpsnogg added that
successful operation of the
system could lead to the
sprinkling of all ham bands by
1985, "provided water damage
doesn't get to be a big problem."

SAFETY TIP: FATALITIES CAN BE
DANGEROUS TO YOUR HEALTH.
DO NOT SMOKE SOLDER FLUXI
IT CAN CAUSE YOUR LEAVES TO
TURN BROWN. - GEARVAK-f
Committee on Ageing.

A current product' under review is
the 'Exploding Rat Amplifier' and
'C.B. News' has been trying to
discover if this has anything to do
with the 'Revolting Rat Bag
Amplifiers' used in parts of
Australia. Knowing that friends
in one of the original C.B.
magazines in Britain just love to
criticize technical copy they did
not write themselves,. we dare
not say too much. However, the
fact that the earth's magnetic
iield has recently reversed may
prompt you to polish your
antenna.

This isn't a daft idea - some C.B.
groups in the States have
presented C.B. rigs to Police
Departments and Sheriff's
Offices. That the police are
getting into C.B. systems is
becoming more evident by the
day. A U.S. firm has developed a
gadget called the Rescu
Emergency Location Alerting

System, which is a small
senSitive unit mounted in th
boot, or other place inaccessible
to intruders. Before leaving the
vehicle, the police officer radios
his identity, location and a short
report on local conditions, then
activates the Rescu unit to the
two-way radio. Then, when away
from the police car, the
policeman can use a remote
actuator, carried in a pocket or
fixed to his belt, to send a silent
coded message to the.Rescu unit
in the vehicle. When the Rescu
unit gets this mes'sage, it at once
transmits to headquarters the
message fed into the'radio before
the policeman went on foot. At
hea'dquarters, the Rescu
me'ssage' is used as an
emergency call for help, or
investigation imm·ediately.
Vehicles, for example, picking up
the Rescu message, get the
identity, location, and local
conditions, and get to the Rescu
fitted car. From that, they can
move into action.

Value of the Rescu system is well
recognized by users. It saves
time, enables a message to be
sent at a touch of a button, and
does not necessarily alert crooks
and the bad guys listening in.
Presumably, a coded (electronic)
signal may be introduced so that
only the Police Department
recognize the inherent Rescu
signal. Some might say that's
placing a lot of faith in electronic
circuitry. But this is certainly the
kind of equipment that will be
distributed to police forces in
Britain before long (assuming the
government's got any money left
after helpinq B.L.)

" At;; {aSt; ~ ..so i""te,.fel"el1ee ..(1""0_
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WELCOME, TENDERFOOT!. ..

GETTING STARTED ON FM--CB..
After being deluged by g,?od a'dvi'ce'by the metri'~:to;,~e:'wJi6needs,anoiher 'ho";".io: do·jt;.article> Well, 'we've got
Ma in mind for this one, a dapper and mightyenergetic.lady who.wouldn't do'anything illegal, and who currently
thinks AM is when she does the washing. By the time you read this, you should be able to get some definite
information on availability of (legal) C.B. equipment from local dealers, including retail chains (Dixons, Boots,
Lasky, Tandy, elc,) and friendly independents, Or you may want to drop a note to manufacturers and/or
distributors of C.B, for information and a retail price list - we've mentioned a few at the end of this article,
Remember Ihat th cost of the antenna (aerial) is extra, and you may need to add £50 to the cost of a domestic C.B.
- the base station - for this. For a car rig, the mobile, figure on spending £25. This is an approximate estimate,
but antenn~ prices can pe qu)ck!y cl18Ck~d.llS illstall.ali.ons are.g~!I1erally identica! for 2.7 MHz A.M (t~!'l illegal but
popular frequency)' nd the'legal 27 MHz FM system. But.'do not plu'nge into .purchase,·befor", 'checking the
government's regulations on C.B. To use your lega'l rig without'problems, you. will need tQ haitj3 an 'anten'na that
meets all the rul s, And Ihe Rules and Regulations for Ihe American C.B: Service runs to well over fifty pages
Whitehall will b able to increase that and quit possibly without using one word of plain English.

(. :ili/cns I'land Radio
Printed Tee-Shirts

Three
'troln

How",vor, don't get discouraged.
You will find thal many well
establish cl retailers have a
packag d al arr ngement. Just
like buying a TV, you can arrange
10 hav n ani nna installed by a
speciali I on tractor, or retailer's
own in tall, lion department.

Reading LIp about antennae can
be a confu ing as trying to find

comedy and drama in the Leeds
Telephone Directory (there are
one or two numb rs that provide
both, but we are not allowed to
mention them), The C,B.
magazines notably 'C,B.
Radio' - hav published
excellent technical features, but
a lot of C,B. users wanl to u
antennae for long-distanc
communication, or DXing, as it'S

called. Legal C.B. users will not
be so concerned (a) because FM
is not suitable for this
international chit-chat, though
the illegal AM is; and (b) because
DXing will certainly be illegal in
the new British system. This
(m",rcifully) means you do not
have to spend five years getting a
Diploma in Antenna Signal,
T rmination, Angle, Rotors,

---""1
Stlt1ILI. :
Records+Tapes

I
~

For full details send to:
WELBECK SPORTS (Free Post)

Flprence Stre.et,'Hucknall,
Nottingham'NG151BR

Uso coupon below. No stamp required on envelope

* Superb round neck short sleeved TEE SHIRTS* Choice of 3 popular colours: SKY, YELLOW or
WHITE* Every shirt screen·printed in two colours with
the C.B. motif (as below)

~..
~

r -l NAME . .
l ADDRESS______ A whole range of instructional cassettes
: for the CB enthusiast. .

; CLUB I lsendchequeorpo 10 I
I TEL. NO. REF;CB/9 : Smile Records+Tapps
L 1 ll~:::5:9:U:~::':Ch:O:":'o:n:Ro:n:d:.M:.:nc:h:..:'.:':'.:.::::~==::::::~J~
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Degree, Long and Yagi
(otherwise, from the initials,
known as DASTARDLY). It helps
to know a little about antennae,
and one helpful and nice-ta-read
book is the 'C.B. Radio.Operators·,
Guide' by Robert M. Brown.and··.
Paul L. DorweiledTab'.Bo,.;k·l\}o....
799, £3:60, dis'tributea in Britain
by W. Foulsham and Co. Ltd.,
Slough). Although this is an
American book, like most of the
curren.try .av·a.i.lat>I'e·;.C.. El:·.
literature, and'ttierefore focuses
on the U.S. 27 MHz A.M. system,
it's a pleasa'nt, well illustrated
introduction to the fine artof C.B.
use. AM (or Amplitude
Modulation) refers to the mode of
transmission - you may have
AM on your radio receiver or
radio cassette recorder, covering
the stations we often call
Medium Wave. FM (or Frequency
Modulation) is the form of
transmission giving better sound
quality, but having relatively
short range. You will probably
find FM on your radio receiver or
radio cassette, too, covering the
stations we may call VHF (Very
High Frequency). Comparing AM
with FM reception on an ordinary
domestic radio may confirm, to
your own satisfaction, that FM
'sounds a lot clearer'. A quick
word on antennae (or 'antennas').
The beam antenna is use'd for
domestic installations, and
sends the signal you transmit in
what could be called 'a beam'
towards the station you want to
reach. The simple vertical
antenna is primarily used for
'cars, i.e. mobiles. There are other
antenna types, including co
axial, ground plane, yagis and
quads. When you buy your legal
C.B., you will probably find
recommendations for antenna
type in the instruction manual.
Or, as we have indicated already,
the retailer will be able to give
some definite advice. In areas
with a lot of ups and downs 
Bath, for example, or valley, peak
areas - you may need specific
advice for your home.

You will be covered by normal
consumer law when you buy
your legal FM C.B., which means
that the retailer has to sell a
genuine article fit for its purpose
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(or, In general terms, you are
entitled to a refund). Also the FM
equipment has to meet
government standards'.

If you are a newcomerto C.B. and
are planning to gef'involve'd, you
can. consirle(the foJtoWir'\g;" '.'. . . . : '. . ..
• contacting local retailers to
see where and when working
demonstrations of legal C.B.
eqqipmenulliiJI'be'held; .'. '.

' .• 'asking vour: ·Iocai. .'c:;.~i·(O.r .
Breakers) .Club if they' will be
having an FM section - whilst
many C.B. Clubs continue to
work for the legalization of 27
MHz AM, some will certainly
want to develop work with FM
(your guess is most will, sooner
or later);
• running an advert in your local
paper, under a Box Number, to
invite other families interested in
using FM to contact you, then
maybe arra nge a meeti ng to
discuss possible uses for mutual
benefit;
• checking with the local C.B.
accessories stores on their plans
for involvement in legal C.B. on
FM - we know that some of
these stores are owned I
managed by very competent
people, well up on C.B. But
beware of a small number of fly
by-nighters, who simply want to
unload all they can on the
consumer;
• swopping C.B. magazines and
books with friends and
n ighbours, since you cannot
buy all those that may interest
you - though we hope you will
want to buy your own copy of
'C.B. News'.

The 'C.B. Radio Operator's
Guide' by Robert L. Brown and
Paul L. Dorweiler has a lot of
ideas on the use of C.B.. as it has
developed in the U.S.A. In a very
well illustrated chapter,
'Introduction to C.B, Radio', the
authors show;
• public works repair men on
site using C.B. to report back to
base;
• sewer workers using C.B. to
communicate with workers at
ground level;
• children using C.B. to avoid
getting lost in remote areas

(rememDer our proDlems on
Dartmourl)
• pleasure craft use of C.B. I
initiate fun activities, and warn of
any hazards;
• industrial use 9f C.B. far
mateiials .h:andl.ing.; . .:. '.'
• .agricu]tu.r~i. use·pf· C.B~·::- t~
tra'ctar driver on a distant
meadow can contact base
whenever he wishes;
• business, motorists', and
.t~~(te~n:'-eh.s:·.~~e,:·..: ". ::. '. '.; .. : "..
and much mo(e. Although this is
abook for alfthe famify, this first
chapter could give a lot of ideas to
a teacher, or leader, wanting to
create an interesting talk on C.B.
'C.B. Radio Operator's Guide'
has the best collection of
photographs on the uses of C.B.
that we have seen to date.

British publications have yet to
get into their stride, remember
ing that the Yanks have had C.B.
for a long time. But 'C.B. 81' - a
large, well illustrated and lively
book - costs only £1 .85
(Goodhead Publications,
Bicester, Oxon. OX6 70l) and
has a wide appeal. More
technical, and really a book for
the male, 'C.B. Radio', by Richard
Nichols (Star Books) is well worth
its twenty five bob.

Some people have asked if they
need to know all the truckers'
colourful language before going
onto C.B. The answer is
definately, 'NO', but the simple
'Ten Code' - using numbers to
signify message types - is
useful, since many breakers use
it. The lengthy, 'Ten Code' shown
in the Star Book on 'C.B. Radio'
represents all the U.S. uses 
we do not use all those in Britain.

Many people get into C.B. by
simply listening to other people
using it, and for less than £20,
you can buy a simple monitor
radio (receiver only) that enables
you to listen to the local breakers.
As the 'News of the World' used
to say, all human life is there, for
good or bad. A new model which
will enable you to listen in on the
legal FM users has been
developed - details of this
Benkson monitor radio can be
obtained from the manufac-



DROVECROFT
LTD

TEL: PORTSMOUTH (0705) 839149

FOR FULL DETAILS PLEASE CONTACT NICK MASTERS

THE WAREHOUSE
BEATRICE ROAD

SOUTHSEA, HANTS
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turers, B. Benkert Lld (address on
following list).

Before closing this quick tour of
the C.B. Options just ahead, we
would like to mention Ma again.
It's rumoured that C.B. is a male
preserve. But many of the C.B.
Clubs are kept in order by ladies
who answer the mail and keep
things organized. Also some of
the most imaginative use of C.B.
is handled by FM (Fair Maidens).
See the 'C.B. News' feature
'Listen I.:adies', for example, or
the recent 'C.B. News' report on
the Sydney housewives who
have group discussions on their
C.B. - 'Angels on Thirty'. 'C.B.
81' (Goodhead Publications) also

has a close-ta-life piece on how
housewives will be using C.B. in
a year or two ('Really, Mrs.
Bottoms, p.B6/87).

You will not have to look far for
good C.B. equipment at
competitive prices. There should
be a sales boom, if not bonanza,
this autumn, when legal C.B.
comes to town. Mainly because
of government delays in
announcing specifications,
manufacturers have been
reluctant to announce models.
So our list includes some
importers. We are happy to
announce that a well known
British CompaflY - Fidelity Radio
- plans to make C.B. So keep an

eye out for that. Soma U (11
companies are also a8t H I III I
business prospects on Ih ,Ill"
scene, whilst interIHlIlC111 d
companies like Sharp, Mal< 11l1l

and RCA sell C.B. equipm 111 III
the U.S.A. and are already wlIlI
known in Britain. AnOlh(,
pointer perhaps...

Golden rules for buying C.B. a,o
the same as for other conSL/ln r
electronics - take care, a k
questions, check prices, usa a
reputable dealer, read Ih
instructions. You may be a
tenderfoot now, but this lim
next year, you could be handing
out advice like a true C.B. old
timer!

Credit: 'from 'C.B. Operators Guide'
By Robert M. Brown and Paul L. Dorweiler
TAB Books (w. Foulsham and Co Ltd., Slough)

Companies planning to market legal C.B. equipment include:- Fidelity Radio Ltd., Victoria Road, London NW10
6ND; Binatone International, Binatone House, Beresford Avenue, Wembley, Middlesex HAO 1YX; B. Benkert Ltd.,
Henrietta House, 9 Henrietta Place, London WI M 9AG; Acme Electric Co. (Finsbury) Ltd., Acme House, 74 Great
Eastern Street, London EC2; Daltrade Ltd., 181 Wafl4lick Road, London WT4 8PO; Eurosonic u.K. Ltd., Britannia
Works Building, Sherbourne Street, Manchester M3 TEF; Academy Audio, Kohli and Co Ltd., K.C.L. Buildings,
First Way, Wembley, Middlesex;Adam Leisure Group, Unit 2A, Ripon Road Industrial Estate, Harrogate HGT 2AU;
Harris Overseas Ltd., Harvard House, T4 Thames Street, Barking, Essex IGI OHX; Nentone Products Ltd., 18
Commercial Street, London ET.

Phone Patch,~
If you've hod a 10·7 lately, and (for want of something better to do) have been watching some of the American
Detettive T. V. serials, you may have caught a 'Patch me through to Danno' somewhere in there. A license to play
with gadgetry by the T. V. companies you may think. But not so.

Evidence appears in our sticky fingers (all these donuts you know) that the Phone Patch is nota T. V. gadget. It lives
and breathes in a remarkably simple looking piece of equipment - not very impressive really - but the job ofwork it
does is far greater than its appearance would have you believe. For sqmething you could comfortably fit in the palm
of your hand, you wouldn't think it possible to call up anyone with a telephone, be it in your own area, or even the
re t of the world, if Buzby's put you on his International Subscribers list (assuming his claws haven't cut through the
wires for not paying the last phone bill).

Wc have therefore reproduced below edited portions of an article about the Phone Patch, that appeared in an
IImc,; an Trade magazine, which gives full details of its installation. We make no apology for some of the
trlminol gy from over the pond or for the openino aiece of dialo.que - it really is a lot of fun!!
n III «I A·I n gl A-i-n·gl Mom and Dadarealsocoming overl It's a and I'm almost home. Jerry just had a

'111110 honov. thiS is Mac. I'm on the real madhouse around here! By the way. phone patch installed in his rig and he
IHllll, hu clIng hOlllO. no d anything Blthe where are you calling from?" was nice enough toput mycall through to

111111'" "I'm in the car, talking on my rigl" you. Just thought I'd surprise you and
No, lUll! hw I Vhomol Dlnnor Is olrnOSl "Whatll??II" help him check out the new installation."

'"Ill IV, 111.1 kid till kltlllltJ Ofl h othor ond "ThaI's right! I'm talking from the car "Whatever you say! Just get home 10
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this nuthouse before I lose my mindlll"

This conversation may sound like it's
really an adventurj:l from the annals of
amateur radio, but it's nOLlt is possible to
use a phone patch in the CB service, too.
Hams aren't the only ones with that
privilege.

How many times have you thought that
you'd like to have access to a phone from
your car? If you're like me, then chances
are the answer is much more than once.
And, I bet you thought more than once
that it's really not possible. However, now
you know it is.

Well, if you're in this situation, there's
help available from Gold Line. That's
right, Gold Line, the maker of fine coaxial
cable and accessories also makes a
phone patch which works beautifully. It
only takes about an hour to install and
you're on your way.

The phone patch is a breeze to install in a
rig. The beauty of this patch is that you do
nOI modify your rig at all to install it.
Essentially what you are doing is adding a
new speaker path. The transmit and
receive circuitry are left alone. Thus, you
aren't violating any part of the CB rules
and regulations. All it takes is two solder
joins to the speaker terminals and two
joins to the microphone input circuitry.
That's all there is to it."

For the active channel monitor or

emergency group, the need for a phone
patch is obvious. It gives you a chance to
put your rig and phone line into play for
emergency situations. This way you can
help other CB'ers who would like to report
trouble to the authorities; or they can call
home to inform the XYL of car trouble or
whether they'll be late getting home from
work.

Thus, the imaginary conversation which
opened this article may not be so
farfetched. '

The obvious benefits to the mobile CS'er
are more than obvious. It brings the
phone system praCtIcally into the front
seat with the mobilo operator. This way a
mobile operator Cllr' place that imponant
or emergency call, or he can JUSt call
home and Ghat, However, I think a phone
patch should be r sorvod for emergency
or need-based slll/Olions. Abuse of this
privilege could lead to liS loss.

When you firsl buy thIs slrnplo unit it
looks, well, JUSt 100 Simple. It only
consists of a pop~rjvotod cl1rome-plated
box with a phono·llke connector wire
hanging out of ono od nnd a piece of
two-strand, insuhllod connocted wire.

Now that I've hilll,o whyof a phone patch
and given a brief look at what it looks like,
it's time to describo how 10 install it.

For the technically-inclined hobbyist.
installation of Ihis phono patch should

take about an hour. For the not-so
technically-inclined operator, it should
take an hour-and-a-half.

One note before we start the installation.
It's really better for a base rig, but it can
also be installed in a mobile rig that has
been pressed into home service. And, if
this is the case, I'd like to make a
suggestion. Since you probably won't be
using the public address output jack, you
can safely have it disconnected to provide
you with an access hole for the phone
patch's connector cable.

Moving on, it's time for the patch's
installation. And the first suggestion I
have is to take a close look at the rig into
which you'll be installing the patch.
Although, as I have noted, the installation
is easy, if you don't take the time to plan
your work, you can still run into trouble.

The next move is to layout your tools.
You'll need a good low-watt soldering
iron, a pair of wire strippers, a knife and
some patience. Also, keep the work area
clean because it's easier to work in a
clean area than a messy one.

The next step is to carefully read - and
re-read, if necessary - the instructions.
This way you can't blame the instructions
should something go wrong.

Now it's time for the grand opening.
Simply remove the four or five screws
holding the box or lid on your rig and

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!

"CB SLANGUAGE
DICTIONARY' ,

A CB CLASSIC
Limited quantity available

NAME

ADDRESS

-------------,
Please enter my order for I
copies of CB SLANGUAGE @ $2.75 I
each (whicti includes postage and I
handling.l I

I
I

U.e thl. handy ....
order form IIIl""""

P~88e make checks or
money order payable to
CB MAGAZINE and mall
to: Oept. TK

112 W. Robinson St.
Norman, OK 73069,

Antenna Specialists.will make a contri
bution to REACT for.you whenever
you buy one of their new Formula-l
Antennas. A/5 will contribute $1.00 of
the purchase price to REACT Interna
tioned, when you purchase a Formula-l
from one of their participating dealers,
In addition_ A/S is eneouraging their
dealers to contribute ddditional funds
to local REACT groups.
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you're ready to start. For this operation,
the tool that will be needed will, more'
than likely, be a Phillips screwdriver. I'd
suggest using one with a magnetized tip;
it's much easier. But, that's only how I
feel.

With this access gained, it's time to look
at exactly what you'll be doing. First, find
the microphone connector. The pins
you'll be working with on this hookup ~re

the "hot" wire, which may be a white,
insulated wire or a pinkish red insulated
wire and the ground wire. This will be a
black wire (but more about this later).

(Here's a hint that may serve you well. It
can get pretty crowded inside some of
today's rigs. So, if you can't find the black
wire, try and find a good ground point
somewhere near the microphone. The
patch should work as well. Also
remember, don't reverse the polarity on
your rig. Not only will you chance doing
some damage to the rig's circuitry, you
may also "blow up" the patch and you
may also hurt the phone line when you do
the final hookup.)

Next, find a way to snake the patch's input
cable into your rig. The PA hole is a good
idea in a mobile-turned-base rig. In a
regular base rig, you'll probably be able to
find a vent hole, slot or other hole in the
chassis that is more than wide enough for
the wire.

Once this is inside, it's time to strip away
some of the outer covering of this three
wire cable. For this, you'" need a knife or
razor blade. The reason is that if you try a
wire-stripper, chances are good that
you'll end up damaging one of the three
wires inside the cable. You need the
stripper once you take the plastic outer
covering off.

At this time, Gold Line makes it clear that
the only thing you are doing is adding
extta wiring to the CB rig itself.

Its instructions note:
"In the following steps do not remove

existing leads on loudspeaker or
microphone connection."

This is all you are doing, no more. In this
way you are not modifying your rig or
having it modified and violating the rules
and regulations.

After this the wire strippers come into
play. You have to strip off about one
quarter of an inch of insulation off the red
and black leads and solder them to the
speaker terminals.

The soldering itself ·is really a snap, in
fact, the whole unit is a breeze to put in.
You see, there is usually enough leftover
solder on the terminals so that all you'll
have to do is heat both the solder and the
wire and then hold the wire against the
terminal until the solder sets.

Though the soldering is easy, sometimes
the rig manufacturers themselves make
things harder. For instance, on one rig,
the manufacture,r employed white and
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white wire for the speaker terminals,
instead of the more common red and
black. The way around this, though, is
that if this is the case, usually the
manufacturer will also mark the
terminals with a + and a -. The red wire
goes to the + and the black to the 
terminals.

What you've essentially done with this
step is give the rig an external speaker
capacity. In this case, though, it feeds into
the control box of the phone patch, which
is really an impedance matching
transformer.

That's all you do here; the next step is a bit
trickier. And, for this we have to backtrack
a bit. When you first strip the red and
black wires in the patch's cable, you'll
notice there's a piece of shielded cable. In
actuality, it's a piece of mini-coax. This
mini-coax is really the third and fourth
wires of the four-wire bundle. But. this is
really being technical. For all intents and
purposes, this is a three-wire bundle.

The next step is separating the mini-coax
shielding. You have to carefully debraid
the coax, being careful not to cut or nick
the shielding. For this step, I'd suggest
using a mini-screwdriver or small
jackknife.

To debraid the coax, simply follow the
twists and have some patience. It is easy
to do, but takes a little time. In fact, this
takes the most time in the whole
installation.

When debraiding the coax, I think it's best
to debraid about three-eighths-of-an
inch. Once this is done, twist this into a
tight pigtail.

This is the first step at this time. The next
one is taking off about a-quarter-of·an
inch of the foam insulation to expose the
centre conductor. Once this is done, it's
time to take a look at the mic connector
inside the chassis.

Carefully inspect this connector. On
some of the newer synthesizer CBs,
there's an external circuit board. What
you have to find is the "hot" input wire
and 8 gro!Jnd wire.

However, on most of the older model CBs,
you will find that the mic connector is
either three- or four-wired. And, on some
of them - as I noted earlier - you'll find
the "hot" wire isn't the traditional red or
white. It may be pinkish or it may be
yellow. I'd suggest looking at the
schematic of your rig to determine which
is the right wire. If you can't really read
one of those, then look for the pinkish, red
or white wire. The ground wire will
usually be the traditional black.

There's another hint on the mic
connector and that is that on many rigs
the "hot" wire may have shielding,
similar to the shielded cable in the phone
patch's input wire. If this is the case, then
you've found the one you're looking for.

One more guideline - and this ono
should nail it down - is taking a look at
the connector itself. If your mic has 8
four-pin conpector, it should also ~avo a
semi-circular cutout on one Side or
another. Turning your rig so that this
cutout is at the top, the hot wire will be
the top right and the ground wire will bo
the bottom right.

On three-pin mic connectors, again
looking at the connector, the "hot" lead
wilt be the one on the right, while the
shield will be the lead on the left, with the
cutout at the top, too.

Once you've gone through all these
checks (or whichever one you choose),
it's time to solder the centre connector
and shield of the patch's input cord to the
proper lead connection.

In this case, the centre connector goes to
the "hot" mic wire, while the shield
connection goes to the grounded wire.
If you don't have easy access to the
ground wire, then you can use any
convenient ground connection near the
connector itself.

A word of caution here - don't rushl If
you're too quick or heavy-handed with
the soldering iron, you run the risk of
burning through one of the connecting
wires or cables inside the rig. A light
touch will do, but be sure that the solder
join is also hot enough.

ThiS is all the work you have to do inside
the box. Now close it up and you'renearly
two-thirds of the way home with this
project.

Now you'll notice that Gold Line has sent
you a two-wire connecting cable, This is
to connect to the telephone terminal
block. This installation is very straight
forward.

If your house has old-fashioned phone
terminal blocks, then you can use this
two-wire connector cable. All you do is
take off the terminal block cover and
connect one of the wires to the red
terminal (you'll see a red wire attached)
and the other wire to the green terminal.
DO NOT attach either of the wires to the
yellow terminal.

Once you've finished this, merely run the
cable back to the phone patch box itself
and attach one of the wires to one
terminal and the other to the second. It
doesn't make any difference which way
you do it. Now you're all set.

This may be okay for those folks with the
older type of terminal connection, but in
many newer homes and apartments you
have the plug-in type of phone jack, so
what's the way around this?

You should be able to obtain a length of
phone jack wire from your local Radio
Shack store and this will answer thO
problem. However, I have to admit you
have to do a lot more work.



To prepare this cord, you first must open
the outer cover of this cable and expose
the wire bundle. There will be four wires
to work with, but the crucial ones you're
interested in are the red and green.
Forget the other twol In fact, just clip
them off.

Next. strip about three-eighths-of-an
inch of the outer covering from these
wires, but be careful. Unlike other wires,
these are rather flimsy little things and
you can easily break them.

Once these wires are exposed, then you
simply atlach them to the patch's
terminals and you're all set to tryout your
patch. From on Ihe air testing, I can say it
works well.

To test your rig, find an unused channel,
and make sure you have a couple of good
friends with you, Make sure that one of
your friends is mobile and the other is at
his home.

Have your friend request a call from your
patch, for starters, After his initial call,
acknowledge it and then pick your phone
and dial the desired phone number. Don't
turn on your patch just yet - the only
controls on the patch are the on-off
switch and volume control - because if
you do, you'll be putting the dial clicks out

on the air. Keeping the patch off also
eliminates the possibility that your voice
will also be put on the air.

Now your other friend becomes important
in this test. He's the person you're calling.

Once he comes on the line, turn the
phone patch on and turn the volumn to
the middle position. Then, have your
mobile friend begin the conversation.
Your friend on the phone should be
hearing the mobile now.

Now it's your other friend's turn and it's
time to check the output side of the patch.
When your friend on the phone wants to
answer the mobile, you have to press the
push-to-talk button on your rig. This
assures continuous operator control. You
have to hold the key down for as long as
the person on the line talks.

You see, what's happening is that the
patch is acting as both the mic and the
speaker. It merely extends their
capabilities outside the CB cabinet.

If you want to listen or take part in the
conversation, Gold Line advises using the
handset. This way, too, you can control
the access to the patch and make sure
that everything stays on the up and up.

The only time you use the mic, by the way,
is to key up the transmitter.

Du~ing the testing, it's a good idea to
adjust the phone patch volume, too. Make
sure it's at a level which allows the
mobile to hear well. Otherwise, distortion
will result. Also, adjust your mic level to
the lowest needed so the party on the
phone can hear well.

If everything works well - and it should
- then the last thing to do is turn off the
patch, and keep it off unless you have to
use it. It won't affect your CB base in any
way.

Just remember, use your patch
responsibly and to help the mobiles out
there who need a phone. Just remember
all those times you did.

C.B. TELEPHONE LINK. Use C.B. to
make telephone calls. Unit complete 
£25; CB 27MHzFM Rigs-available soon
- £49; s.a.e. details. Johnson
Electronics, Star Warehouse, Chalk Farm
Road, NW.1. - 01-286 6119; 01-485
3~18

QSL
You too can have glamour on your QSL cards

One of these days, we may get
around to printing those fabulous
covers of 'CB. News' as picture
postcards, QSL style. In the
meantime, you can add a certain
amount of joy to fellow breakers'
mundane existence by tracking
down those handsome postcards

from Camden Graphics that
really knock you in the eye. They
also offer possibilities for QSL
Cards, and include, for example,
some really elegant, splendid,
sumptuous old automobiles from
the Beaulieu Motor Museum, If
you had one of those in your
breakers' rally for 27 MHz A.M.,
you'd certainly have no problems
in getting .attention, Talking
about getting attention, we have
a great liking for the pin-up girls
from (we think) the 1940s, which
are enough to make any hot
blooded male forget about his
Singie Sideband.

We had a talk with Louise Power
of Camden Graphics about the
series, and this nice lady told us
that Camden Graphics started
developing this speciaiist
postcard line of country about
two years ago, maybe less, and
since that time, there has been a
steadily increasing interest.
Some of the series are true

collectors' items, and once the
original printing has been sold,

• are not repeated (thus enhancing
their vaiue in the future). There
are aiso some colourfui
reproductions of posters for the
car industry, pre 1939, and
among the best of these are

Belle Ringer
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This, by the way, isn'ta disguised
advert. We think the cards are
worth tracking down, and, at 16p
or 17p each, offer a nice
alternative to a plainer QSL card
that could cost you as much.
Wonder how long it will be before
Camden Graphics produce some
cards with old time radio
equipment thereon?

that about four companies are
used at present, all eager to show
that the Brits can really go to
town in this area, of glossy, high
colour printing.

Here is your chance to become a
songwriterl SSE Records would
like to hear from potential
lyricists who feel they could write
the lyrics for a new CB song.
Once you have an idea give
Julian a call on 01-720 3803and
he will advise you of what to do
next. Any lyrics which are used
will of course be the copyright of
the writer and as such he or she
will receive a percentage of the
royalties and credit on the disc.

particular style of music and so
their record has a pop beat and
tells the story of a couple who
meet via contact over the
airwaves. The single is available
from SSE Records, 101 Albert
Palace Mansions, Lurline
Gardens, London SWll price
£1.00 plus 25p postage and
packing·.

pictures, there is plenty of
potential. Let's face it. the way
that the channels are getting
crowded these days, it might be a
lot better to send a postcard,
anyway.

Louise Power told us that there
are now about four hundred
patterns, and that many people
now collect the posteards. They
are a rather superior style of
stationery, too, and represent
some mighty fine colour printing.
Though, naturally, Camden

. ~raphics cannot mention the
names of their printers, we think

Breaker Love
8REAKER LOVE by "Mr.
Twister" is the latest record to be
released by SSE Records, a
relatively new company who are
aiming to give a new feel to C8
orientated song·s. "Breaker
Love" was originally penned in
April 1980 by Julian Skinner and
Colin Mason after a few brown
bottles and some enjoyable
activity on the a irwaves.
However, it wasn't until April
1981 when Julian Skinner
teamed up with Arthur Somerset
to form SSE Records that the
song was given serious thought.
They decided to rework the song
and it was soon released as their
first single. "Breaker Love" is
deliberately not a country and
western song. Julian told C8
News that although he
personally had no aversion to
country music he felt that not all
breakers appreciated that
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those for Ford (British, that is).
These could well be a personal
style QSLcontactforthe relevant
car owners - there are cards for
Opel (1912) and Mercedes Benz
(1928) and the original
advertising posters were
borrowed from private collectors.
Anyo'ne with the handle of
'Mickey Mouse' (or even some of
the other Disney characters)
might look for the 'Mickey Mouse
Magazine' cover series of
reproductions - and since there
are film stills, old transport
posters, film stars and nostalgic



(assuming you, get a chance to say anything)

READERS

Crime may pay with CB ....

PAPERWORK

All money collected is returned to
the member one way and
another, though raffles raise
cash (anonymously) for local
charities. The Club has its own
membership cards, embroidered
badges. and also has arrange
ments with local CB accessory
shops for discounts to proven
members. If you want to know
more, contact
Pete Bei/by (Castle Breakers)
clo 189 Derby Road,
Long Eaton,
Nottingham NG10 4LQ

"The Club is run (says
Lighthouse Keeper) in the hope
of attracting the more serious
CBer - there is no juke box
either, but merely a place to go
for a quiet drink and a chat (as
opposed to a 'shout') with your
CB mates and XYLs. The- Castle
Club is run more as a social club
than a discotheque; the
committee is elected by the
members, and all Club policies
and proposals are d'iscussed
openly, and voted on accordiifgjy
by the· members. There is ·'a
charge of 50p made at the door
(XYLs Freel) and this goes to
offset the rent and heating
charges. It also pays for the free
hot dogs and all social events."
!\l1eetings are held,. on Tuesday
'evenings, and anothe'l)lus ist~
real ale ·available (none, of that
fizzy stuff that makes you belch
across the Alps halfway through
a OX communication).

Smokies because it keeps the kids off the
streets. Every Saturday night an average of
175 kids come to the disco. Some of the
other activities we have had was a recent
darts match against the North Side
Breakers. A great night was had by all as
both dubs mixed well and it was a dose
match. We also have a five a side football
match under progress. Some of our
members are keen DXers and have got
some good copys. Take the case of James
Bond. He and his family are going 10 Italy
this August to eyeball an Italian and his

Brain

Scrambling

Charlie Charlie

Avoid

I am writing this letter as public relations
officer for the "Char/le Char/ie 100
Citizen's Band Club". We are a club of 100
senior members and 100 junior members
and are based in the Dundonald,
Stormaunt area of Belfast about 4 miles
from the city centre. The club was
founded in May 1980 and since then has .
done a lot both for the legalisation of CB
and for the community in our local area.
Every Saturday night Vie run a junior disco
which is much appreciated by the local

Long Eaton Breakers Club (Castle
Breakers) is one of those more
mature groups in C.B. Land,
where mind blowing discos are
conspicuous by their absence.

Long Eaton

Breakers

planning crime by having
semaphore signals on the roof of
New Scotland Yard. If the
Moriartys are going to use the
New Special C.B. for Quiet Chats
on Unloading the Loot, they'll be
on 934 MHz. They. will be about
the only people using it. Also able
to afford it. So all the PowersThat ,"
.Be have to do is to 'lisien i.o on'.
anyone using 934 MHz, and
search their cars for the statue of
Queen Victoria stolen from the
railway station this morning.

p,.S. If you heara.riyihing·crooked .._.
.on the. C.B:.. '!'ention i.t .to··Vour·:..
local friendly' policeman. Better .
still, bU'y him' a C.B. for .
Christmas.

Seems that a Home Office
lecturer and security expert told
retailers recently that Citizens
Band radio could "enable crime
to be carried out with precise
timing. and with the facility of
C.B. thieves working together (it)
will be able to minimise the risk
of detection or apprehension by
being f<lrewarned of t.h'e
presence of police by accom
plices."

·E.R.T.', the trade paper from IPC
- which publishes 'C.B. World',
by the way· :... ;'oied· th~t: t:he
.Iecturer, lvir 'Frank Pey'g,:
suggested that retailers, watch
out for vehicles with C.B.
antenna visiting the goods
inwards departments, as well as
for staff whose cars have C.B.
antennae. "He suggested (said
E.R.T.) that illegal trade will be
carried out over anyone of the
280 C.B. channels, with codes
used 10 denote goods available,
good required and meeting
places 10 exchange and dispose
of stolen goods." And, alas, he
thought thatlhe police would not
have the manpower to listen into
the Wicked Deeds being planned
on the old C.B. Asa veteran ofthe
retailing scene, your reporter is
glad that Mr. Pegg gave the good
word, but wonders if C.B. Crime
will really get so organized.
Bearing in mind the general state
of 27 MHz A.M. these days,
they'd be lucky to get a quiet
conversation on where to ditch
the 'box of ginger snaps just
taken from Grandma' (i.e. safe
just taken from the local
department store). Also, with all
the hoaxers on the air-waves
these days, it's just as likely that
the crooks would find them
selves bidding for a retired
elephant on Battersea Gasworks
Car Park, on account of a breaker
steering them in the wrong
direction.

Radio contact has been possible
for the criminal fraternity for a
long, long time. As C.B. is now,
they'd get a lot more privacy for
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family. This was arranged through CB and
must be one of the longest eyeballs to
date between two CBers.

Ace of Clubs, Belfasl

Stolen Wrapper

Please would you be kind enough to print
a thank you to all the breakers for their
help in looking for my wrapper that was
stolen from my works 20 in the President
City on Wednesday 13th May. Iwould like
to say a special thank you to Blue Moon
who drove me around to look for my
.Wrapp~r. and to Tool Box who went to

.,.' look iUOUAd tf)e B520 and to·Box Spanner
who came to pick me up on Thursday.
Also. I would like to thank Jealous Guy,
Pretender and their seat covers lucky
Apple and Peaches and Cream who found
my wrapper. These· breakers did more to
Hnd'my wrapper than Smokie Bear. You
have a great mag, keep upthe good work.

Steering Wheel, Tyne & Wear

Germany Calling - honest!

I must write to you as you have now got a
few baffled CBers back home in the UK.
The third week in April, myself, Hard
Target and Trooperswitched on our CB to
find to our amazement on channel 19
people shouting for a copy. Well, you may
find this rather funny but we are presently
serving in Berlin and we did in face havea
few copies but I think people who we
talked to didn't believe us. One lady
breaker asked us for our twenty. We told
her West Berlin and she replied, "1G-4 my
twenty is Hong-Kong". I would be
grateful if you l~t these people know we
were genuine. I mean, let's face it, if you
sat in your car and you heard us shouting
back at you and we say we are in Berlin
you'd be surprised. Give our regards to
the Furness area to Kendal and Penrith
and all CBers from Blackpool who
remember Red Flasher, Trooperand Hard
Target and not forgetting to mention
Planet of the Apes in Scouse land.

Red Flasher, Berlin

Tango Tango from Down Under

Iwish to say to the UK CBers, good on yer
mates, happy CBing. I myself am a CBer
and my call'signs are Tango Tango, Big
Bopper and UF05. I have had very few
QSl's from overseas but there's a whole
lot from all over Australia. When I was in
Queensland last year I had a ball with my
rig and the skip is plenty. I was in a city
called Mackay in the Tropics. I have not
done any CBing for a few months now as I
am in hospital but when I get my new leg
I'll be on the airwaves again. Iam buying a
caravan to live in and it will be a
mobile/base so next time Iwrite I'll send a
photo of it. If any CBers in the UK wish to
send me QSl cards, Ipromise to reply and
send a card back plus a postcard too. You
have a great little mag so keep up the
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good work and if you can get a mob of
CBers together and have a convoy to the
H.P. and get the word across to Mrs.
Thatcher as CBers have done a lot of good
in my country.

My last words are not Brittania rules the
waves but "CB rules the airwaves."

Tango, Tango, 4 Ward Place,
Farrar Canberra, Act 2607, Auslralia

Internalional OX Breakers Club

Please publish our full mailing address as
this was omitted last time.

RC104

Editors Comment: Sorry folks, it's
International OX Breakers Club,
430 Westwood, Windmill Hill,
Runcorn, Cheshire.

CB and washing machines I

I am a service engineer for a famous
washing machine manufacturer and
spend a lot of time on the road so, CB is
very handy providing bothentertainment
and an emergency link if required. I must
have spent in excess of 000 on rigs and
twigs with various suppliers so you can
imagine my anger recently when my rig
went wrong and none of the suppliers
wanted to know me. When recently
servicing a machine in Haslington,
Cheshire I discovered while giving the
housewife a bit of chat, (well it's a habit)
that the hubby had a small electronics
business supplying taxi radar equipment.
After asking if hewould repair my rig Iwas
asked to return with rig at the weekend. I
found this guy a very capable engineer
with a well equipped workshop and
within 30 minutes my rig was working,
calibrated and checked on an analyser.
We talked about radio in general and
about CB in particular. He is waiting for
CB to become legal before he deals in
sets. It's a pity we don't see more of this
sort of bloke it would certainly knock
those cowboys for six and they'd deserve
it. It's a pity I can't mention the guy by
name but he won't be hard to find for the
local breakers.

Radar, Wigan

Steeltown Breakerways

We are a relatively new club in
Scunthorpe (Steeltown) and have ~Iready

gained 48 members plus about 50
breakers who are showing an interest. We
meet every Monday night at the King
Henry VIII atB.OOp.m. We have, in the few
weeks since we started, run a camping
weekend at Matlock, several convoys to
eyeballs, a driving competition and a
social evening. We also have various other
activities planned for the future.

We would like to make it known through
your magazine that if any other breakers

are visiting Steeltown, we will h" IHt,,,
than pleased to eyeball them 31 OUI I Ill!.

Also, could you please give uS n Ilwl1llon
in your Clubs column.

Steeltown Breakerways.
c/o 12 Keell;ly Road, Scunthorpe.
South Humberside DN17 2ND

LOST COUNTY BREAKERS

Just a few lines to let you know that w('
now have a club in the Lake District,
known as L.CB. our breaker channel Is 27.

We have almost 100 members and the
membership is slowly growing, we m ct
once a month at 'Petes Paradise' on a
Tuesday night, membership is £2.00, and
we organise Fox Hunts, Treasure Trails,
ete. within our area.

With this year being the YEAR of the
DISABLED, we collected from our
members enough to purchase a rig with
the trimmings for a disabled gentleman,
and at our last meeting we were able to
present it to him.

Take care cos we care. 10-10

DELTA QUEEN

GATEWAV BREAKERS

Please let everyone know about our new
club which we have recently formed in
the Conwy Valley area. We are known as
the Gateway Breakers Club, and we meet
every other Wednesday in the Miners
Bridge Hotel, Gateway City (Betws-y
coed). At the moment we are only a small
gathering of about 50 members but with
more and more breakers coming on the
air every week in the area the numbers are
swelling and we may soon have to change
our meeting place.

Our membership fee is just £4.00 per
annum which includes membership card
and entrance to all our meetings.
Members also have access to a club rig
which is loaned to members if theirs is
stolen or broken until they are fixed up
again.

We treat our meetings as social occasions
and enjoy a few brown bottles while we
discuss different things and swop
information and ideas on DXing, rigs,
twigs, etc. We also plan to hold Disco's
and other functions soon.

We are a friendly bunch and would
welcome any new orestablished breakers
to join our club, for further information
contact Lindsay on Pentrefoelas (STD 06
905) 612.

The breaking channel in this area is 14and
19.

Signing off, 10-10.

Pussy Cat



own satellites of hand~held rigs. Working
from a concise communication map
produced by a local CB'er everyone
involved with the organisation had
constant reference to the situation with
the vast crowds.

Although the day'was enormous fun for
everybody who took part it should not go
un~noticed that· the organisers,
authorities, CB'ers and many others were
on site at 8a,m. and were still working (to
locate lost children) well after the crowds
had drifted home late into the afternoon.

The central control point situated on the
very top of the hill was manned by Big
Ears, Nutmeg and Silver Fox who really
must'be congratulated in controlling not
only their 30 odd CB stations dotted
around, but at the same time, keeping
track of traftic, first aid helpers,
organisers, officials and the helicopter.
When, after more than 7 hours the control
team eventually came down they were
absolutely shattered but overjoyed at the
way the day had gone. None of the
controllers had ever worked together
before and had been 'volunteered' for
the job by one of the CB club.

. The whole day had gone off well, far in
exc~ss of expectations, and was a perfect
example of CB being used, in conjunction
with the authorities, to provide a
comprehensive communication network.

We have official 'eyeballs' on the .first
Saturday of each month, where we discl:lsS
a wide range of subjects, We also have
sub~committee5 for our D.X. Club and
Technical Club, of which both are'well
supported. .

.Royal" T: Bre~k'ers

At present we are arranging for IT' shirts,
badges etc. to be prinled, they wj.J/ have'.'".
our club motif and members handles·
printed on request. Our other O'Iai~'

priority at the moment is to arrange.
indoor/outdoor sports functions with the
members, and competin'g against any
other interested club,

Anyone Wishing to join our club, just give
us a shout on 14, and we'll fix you up.

So we'll give you all the highs and lows jus.t
now, 10-10 till we do it again.

The ~int

CB Radio Fans Co-ordinate World Record
Attempt .

Over thirty CB radio enthusiasts, many
members of the Telford CB Radio Club,
recently assisted the Shropshire Star
Group of newspapers in attempting to
form a human ring round the Wrekin - a
popular Shoprshire landmark over 1500 ft
in height.

Working in close liaison with the police,
army, organisers and first aid teams the
central control point, on top of the mini
mountain, co-ordinated strategically
placed base stations e.a~h of which had its

title goes a' trophy and

Miss L<ldy Ureilker will not be performing
any o(fj lal dUlles - at least until the'
autumn when il is hoped that legislation
will be passed giving CB an offiCial wave
Icn~lh,

Hundreds of radio enthusiasts from all
over Ihe country had entered the
competition which judged personality
and the use of tI "rig" or radio.

It takes more than good looks to win the
title "Miss ltldy Breaker 1981" - the
contestants are also judged on their ability
to operate the citizen's band radio.

knowing that 60 would be a bonus. By the
end of the evening over 100 breakers had
paid their subscriptions and after just two
weeks the membership book was full With
200 handles. Almost six months later after
many functions such as convoys, treasure
hunts, discos and even a friendly visit from
the local CI.D. encouraging members to The objective was simple -to get people
report any rig thehs, we're on the move to to hold hands around a very large hill in a
The Hillstown Miners Welfare, Hillstown, line over 4,5 miles long at the same time. A
Ch est e rf ie Id, De r b ys h ire, The helicopter and the CB operators liaised to
membership book now stands proud with control the flow of people to the correct
more than 400 handles and is still wide locations at the appointed time whilst five
open because our new premises are very discos cheered the crowds with pop

, sp~cious, so it's a ca~e of "all.weJcome". music~ At half, .p'a_st .twelv.e, on .Qaok-..'. '.', -:. :. .' ".,'\. .',:'" , ':' ': ~ :.' .': .>.....:.-' '. 'l.lQlipay;: ..' May:..~·:4.th;~ .. 1(;oi1fi~.m{ltjC)fl :"W-ilS:'/ '

Mrs, Cow r, 33, who ha~ two. sons, ~ge.d ". ,fPar.t.Jr~,~ ~.~9P~r.:~5'r?~C!'.~f.·'t~#.~I.ll~.;:\:::~:',t~·5~~~tt:fr{j#.!l~,~·~:~tJ~~..~~~,.~~·a.ti~~:n~~·~:'~'
five and eleven, has been a member of; '.. w~ atso'.!ll<eno keep l1Jembers; !I\fopne#: ' ..' ~~~~~'?'P;lt~~:3.n:~,)'et;art ..?~"~r',~.~c~~,d,'f"~s· "
Aquae Sulis for only nine months, wJlh Ihe li,ltest news on ihe legalisation:" 'Qn' !.ts W~Y'·10J~th.e:,Cu;mness. BOQk.;of

front', a charity venture is: also b~in~' R~cor~s f~,b~·r'a'tified",I~.tookso~e 17-,~ .
planned: In conclosion a fantastic'group people to C'Ql1'!pltte the vast hum~f1 cham,'
of breake'rs, ,led oy a strong and R,een.' . , . ' .'. '. . ' .', '
committee will' welcome yotl·. e'very ~he .act,~ai ,t.im~ .'of ."lirik.!ng" ~.ad :19 be:
Wednesday, commencing'at 7ASp..m... delayed wt)en a.young~lad was·ta:ken·:i11

hfgh. up on'tlie' hillside. There was no way
Wishing you all the high numbers: . ·tha( a,(Igctor .or a.qlb,ula.n~,e,could ie.aph·

'.' ..: " hlry"i·,ao~'despit~.~ri·.a,tierjlp~ byiary army'.
. lan ,oa....ie.s·ali~~ ~C?:...: ";:.;:., :,: :lantfra.ve(:it-was,prompt"<\<::tidn.l:)y:CB-le'rs··;,

'. ," -: :;;' :,~; :~oo.ihe"sGe'i{e:tb:ats·a.';lil:fth·e·daY;"A~~iellite:'~'
. ~. ~. ' :~ .: " qa'':ld' ~~Id' rig carr.fe"d'bY' l;azer 'Beam got

.' ' ~ . through)o' corllrol with die information
Hi! there all you breakers in CB, land..We·,'.' 'as to, the exact whereabouts 6fthe sick'la~ ,
are the Royal 'i' Breakers Club; newly'.··' 'and Silver.··Fox' (c.ontrol). then organised
formed 16/5/81, our present membership"'" ..t~e: belicopter to collect a .doctor, fly to
stands at approximately 100, but new ' . tne· riearest'" spot to' the lad~ load him
memberships are being requested daily. : 'aboard..;md rush him to the nearest

. hospital. At the same·time a local CB base
'station who, had .been monitoring the

: field operations put in a land line and
informed the hospital to expect a visit. All
turned out well. The young lad, who was
not !;lamed, recovered without ill effect.

. To follow this dramatic rescue the
helicopter was-further delayed to pick-up

'two.more young people with suspected
broken legs. They were then hurried to
hospital by ambulance with a police
escort,

Along whh th
£100.

Mum rules the wa...es

Mrs, lucy Ann Gower, of Bath's Aquae
Sulis Club, was chosen from ten finalists at
a CB show and contest held at Kenilworth.

"My husbond is also a member so it was a
case or If you can't beat them join them."
she exr,loln d. "It's also a very good
hobby. '

Canyon Drcakers

H:lVlng read every issue of your superb
publication since it first appeared on the
bookstilJlds Ilhought it aboultime I wrote
giving you a little bit of information
regarding the Canyon Breakers Social
Club.

The aoyon is a small housing estate in
Bolsovcr. Derbyshire, a thriving CB,
community with enough breakers to
warrant (J club of it's own, nestling in
amongSI several large CB. clubs well
established within our transmission area.
So after fihding a friendly landlord,
sympathetic 10 the cause at a time when
the initials CB, were still very dirty, with
officialdom at least, we arranged for the
first eyeball to be held in The Cross Keys,
Bolsover, on Thursday, January 29th 1981.
We expected an attendance of around 40,
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All the CB'ers who took part would like to
thank the organisers, and the police, for
the opportunity to show that CB does
work in an organised way for the public
good. The activities, we have since
learned, were monitored by interested
CB fans as far away as Shrewsbury,
Wolverhampton, Birmingham and
Stafford and no complaints of TVI were
reported. The most surprising thing about
the whole day was the way in which local
breakers up to a radius of 10 miles all
stayed off the two control channelsall day
and thus allowed it to go so well-thanks
are'due here. Even.the ltaHans·didn't start
to:.:~KiP;· iri:~~ti(well·after the event had
{jni~~ed -; y~~:ca9't a~k rrio~e.}~an thatll

For fu'rther infor;';'~tion: ...'
Information Officer,
Telford CB Radio Club, 'Stetson',
lilleshall, Shropshire.
Tel: Telford 603474

Blow-Out.
\" . ".: '; ," .. ; .

("';'ould:li~e ·)o·:·tna"k; ..th(6ug~ your.
· p~J"lipti.o.n, :for' the help I received,
.foll~wing a.high 'speed flblow-o~t"·on.the

M56' Motorway last week, from fellow
breakers.

The "blow-out" caused my vehicle to turn
through 3600 and when the car came 10
rest I was eyeballed by a trucker, BLACK
SHADOW, who enquired after my health
and allowed me to manoeuvre onto the
hard shoulder.

BLACK SHADOW and another lrucker
JETRANGER changed my wheel for me
whilst TREBLE SEVEN, driving a Mickey
Mouse, supplied me with hot sweet tea.

•
My sincerest thanks to all those breakers
and to the two "Smokies" who ignored
my chattering chicken box, for all the help
they gave me.

Oavid G.c. Hicks

Kent & Essex Breakers

'ODE TO CITIZEN BAND'

The word is out, our members shout
just you wait and see
and us so scared of being found out
for using the old CB.

It seems the South has heard our plight
do.wn there in Cockney Land
·we've.formed a Club, to prove we're right
so why not lend a hand.

·We ca.1I ourselves Kent Essex Breakers
Qr K.E.B,A. club for short
tJ,e Government call us mischief makers
:we.'re nothing of the sort.

·Our c:;lub was formed iri '79
·you m'lght say 'not so long'
· ~ut in that time we've got on fine
· '.1~arly"700 strong.

T.uesdays we meet at Orsett Hall
"where's that? you've got me foxed
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take the An to pay us a call
next roundabout from Tilbury Docks.

Up to now we've shown them how
we've pushed beds and raced a boat
our disco's really are a wow
and so is our Carnival Float.

We do these things for charity
with sponsors as our backers
who pay to see us eat boiled eggs
and chomp upon cream crackers.

We may not be your cup of tea
its still against the Jaw
.th~y say we ~0'.1t."ct properly:':

..but dont Y9u:be so. sure.

We do~t spray ~alls with aerosols
or vandalise the land
this outlaw band has different goals
we lend a helping hand.

We've raised alot of money
for those who need it. most. .
'and you can be.s:"Jre~·~e'lI.ratse·soiri~ mo"re '.
and Ihaf'~·.no idJe bo,!st:·; .... '. .... :

So if you leave a' CB~ Set
at home or in your car
need help or just a little upset
a good buddy's never far.

So please print out our bardic verse
upon your CB. page
come buzby's, smokey's do your worse
it all helps to pay your wage.

Angel

S.W.A.T.

As a breaker I always enjoy reading your
magazine and look forward to it's landing
on my doormat each month as I have now
placed a regular order with my
newsagent

I am writing to inform you of a fairly new
organisation called S.W.A.T.I A slightly
dramatic title perhaps, but at least it's
easily remembered. It stands for South
Wales AClion Teams.

As in other areas of the country we have
our fair share of Bucke~ Mouths,
Whistlers, Button Poppers ete. We find
that nearly all breakers are anxious to do
sQmething about the problem, but as
individuals find it difficult to track or trace
the offender. Therefore we have
organised ourselves in various areas to be
available 10 breakers calls for assistance.
Elaborate D.F. equipment and techniques
are in use, and we can already claim some
success. Our last resort (albeit unofficial)
with the assistance of Buzby. As the
problem (hopefully) decreases, we can
concentrate more on making our
network available as:a back-up system to
the emergency networks which are now
being formed in our area.

I fee.l I should stress the polnuhat we are
NOT a heavy mob. Other organisations
which have been formed in the past have
tended on occasion toware such

J

extremes and got themselves a bad I, ..mt~,
We don't need to. Some breakers mdY
inevitably get the impression thal we ,11(1

trying to set ourselves up as somethlnK
above ordinary breakers, but th.lI I,
certainly not our intention. Only
responsible and respected breakers ,.11('

admitted, in fact any member of S.W.A.1.
even threatening phYSical violence 10
another breaker would be asked 10
resign. We are aware that such an
organisation will attract undesir3blr
characters, there is therefore a careful
vetting system before a new member Is
accepted and this problem should nOI
arise. Members are~ eXp'ect~d to give
freely of their till1~ and energy ~q~a~~ the
overall.aim of an .efficient:'.B. :sy~t~I)l,

S.W.A.T. is in favour of the legalisation of
the American F.C:C. spec (27 MHz AM),
and supports any groups so inclined, but II
is our intention to be wherever the
breakers are, be it 27 AM, FM or whatever.

..C·entrat· ~~ntrQI:-oe!ng'.;si~~~tea·:il} -:.l,he·

. heart· 'of Sbutli ~ales:,::·!.he in.~e~nal

organisation' of S.W.A.T. is Qow.well in
hand and ready' for expansion. Through
the media of your magazine we would
like to invite any clubs in South Wales who
are interested in further details to contact
the address given here:-

Speedbird. See.
16 Lanelay Park, Talbot Green,
Pontyclun, Mid. Glam.
Tel: L1antrlsant 225190

Well I think that's about it all covered
generally, so I'll give you all the golden
numbers, this is Mobile 006 on the side
(and monitoring) .

Speedbird. Sec.

North London Breakers Assoc.
Willesden Branch (Club 14)

As you can see from the letter heading
"Club 14" is a branch of the North London
Breakers Association, but is run as a totally
separate undertaking. We have been in
existance now for about three months
and after a few problems at the start we
have now really got off the ground. We
have already had our own mini convoy up
to the Derby twenty to meet our good
buddies at the "Calcan Breakers Club",
apart from the blizzard we ran intoon the
way back a good time was had by all and
our thanks to all at "Calcan" for making us
all very welcome.

At the moment we are finalising plans for
a Western Dance and for a coach trip to
the coast, hopefully to Southsea to eyeball
all the good buddies down there in
Victory Land.

The club meets every Thursday night at
the Spotted Dog watering hole in
Willesden High Road NW10 from 8 to 12
p.m. Membership is SOp on enrolmenl
and 25p weekly" we have all the usual
attractions including an accessories shop,
Eyeball and Buy and Sell boards, disco,
etc. etc.



IIca News Small Ads!"

If any of you down at CB News are in our
twenty on ;:J Thursday night you're sure to
get a big welcome if you decide to pop in.
(And no doubt a few brown bottles).
Breaker Break

All Them High Numbers 10. 10.
Star Rider

C.B. Backpackers

I am writing to your magazine to see if you
would be interested in a new club that I
am starting lIlong with my seatcover,
Judie. Wc op rllt on the air as freebird
(me) lInd Dreamwcaver. Up until recently
I was using the handle of Starbuck but
have now de ided on il change.

Anyway what we intend to do is start a
club for breakers called C.B.
BA KPA KERS, with the idea in mind of
using handheld walkie talkies to call up
other breakers to try to hitch-hike lifts
around th country, the same as hitch-

Special Announcements
(Government, Council, Legal)
30p per word (£6 minimum)

Business
(A budget service for commercial
advertisers both large and small)
25p per word (£5 minimum)

For Sale/Exchange/Trade
(Our reader service - strictly
private) 20p per word

Activities
lA social notice board for clubs
and societies) lOp per word
SOUTH DEVON BREAKERS
Sundial/Clipper for quality sweatshirts
and teeshirts with handles, Clipper,
lorbay Road. Paignton, Sundial. Dawlish
Warren or lel: 08047 2987

STRETFORD 8< OLD TRAFFORD
Broakers Assn: 167 Winchester Road,
Davy Hulme. Urmston, Manchester M31
1UW. Tel No. 061-747 0604c/o Donor
Nutrockcr

CLUB BADGES AND AMERICAN style
embroidered patches (min 50). Send your
design for free quotation to Dave Green
Badges, Unit 4, Broad Street Jetty, Broad
Street. Coventry CV6 5Al

ALCATRAZ aSL CLUB, PO Box 6B,
Geelong, Victoria, Australia 3220

CB TELEPHONE LINK. Use CB to make
telephone calls. Unit complete. £25.
CB27MHzFM Rigs available soon - £49.
SAE for details to Johnson Electronics,
Star Warehouse. Chalk Farm Road.
London NW1. 01-2B6 6119 or 01-485
391B.

hiking really but puting CS. to a good
use. We feel that this idea could really
catch on especially when CS. is legalised
and handsets are readily available,
cheaply we hope.

Even though CS. is still illegal there are
enough breakers around now to make the
idea work now. Myself and the
Dreamweaver intend to give the idea a
trial run and very soon intend to set off for
Exeter, taking tents etc and we'll see how
far we can get. With the good spirit among
breakers we feel that we can do very well.

We would be interested to hear from
other people that like camping and hitch
hiking and feel that CB. could help them
with their hobby. Anybodywishing to join
would be issued with a free membership
card, badge and also a list of ideas. Also
any breakers who run boarding houses
etc may like to write and be included on a
list, this would help hikers and the people
running the boarding houses would also
benefit.

-- ~ -- -

RECHARGEABLE
BATTERIES
and chargers

Private or trade enquiries welcome.
Full range available. S.A.E. for lists.
£1.45 for booklet "Nickel Cadmium

Power", plus catalogue.
HP7 Pencells and chargers 8 speciality.

Write or call:- Oepanment CBN. Sandwetl
Plant Lld .. 2 Union D,.ve. Boldmere. Sutton

Coldfield. Wasl Midlands. 873 STE.
Tel: 021 3549764

CB RECEIVER, 40 CHANNEL.
Squelch. earphone. Also receives
Air/PB/We, TV/FM. £14.95 post free.
J.L. Gardner (CBN), 123 Carrington Lane,
Sale. Cheshire.

QSl CARDS - CHOOSE from our
range of preprinted OSL cards £3.40 per
100. Your own design from £15 per 250.
sae for illustrated lists, Sani::lhurst
Publications, 49c Yorktown Road,
Sandhurst, Cambertey. Surrey.

LUTON COMMUNICATION
Radio Communication Engineers
Airlink House, 10 Rockley Road,

Luton, Beds. LU1 5RW
Tel: LUTON 412513

SUPPLIERS OF:- AM/SM modification
Supply/InstallatIon 01 rIgs. linears, beams.
rotators. towers and all types of CB accessories.

BROWN BOTTLE BREAKERS B.B.B.
News Desk. c/o 18 $pringfield Road. 5t
Albans. Hens lel: 0727 33951

Throughout the coming y••r
CB Ne""'l SUI" will be 1flvlllirtg
thl length .nd brlKlth of the
Brilie" 1.1.. llnd thll includ••
England. Wall'. Scomnd,
Nor1hlm Ireland. Ind Eire} Ind
_ will be looking 'or your
vlhlcll dl,playing our "CB
NEWS" nicker.

Elch ,tick,r wJII Individually
dll9i11y ...,1.1 numbti,. which
will b' vour Vlry special
mamlMuhip numbti, in I club
which COlt, you nothing to join.
bill will glv. you. ,hlra in OWf
£500', worth of prlz••.

Every month our roving
report,r, will be looking forCa
NEWS window .debr•• and
thl fl,.t OM 19ott~ It tha
~lnnlng of .ach month will
~lw • l150 prize. There will
bti ~n runner up prlz" of. T·
11I1" 100. Ind thi' contaat will
run fo, e full twel~ monthe.

It will be the job of ou, mln on
the move to note down the
...,181 numbe" end within dey.
of the vlhlcl. bllng 'Potted the
lucky ownl' will 'Kei~ •
chequ•. Winning numbl,. will
be publl.hed In following
luu.., though we'll Ibbreviltl
.dd'..... fo, you, PI'l(lnal
...cu,lty.

To obllln you, ulckl', ...nd two
lump.d .. If .dd' d
.n~lOP<l•. On. will be u d fo'
the ,Ilum of your numbe,ed
window .tic..,. end the oth.,
will be Mid OVI' on ou,fi'-.fo,
• future mlil out. Vou, naml.
.ddreu end tile.., ,181
numbe, will be logged plrt

of 0l"W" competition 'KOrd., but
thil informetlon will not be
privvy to .ny third perty.

Th. lOOM' you ...nd fo, you,
F,.. anrectlv. CB NewI
Window Stic..,. thl toOnl'
you could .lI,t winning. Slnd
you, twO IlImped edd,...eet
.n~lopel tod.y to:

.CB NEWS STiCKeRS
Empi,. Hou....
empl,1 Roed,
1IIc..te,.

THIS MONTH'S
WINNERS

£60 prize
001261 J. Lemon. Hanls

T.Shirt Prize - Runner. Up
001741 T.Motllme,. Blackpool
001448 C.Cfumpton. Gwynedd
CXXl783 O.Scholey. N Yorks
CXXl295 F.J.Cragg. MorseysKle
CXXl330 T.Conwav. Co Durham
()()(x)31 MlssK I,eland. Cumbria
000640 J.Flelche" Cheste,lleld
CXXl339 C.M.Oodd. Cheshtr8
000620 C.ElIten, BerkshIre
001383 8rookland•. Lancs
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At presenl we're raising money for
leucaemia Research, and would be most
grateful for gifts of stamps and ring pulls
(from Coke cans etc) which are sold in aid
of this worthy cause.

Our Club membership ranges from
Company Directors to school children,
from 70107, and we warmly welcome all
those 'would be' breakers who want to be
ready 10 go on the air in the Autumn, to
come and share the friendship,
knowledge and experience of our
Members.

Hope to see you soon,
Breaker break
Bugs Bunny

We're active on the social Jront, having
regular discos and many u~r functions
ranging from barbecues to convoys.
We're preparing teams 10 go Ten Pin
Bowling on a regular basis, and we field
two darts teams. We're always ready to
accept challenges from other Clubsl

one of the best around. We can supply
Club posters and QSl cards, and we're
awaiting arrival of sew on badges and CM
stickers.

o
o

Also we would like to become a pressure
group to let our Government know what
our thoughts are concerning CB, and to
see where our M.P. & our Councillors
stand on this matter.

Every week we produce a Newsletter, and
an up to date Membership list. We're very
proud .of our raffle, which we believe is

public who have yet to learn about what
CB Radio is all about. and also educate the
members of the public who have heard
about CB but have yet to see one in
action.

Bugs Bunny Give Us A Nine Club

We have been running for 20 weeks, and
at present have 1100 members, a figure
that is growing quickly every week. We
meet every Tuesday evening at the HAND
IN HAND, BOXHILL ROAD, BOXHILL,
SURREY, from 8pm. The joining fee is 35
pence, and we make a nominal entrance
charge of 10 pence, to go some way
towards printing charges and other
expenses.

Ironside

OUR RTL 208 REQUEST SPOT EVERY SATURDAY
ON THE MARLBORO BIG L COUNTRY SHOW

r------------------------------------------..,
Here's a golden opportunity for all readers of CB NEWS to have a
dedication read over the legitimate air waves of the worlds largest
commercial radio station, RTL 20B Radio Tele-Luxembourg. Get your
ears tuned to 208 every Saturday 1Opm - 12pm for CB NEWS Truck
Stop Requests on Bob Stewart's Big L, Country Show. Clubs can send
greetings to clubs, truckers can woo their "Angel Face Specials" and
you can wish all the high numbers to that guy you contacted on skip in
Haly. Clip out the coupon and post your priority dedication to: Truck
stop Requests, CB News, Empire House, Empire Road, Leicester.

Our aim is to be a friendly and active dub,
although it is now early days we hope we
are on the way to achieving this.

CROSSROADS BREAKERS

We would also like to hear from clubs that
feel that they could act as area organisers.

What we would eventually like to see
would be CB. Backbreakers as a
recognised national service, helping with
all aspects of outdoor activities.

We would like to point out now that we
do not intend this service as a cheap, or
free taxi service for selfish breakers and
we feel that a membership card should be
produced when travelling.

Anybody wanting further details and a
free badge can send an S.A.E. to:
CB. Backpackers
Kevin lones
95b Marina
St leonards on Sea
East Sussex TN38 OSl

Blue lagoon

We have taken part in acharity walk in aid
of OXFAM and are now in the process of
doing acharity bed push. We are also very
active in the social side, e.g. We are
challenging Mid Clam breakers in Darts
pool for lady breakers and Rugby for the
men, and by doing such challenges as
these we try to involve everybody in our
club.

Wyre Breakers

The club is run on a social side as well as
promoting the legalising of CS. The
police in the area know aswe have putoul
two 10·33 to the Fire Brigade which they
had word of.

I would like to inform you that aNewCB.
Club has been formed in the Wyre District
of the lowlands (Thorn ton le Fylde), The
Palace (Poulton le Fylde) & Crossroads
(Cleveleys).

We are a newly formed club in the upper
Swansea valley, we hold our meetings at
the Masons Arms Ystradgynlais, we meet
every Sunday at 7.00 p.m. We have been
going for six weeks and have seventy
members and the number grows every
week.

· ..•.•....•......•..•..... from ....•......•....•.•......•....

· .

· .
Please dedicate a CB NEWS request to . ......•........•.........

RTL 208

Handle ... , ....•...... ,., .... ,

I RTL 208 CB NEWS Truck Stop Priority Request Coupon
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
IL ~We would like to promote a better

understandinR with the members of the

It has been formed because of the ever
increasing number of New Breakers in
these areas. So it was brought up by a
number of Breakers that they were asked
if they wanted a new club for these areas,
and there was an overwhelming vote for a
new club. At the first meeting of this club,
there were 113 breakers present, which
was held at the Burn Naze. The name of
the new club is going to be called THE
WYRE BREAKERS CLUB.
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BREAI(~RS
FOR

TAlN
'Zukie' nl in a fine master plan, which requires only a small fortune and a lot of enthusiasm to get moving. A lot of good
ideas for a 'Breakers for Britain' network could include Ihe following:

* an insurance scheme for members partly sponsored by manufacturers;

* a tive support of REACT, with three monitors for each town to vet local breakers;

* only reasonably styled clothing with appropriate Club badges should be encouraged - certainly NOT the
American image which appears very immature or garish;

* visits 10 schools, etc. to explain and demonstrate Club and C.B. activities;

* erf live liaison with local retailers and manufacturers, who can be invited to give talks and demonstrations
10 1 al groups;

* regular fortnightly magazine supplied to members, but also available from newsagents at a higher price (cost of
po ling opies to members might pose a problem);

* disabled sections (or chapters) to be encouraged, along with junior sections, senior citizens sections, with
training for beginners arranged by local members of Breakers for Britain;

* allra live, well·designed badges or membership cards 10 reflect general approach for imaginative use of C.B. radio;

* discounl arrangements with companies and suppliers for members;

* membership fee £1 per member, per annum (less for group membership of more than fifty members)

'Zukie' has given us a lot of plans to
consider, and although we could
not puI all these excellent
suggestions into effect at this stage,
will be pleased to hear from readers
who would be interested in a
national association of C.B. users
who intend to use the legal
F.M. equipment. This is
necessary for any wQrk for the
disabled, or other new uses of C.B.
thal might be possible. And there
are plenty of excellent Clubs and
groups for A.M. users already.

If you send a large stamped
addressed envelope to:

Breakers for Britain
cjo, D.E. Lazell
29 West Leake Road

East Leake
Loughborough
Leics. LE12 6LJ

You. will receive an Application
Form and details. No membership
fee is to be asked for, and if and
when badges, etc., are offered, they
will be charged al cosl plus.

AIMS

1. To foster a wider use of C.B. in
the communily, and 10 provide
assistance and advice to new users)
including the disabled, young
people, senior citizens etc.,

2. To encourage support for
British companies and manufac·
turers, where ever possible, and to

say a good word for the old country
where ever possible;

3. To establish· an essentially
British look to the new legal C.B.
system, whilst also following the
example of the best C.B. users in
the U.S.A.;

4. To assist Anglo·American
friendship on a personal basis, with
the possibility of visits and family
holiday exchanges as personally
required;

5. To link C.B. users, especially
families, in different parts of Britain;

6. To institute an Annual Award,
or Awards for especially valuable
use of C.B.
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This period picture shows the Ossiphone in use. The loppiclUre shows the bespectacled
gent using his thumb knuckle to receive the message. this being a Morsecode operation.
Now. we're using computers to solve the same problem, also much smaller radio
equipment.

H~Y, fOXYLA1>Y
- WH~R.£'S -rnb.
BESTPLAC~ TO
ADJ£I2TIS~ MY
CS PRDDlAcr;?

7. To encourage friendship and
good deeds, on and off the rig.

Membership is open to anyone
planning to support a legal system
of C.B. and who wants to see the
Old Country more ahead to better
times. Voluntary help is needed in
the shape of a Membership
Secretary (to help with the mail)
and liaison Secretary (to assist with
the newsletter, etc.). Any offers,
assuming Breakers for Britain gets
started by the Autumn? Details
available on request.

C.B. FOR THE HARD OF
HEARING

Back in the 1920s, a gadget
called the Ossiphone was
developed to provide 'wireless
for the deaf'. In case you think
this is a typical'C.B. News' spoof,
we will quote no less a person
than P.J. Risdon, F.R.S.A., who
wrote a lot of times on the radio
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theme. According to Mr. Risdon,
sounds from the loud speaker
were picked up by the aural box,
and conveyed to the listener by
way of his thumb knuckle. Now,
all these years later, the idea has
been developed by Bell
Laboratories in conjunction with
Rutgers University in the U.SA
Fred Maia reports, "Since
telephone lines (voice grade)
can't carry complex telephone

using the standard American
Sign Language (i.e. as used by
deaf people). The listener sees
only the moving white dots."
Maybe the era of C.B. for Deaf
People is near, too. Though
breakers already know that the
deafest person around is the
goon who won't get off the

signals; the Inventors ot a new
'Phones for the Deaf' system us
a simple computer operat d
screen that accepts black and
white patterns transmitted ovor
the phone lines. Thirteen piece
of reflective tape are pasted to a
black glove on the fingertips,
finger joints and wrists. A deaf
person puts on the black glove
with the white spots, and 'talks'
to a small electronic camera

emergency channel when you
ask, and still wants to tell you
about the girl he went out with
last night.

ZUKIE PITCHES IN

'Zukie' reports that the Hereford
14 C.B. Club is moving on well,
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and had about 800 members at a
recent eyeball. The Club meets
on Tuesdays, at 8 p.m. at the
Crystal Rooms, a local
entertainment centre. Folks
genuinely interested in the Noble
Art of C.8. welcomed. The Club
has been thinking about
organizing an under 14s section,
and distributes valuable
information, including (alas)
notes on whose rigs have been
pinched and where.

'Zukie' is very interested in the
possibilities of disabled people
using C.B. (i.e. on the legal
frequency) and has been putting
over some excellent ideas. He

ggests that VAT on rigs for
disabled people ought to be
waived, even if this was
restricted, say, to one or two
odequate base rigs (without the
hrome plating and pretty

Irimmings). 'Zukie' also thinks
that C.B. Clubs ought to plan
more work to help disabled
Ileople and maybe bring them 10

yeballs, if they have problems
wllh their own transport. This
In \' have to be done with
discretion, for as 'Zukie' remarks,
··some of the disabled are very
independent and will not make
known their requirements - this
is where the Committee can
discreetly offer such aid and
observe future needs." Yepl the
man's right. Another idea is that
C.B. Clubs ought to make
arrangements to offer instruc
tion on using C.B. rigs in the
homes of disabled people
(naturally having a few well
qualified breakers for the task).

Maybe, too, local retailers can be
encouraged to offer special
discounts to disabled people,
with some form of low cost
insurance facilities, too.

'Zukie' has been talking about
C.B. for the disabled le number
of breakers, and has fl Ind them
generally sympatheti( and keen
to help, so maybe thi is a place
where 'Radio for Ih Disabled'
could mean a usef C.B. rig.
We·1I be pleased to ,ear of any
initiatives taken by Clubs.
'Phoenix', the quarterly journal
for the disabled, recently ran an

article on ·Citizens Band Radio
For Disabled People', and it
encouraged a lot of interest.

MORE GOOD DEEDS....

Well, if some C.B. Clubs aren't
exactly enthusiastic about
writing letters, a lot of them
certainly do a lot of good work for
charity. And we know which is
the more important. Andy
Donovan ('Disco One') reports in
his U.B.A. newsletter that the
Wrexham Club are donating
£ 140 for necessary health care
for a fourteen month old baby.
The baby wa brought to the Club
in a Rolls Royce by 'Pinto', and
the money presented by a local
celebrity. Andy also notes that
the Boston Breakers Club are
taking sixty disabled people to
the Bre singham Steam
Museum in Norfolk (and footing
the bill). A quaint comment from
our chum in Clapham is that the
Boston Breakers are having a
'Giant Dance' - wonder if you
have to climb up Jack's bean
stalk to get in. Anyway, it seems
that this worthy event, in aid of
local charity, is being planned
with the Mississippi Eyeballers
(and if they're anything like the
Harlem Globetrotters, we can
see why it's a Giant Dancell)

Beech Breakers of Essex are
having a sponsored bed pus"', in
aid of cancer research charities,
and Andy notes that they are
trying to raise funds for a scanner
- i.e. the kind Ihey use in
hospitals. A trip to the seaside for
children is also contemplated.
Then, says Andy, the Soa·r Valley
Breakers raised £60 for the
Sileby Children's Swimming
Pool - and, as this is a relatively
new Club, extra congrats are in
order, we think.

Other good deeds noted in the
U.B.A. Newsletter include the
fast and quick thinking action of
two Southampton breakers,
'Gear Jammer' and 'Butterfly', in
answering a 10.33 emergency
call. As a result of their quick
action via the rig, these bright
breakers stopped a break-in at a
local flat, and when the police

arrived, three wayward
characters were arrested. Shows
that C.B. helps the forces of law
and order, doesn't it, Mr
Whitelaw? And that's the waywe
want it to be. On a personal note,
Andy thanked the THAMES
Monitors who answered his own
10.33, when his daughter,
'Pineapple Chic' became ill, and
had to be taken to hospital. The
response from THAMES, says
Andy, was GREAT. Andy claims
that the U.B.A. Newsletter is now
'the best news service in C.B.'
and, for Club news, he is
certainly right, not least because
getting a newsletter out
fortnightly enables news to be
passed along quicker than a
monthly mag. We'd like to pay
our own tribute to Andy - and
also for the Clubs who support
his work, and show what C.B. is
supposed to be about.

-/

CBN£.Wg
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MORE FROM AUSTRALIA BY 'TAZ MANIA'

Those Australian breakers know their onions (and their rigs - they've got 477 MHz UHF and 27 MHz
AM). Ken Reynolds, fine upstanding Editor of 'C.B. Action International' wrote a fine editorial on
the Political Mish Mash in regard to the Greatest Hobby Ever. As already mentioned in 'C.B. News',
the rig arrangements in Australia are handled by DOC (Department of Communications) and it
seems to be good medicine all round. For most folks, that isl Right now, there is a clamp down on
imported rigs that do not meet official specifications, as will almost certainly happen in Britain.
Seems that one or two rig entrepreneurs have found they cannot unload their unapproved rigs,
either off the boat or onto the long suffering consumer.

Currently, the arguments seem to
focus on the right to DX, i.e. get
into long distance communication.
"The right to communicate with
oversea stations is restricted to
countries who are party to a
recognized C.B. DX agreement,"
reports Ken Reynolds. "Up to date,
there are no other takers." In
noting the British fervour for c.B.,
DX and a kind word from the
government, the editorial notes
that logic seems about as evident as
a busted breaker in a nudist colony
{poor guy had to sell his suit to pay
the fine}. "The reasoning, I think,
goes something like this. You want
an apple, we will give you a pear.
That way a compromise is reached
without losing too much face. The
principle being you want
AMjSSB C.B.... we don't want
C.B. at all. If we give you FM C.B.
you don't get what you want but at
least you get a service while it
makes us happy that you didn't
really get the upper hand." Ken
Reynolds believes that whilst
Britain will join the FM Fraternity,
"a strong desire to QSO the U.S.
and Australia will lead to continued
illicit AM and SSB operation 
Piracy." Evolution, says Mr.
Reynolds, will produce Comprom·
ise. Evolution also produced
government lexperts', so we are
not so sure. Still, it's good to see
that the Oz Breakers are so
concerned about C.B.s future in
the Old Country.

The 'C.B. Action Worked All
States' Award reminds Brits how
much room there is in the
Antipodes. Licensed C. B.
operators can include QSOs
conducted after May 1st 1981, and

•
I

IMTERMATIONAL
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a page of the magazine is available
as a record sheet and application'
form. Entrants have to show
working with Victoria Western
Australia, New South Wales,
Tasmania, Queensland, Northern
Territory, South Australia and
Australian Capital Territory. No
age barrier, a nominal application
fee and ability to show QSL cards
confirming all claimed contacts are
included in the rules. This is a
model for running a DX Contest
(want to know more? Get 'C.B.
Action International' No.52). It is
sponsored by the publishers, but
we're not sure what the prize is. So
the hills in Australia are alive with
the sound of DX, and entrants
gelling their application forms
witnessed by Post Master,
Commissioner, Justice of the
Peace, DOC Official, Minister,
Police Officer, etc. Meanwhile,
C.B. Life As It Is Lived is covered
by the team of bardic breakers who
live in various parts of the Land of
Oz.

Our favourite comment comes
from Paul Richards, who
comments, "I have wondered for a
long time how the hell George from
the Rocks gets out so well on both
27 AM and UHF. It is amazing!
Driving past his QTH the other
day, '1 noticed a strange wire
running out of the window and over
the pole. Traced it out and found it
was attached to a girder on the
(Sydney) Harbour Bridge. No
wonder he is Sydney's king of DX
... Good on you, George, now I
know what you meant when you
said you had a coat·hanger for an
antenna."

Brits will know that a 'coat hanger'
is an apt description of a
suspension bridge, but we wonder

what kind of results he would get I1
he fixed the wire to the Sydney
Opera House - Colaratura C.B.
'Aida' on Channel Eight.

Paul refers to the ever-present task
of finding wayward C.B. users,
otherwise known as Rat Bags. He
says that the Sydney UHFers (i.e.
C.B. users of 477 MHz UHF) "area
pretty organized lot. With a series
of beams located at strategic
points, any rat-bag type can be
located within a few metres quickly.
Several mobiles are equipped with
sufficient gear to make an actual
location in a fairly short time. I point
this out for the benefit of thosewh6
think they can maintain the same
anonymity they enjoyed on 27
Megs. This is one of the beauties of
477. It is damn easy to locate an
offending station." Buffoons who
crowd the emergency channels and
otherwise engage in what is called
'rat bagging' are hardly likely to
read 'C.B. Action International',
alas. Paul adds in a note that might
stir that Upholder of Clean C.B.
'The Lone Breaker' : "I am not
suggesting that a vigilante
committee will descend on a culprit
-' but I do point out that it is
sometimes difficult to control the
extremists who don't want UHF to
become part of the 27 Megjungle."
Is 'jungle' too strong a word? A
correspondent from New South
Wales obviously thinks not.
Recalling that after two years
operation on C.B., he finds it hard
to get a decent conversation,
'Tango Twenty Four' reports abuse
and a generally tough time : "I'm
afraid if it keeps on, the way things
are, we will surely lose our 27 MHz
{AM} in 1982, because of morons,
ratbags and foul-mouths who
constantly litter our air waves,
because they can't get a decent
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conversation going. They are too
busy on an ego trip with their own
voices." The possibility that 27
MHz AM may pass into the Fog of
History is one that may well strike
terror into the heart of the innocent
British Breaker. Oz Breakers seem
to move to UHF for serious C.B.,
just as some breakers in Britain will
move to FM, as an alternative to
City C.B. Cacaphony. Leon
Senior, who runs the UHF Feature
in 'C.B. Action International',
believes that UHF needs to be a

If policjng service. On·air abuses,
r port d to DOC, can be quickly
tra d and sorted out - and this is
a p wedul agrument for a growing
numb r of C.B. users. There are
about 28,000 license holders for
UHF in Australia, compared with
some 200,000 license holders for 27
MHz AM. As the UHF breakers
have forty channels, compared
with the eighteen now left for 27
MHz AM, you will understand why
DOC is called upon to be more

generous. But it looks unlikely. And
while new AM rigs are on offer, it
looks as though business is looking
to the 477 MHz UHF frequency to
refill the directors' drink cabinet. A
fine new UHF Base Station, the
Sawtron 200 is not a transceiver
but connects to an existing (AM)
rig 'to produce what might be
termed the ultimate UHF C.B. base
station'. The model (distributed by
Imark Pty Ltd., 167 Roden Street,
West Melbourne 3003, Australia) is
a sign of the times. Philips TMC
helped to popularize this new C.B.
with a UHF FM transceiver, but
Sawtron showed that a true Oz·to·
the·Core Independent could match
the Big 'Uns. n'e Sawtron 200 sure
is a nice looker, with Program·
mable Selecall; Automatic Selecall
Answer Back; Flexible stalk·type
microphone with wind shield, LED
Selecall Display; Keyboard Selecall
Tone Ent ry - and a lot more. With
the Selecall fa ility, "internal
controls are pr ·set to the system's

own set 'Selecall' ton·e sequence
while any of the 810 tone
combinations can be entered via
the keyboard. This enables the
Sawtron 200 to call any other users
'Selecall' call tone. An obvious
extension of this facility is to advise
your 'Selecall' tones to only those
people who you would want to call
you and vice versa. Thus, it is
possible to call any other user
providing their 'Selecall' tones are
known. Almost like a silent phone
number." 'Rig Review: 'C.B. Action
International', No.52). It is obvious
like the Sawtron 200 represents the
future. And not only in Australia.
Kids and lids will not want to move
from the oh·so·simple rigs that are
basic 27 MHz AM. But serious
breakers will want an extra C.B.
Facility. If you need any more
convincing, IC.B. Action
International' has a feature,
'Repeater Tips - What To Do And
What Not To Do', designed to
assist UHF users.

•

One of the problems in using C.B., the ladies say, is that a few goons try to chat them up on the rig, though the
situation isn't as bad in Britsville, as it seems to be in other places. And on ham radio, the lady IS given a sort of high regard
not seen since Sir Waiter Raleigh lent Queen Elizabeth his duffle coat when it started to rain (that visit to Huddersfield,
recorded in all the best history books). One possibility is the use of a gadget that alters the pitch of a voice, without
otherwise affecting its clarity. A recent BBC TV showdemonstrated that it was possible to make a lady sound more thana
little masculine, with the use of this wonder machine. That's just for starters, of course. Once you know you're on the Ime,
or channel, to a friend, you can do without ·the odd device.

The C.B. manufacturers will
certainly have the domestic market
in mind with the design of base rigs,
and we think that some of the 1982
models will almost be designed
'with the lady in mind'. This has
nothing to do with sex
discrimination, only that the ladies
have a better idea of real value for
money.

Before we get down to the business
of this month, we'd like to mention

a book we just bought, since it is a
really happy record of a lady we'd
sure like to say hello to on the C.B.
'Loving Lucy' is a large. quarto size
book, that has just appeared in
Britain, though it has been
something of a best seller in the
U.S.A. It is, as you'd guess, an
illustrated tribute to Lucille Ball, the
well known film, radio and TV star,
and in some 220 pages, plus index,
Bart Andrews and Thomas L.
Watson have covered the

astonishing career I spanning forty·
seven years, of this gifted lady.
There is, by the way, an
international Lucille Ball Fan Club,
called 'We Love Lucy' and with
headquarters in Los Angeles.
Great stuff. The book costs £7.95
(Robson Books, 28 Poland Street,
London. W1V 3DB).

Now, we are sometimes asked if
the ladies really know how to make
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the best use of C.B. Only men
would ask a daft question like that.
However, to prove that there are
possibilities you haven't even
thought of, we're running, this
issue, a special tale from the
Downtown Breakers Club, though
actually it's a record of what went
on with the Boondocks Breakers
recently. Maybe it's one way of
getting a new coat out of the Man of
the House, All Time C.B. Wizard
'and Love of Your Life. Keep
reading!!

A QUICK WORD TO MAMA

When the Downtown Breakers
were in need of a quick glow of
virtue, they talked about those bal

guys at Boondocks, whose use I
C.B. was Appalling, Utt, '\I
Irresponsible and Invar' f Jly
Interesting.

The Boondocks Breakers Brigade
represented the Huns, Goths and
Vandals of CB. and, it was said,
raised all the money they needed by
asking for cash from neighbours 
with veiled threats that they would
use their rigs if they had no Iicquor
to drink. Since using their rigs
involved television blackouts and
the collapse of normal electronic
communication for miles around,
the neighbours were glad to fork
out. Even their charitable efforts
resulted in disaster. Recently, they
agreed to organize a piano race, in
aid of some obscure charity 
probably one for retired brewers
and whisky tasters. However, they
lost interest after pushing the
pianos a couple of hundred yards,
and abandoned the wilting uprights
in the doorway of a local
supermarket. Apparently, the
manager of this emporium had
failed to let the Boondocks
Breakers have brown bottles on
tick, and they felt that his'having a
handful of old pianos to cope with
might make him feel more
generous next time they asked.

Yet, even in this nest of
communication vipers, romance
blossomed. The happy pair
adopted the handles of 'Ma' and
'Pa', and decided to keep in touch
during the day via the rig. This was
not any great problem since 'Pa'
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worked in a local garage and was
pleased to have any excuse for
abandoning an overdue oil change
for a quick word with the wife. 'Ma'
had a somewhat homely hobby of
making model machine guns and
other fearful weapons of former
times, so she was glad of the
opportunity to have a few words
from her spouse.

Around that time, the C.B.
Epidemic hit Boondocks as the
greatest event since the local flea
pit showed Buck Rogers on
Saturday mornings. Late at night,
citizens could be observed leaving
pubs and clubs clutching precious
packages, and muttering darkly
about hitting anyone who tried to
stop them. Fortunately, the loyal
constabulary at Boondocks had
long ago worked out a list of those
crimes they could handle, and
those they could not. A run of the
mill crime at Boondocks would
probably be more in the line of a
bank job than running an over
powered rig. Thus, on those rare
occasions when someone from
Telecom suggested that the cops
ran C.B. out of Boondocks, the
response was decisive. "If they'm
playing with their CB.," said the
desk sergeant, "they ain't up to any
other mischief. And they're bound
to be up to something."

Even Thomas Hobbes' analysis of
man's life as being nasty, brutish
and short sounded positively
optimistic in Boondocks.

Trouble was, that no-one really
knew how to use CB. properly.
Had some perceptive publisher
produced a handbook On C.B. in
the style of a sex plus horror comic,
it would have made some headway
no doubt, but the conventional
manuals were regarded as far too
complicated. Dealers eager to get a
quick sale had the right advice.

"Why don't you listen to 'Ma' and
'Pa' on the CB.? They use it all the
time. Just copy what they do."

So the tender conversations
focussing on whether 'Ma' had
washed 'Pa's' heavy vest, or if IPa'
had planned on keeping chickens in
the coal-shed same as last year, and
so on, became prescribed listening

for the locals. After a month or so, it
made the average TV soap opera
entirely obscure. All this might
have done great things for
domestic bliss had it not been for
some small problem, namely, that
'Pa' took up with a lady wh
worked at the garage part-time and
managed to get him into the back (
a van under the pretence that sh
wanted to know how to push an
antenna through the roof. Only
when a local worthy called for his
motor, under the impression that 't
would be thoroughly servjc.ed and
ready for a fast trip to Glasgow, was
the Awful Truth discovered. The
motor was high up on a ramp
dripping oil, brake fluid and
something else very sticky, whilst
'Pa' was more than absent. To all
concerned, it seemed that he had
exited for ever. Why! he had not
even called 'Ma' on the rig every
hour on the hour, as was his
constant way of dodging real work.
'Plaster Cast Pete', who was for
ever dropping heavy objects on his
foot, happened to take a quick
peek into the back of a van, mainly
because muffled conversation was
coming from it, as if someone had
buried a souped up rig under a
stack of ex-army blankets. It was,
he confessed later, a scene as torrid
he had witnessed in all his years
watching television. And when
'Plaster Cast Pete' started to
rebuke the wayward mechanic, he
was merely told that it was time he
fixed the suspension on the van, as
it rocked as soon as you jumped up
and down in the back.

Naturally, 'Ma' was not pleased,
and when 'Pa' tried to enter his
homestead that evening, he found a
suitcase outside the back door.
Seems that someone called her on
their C.B. to tell her What was
What. Since the entire population
of Boondocks was listening in to get
their C.B. lessons, this did not help
the cause of domestic harmony.

llYou can't teJl me you never made
a slight mistake," 'Pa' shouted
through the keyhole, which did not
have the benefit of a linear
amplifier.

"The only mistake I ever made,"
said 'Ma', from an upstairs window,



He was reminded, rather jovially,
that it had been 'a bit of fun with
CB: that had started all the
embarrassment for IPa', on
account of the glamour girl upstairs
gelling him into the back of a van
for some explanation of something
or other.

By one o'clock, the whole town was
eager to learn what 'Ma' would
want next. The Boondocks Betting
Shop was doing brisk business,
with major stakes being laid on a
moped, food processor and holiday
in somewhere civilized like
Manchester. Furthermore, all
those ladies a·listening in had
decided that since C.B. could be
used as a marvellous invention to
prise cash out of husbands, they
would do the same. All over
Boondocks, ladies got onto their

"If that's what Ca. is like," he said,
''I'm going to stick with my ferrets. I
thought you had a bit of fun with
Ca."

'Pa' switched off. As he turned to
consider doing something about
the motor that fell off the ramp, he
noticed that all the mechanics had
been listening. 'Plaster Cast Pete'
said that there ought to be an extra'
Squelch device for wives that kept
asking for things.

"I've been thinking," 'Ma'
announced. "I've got a few rush
orders for machine guns." She was
referring to her models, of course,
but by this time the listening
audience had achieved new
records, since this was a far more
exciting give-away programme
than even 'Sale of the Century'. "So
I could use some new lighting. I've
been checking the catalogue, and
for two hundred and fifty pounds, it
would be possible to have new
f1uoure.s.c,ents throughout the
:house. Specially-impor-ted line for
people who don't know much
about electricity."

'Pa' reflected.

And while gestures are
comparatively common in
Boondocks, goodwill is not. So at
eleven o'clock, 'Pa' got onto the
CB. to tell 'Ma' she could have the
washing machine, as long as she
was sure which way up to stand it.

"Have to think about it," he replied.
Fortunately for him, the lads were
far more concerned at his
emotional well·being than in that of
the motors promised to be fit and
able by five o'clock that evening.
After more tea, and a few bags of
crisps, it was agreed that 'Pa' had to
cough up. It would not have been
so bad if he had just played around
with the amiable lady, but since he
had forgotten to keep in touch with
'Ma' via the Ca. the previous day,
he had to make some gesture of
goodwill.

urve been thinking, epa'. I just saw a
nice fur coat in the catalogue, and it
costs only two hundred pounds,
being pure Siberian rabbit. Ireckon
I could use something like that."

'Pa' gulped.

"Been thinking, 'Pa'. Seeing that
you'll be keeping chickens in the
coal·shed again this year. I really
need a new washing machine to
cope with the extra work. There's
one in the catalogue. New model
specially imported for people who
don't read instruction books. Costs
less than three hundred pounds.
And you get free soap powder for
six months,"

"Guess I could manage to find
something like that, 'Ma'," he said.
"Seeing thal I've been taking you so
much for granted. I'll call back in an
hour, usual way." He explained the
situation to r1ie other grease"'
rri6nkeys and '. gasket-crunci:lers·;
and, being e pecially busy that day,
they spent an hour discussing the
lack of domeslie bliss over large
mugs of I a (containing 2% motor 'Pa' bega~ to protest.
oil). . ' . " .
..... ' ::. .. ....:: ..... , ". ':'. ':'~Y6uknciwh6wmuehmakinggo1iS-

.Ai·ten.o'dock, :P~· got'back~6ht6' . ':means'io'me;" salil. 'Ma.'. "It's ihe'
:the"channel, to tell 'Ma' 'she CGuld .'. only interest I've got in life, ·apar.t
have the genuine Siberian rabbit fur. . from the still in the cellar. Which
coat. Her response was less than reminds me - we need a new one,
joyful. and the catalogue says......

At first, a deathly silence suggested
t!;lat 'Ma' had given the rig to an
itinerant jumble sale. Then she
came'onto the air with an icy voice.

~'Jus~can:y. Qo·tamQr(Qw.·as·t!lough·
~i;ithin9b~f' :1\f' 'ilie .orqiriaf,Y },ad .
h,ipp.ei:led,"· "ad.Visec!· .th": wet'
cement specialist: '''Once folks get
talking on the rig, they forget how
much they were upset by what was
said yesterday. That is, until they
get upset by the ?ame thing today.
How about telling her you'll put in a
cement fish pond in the front
garden as a coming home present?
I could put one in for. .....

"was marrying you. I didn't mind
you having a bit of slap and tickle in
the van, but forgetting to talk to me
on the rig.. ,"

"This is IPa' speaking to you, and
saying it's a nice day down here at
the garage. Right now, we've got
eight, nine, ten cars promised for
repair today. Can't see who's going
to do them, when we've got so
much more to do. I promised to
show 'Plaster Cast Pete' how to use
the rig. Would you like to have a
word with him, 'Ma'?"

'Dynamite Digger' offered an
astronomic sum, calculated on
something big enough to house the
Loch Ness Monster, also any
monsters left over from Disneyland

.epics. 'Pa', being 25% hopeful and
75% gullible, turned up for work the
next day, carefully avoiding the
gent anxiously wondering when his
motor would be ready, on account
it had fallen off the ramp and
broken a few things. Came nine
o'clock and he got onto the channel
and contacted 'Ma'.

She made it sound as if it should be
made the grounds for a fast
divorce. 'Pa' found a brief refuge
with 'Dynamite Digger', one of the
Boondocks Breakers, a man so
fascinated with the sight of wet

ncrete that he had covered his
g~_r e with agr~y, undulating layer
f~sel\tlplin!:>.t~e.1ti.nar landscape. He ..
.oelievecr ii 'helped: in~ominit radio, .
signals to bounce off the ground
and onto his antenna on the roof
(also stuck down with a substantial

, block of concrete).
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base rigs to reach husbands in their
mobiles, and operating a base rig
whilst at the same time reading out
bargain offers from the catalogue
takes a whole lot of dexterity. Also
cheek. The one o'clock strike was
for electric clocks in every room, a
mere bagatelle. However, maybe
there was some kind of
Catastrophic Countdown for two
o'clock. Proprietors of local pubs
brought rigs into the public bar so
that the conversation could be
,heard with due respect. Schools
and .colleges closed early. The
.13oondQcks Bank staff stopped
handing out money, in case IPa'
needed it all to pay the catalogue
COl:npany.

Came five minutes to two, and 'Pa'
started getting agitation on the rig.
That·is nothing new in Boondocks.
Indeed, .anyone owning a rig that
way is in for a whole lot of agitation.
In this case, it came from old friends
and colleagues who whined that if
he kept giving in on all 'Ma's'
requests, there would not be a man
left in Boondocks with cash left for
essentials like licquor.

"It's okay," IPa' told them. flYou
can promise anything on the rig,
and it don't mean a thing."

He spoke like a veteran. Trouble
was, 'Ma' was listening, and broke
in to say that 'Pa' was not getting
anything in the way of home
comforts until he pushed a few
signed cheques through the letter·
box at home. Also told the bank
manager to transfer a few hundred
quid from his current account to
hers. By three o'clock, it looked as
though 'Ma' and 'Pa' would have to
buy a fair sized warehouse to
contain all the goodies she had
been promised. Or, failing that,
shares in the catalogue company.

When, at four o'clock, 'Ma'
explained that she was feeling tired
through so much looking through
the catalogue and asking for things,
a great sigh of relief came from
every red blooded male. in
Boondocks.

"So," she said. "1'11 just settle for
new carpeting through the house.
I've been looking through the
catalogue and they do some special
imported lines for people who don't
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know which way up to lay the
stuff."

'Pa' staggered back from the rig,
like a man whose piggy bank had
just squealed for the last time.

"What do we need new carpets
for?" he cried. "They only get
covered with mud and oil and stuff
whenever I get home from work."

True enough, except that 'work'
was maybe rather a strong word for
the deeds done at the garage. As he
wondered if C.B. was all that worth
while, a dark shadow fell across his
path. It was the gent whose motor
had been promised the previous
evening, ready for a smooth trip
north.

"Any news?" the hopeful owner
enquired.

UYes," retorted IPa'. "So far, my
wife wants carpets, a washing
machine, new lighting, a fur coat,
summer.house.... It

"You been on that Bruce Forsythe
show?" asked the humble stranger.
"Or maybe. it's 'your wife's
birthday."

"His wife don't need no birthday,"
declared 'Plaster Cast Pete', "He
bought her a C,B. Now she can ask
for anything she likes, whenever
she likes."

"Dear me. Just as well Idon't have
one in my car. By the way, is it
ready?"

"Which one is it?" 'Pa' peered at the
assortment of unattended vehicles
strewn acr'oss the garage..

"The blue one without the wheels
"on,

UNo. It ain't ready," said IPa'. "Still,
if you ain't got C.B., there's not
much point in going anywhere, is
there?"

Before evening came with its usual
jubilation among the garage
mechanics, sure of another day's
work tomorrow - mainly
consisting of work that should have
been done today - dealers in
Boondocks were besieged by

purchasers wanting their money
back on their rigs. As one worried
spouse said, "If I'd known women
could use these things, I'd never
have bought it." It was generally
thought that, if this kind of thing
went on, the Boondocks
housewives would start using their
vote at election times, or even
expect to have a night out once a
year. Being smart, though, the
Boondocks dealers issued credit
notes against the wonderful ne
C.B. rigs being permitte.J-ily ;'hl'

government.

CfThese new F.M. rigs," th y
explained, "have been designed
entirely by men. They are Fully
Masculine. That's what F.M,
stands for. And if you don't believe
that, try finding out how many
women they got in the House of
Commons. Hardly any. Any
government that plans C.B. is
bound to keep women right out of
it."

So the dealers kept their cash, and
the Boondocks gents kept their
credit notes. Trouble was that 'Pa'
had to keep his promises, and,
before 'Ma' let him inside for a piece
of fruit pie and a few other delights,
he had to push signed cheques
through the letter-box, also hand
over his credit card. So the curtain
drops on a happy domestic scene,
with 'Pa' calculating how much he
owes the bank, and 'Ma' making
her model machine guns.

Which reminds us that the
Boondocks Bluebottles, also
having monitored the Great C.B.
Giveaway, turned up at the front
door a few weeks later,

"We heard on 'the C,B. that you're
making machine guns, 'Ma'," said
the alert policeman. "Now you
know we like to keep things quiet in
Boondocks." 'Ma' pointed out they
were mere models, fit for sticking
on a mantlepiece or sticking up the
post office,

"That's a criminal offence/' hesaid.
"But it ain't half as criminal as what
you did to poor old 'Pa'",."

By the way, 'Pa' just discovered you
get fined fifty quid if you sock a
copper when he calls to pass the
time of day.



What's happened to CB?

Do you remember the "good old days" of about 2 years ago? On Monday night you put out "One nine for a copy" and
about Wednesday you heard "Yeah, you got one". There weren't a great number of breakers on the air in those far off
days. We even used to say "Good Buddy" and things like that. Here we are, about a hair's breadth from
legalisation day, talking about the good old days only 24 months ago. There must be lots of older breakers who are so fed
up with the whole thing that they gave up yonks ago and consequently won't be reading this article. If you know ofone, tell
him there's lots more that feel the same way and there may be a glimmer of light at the end of the tunnel.

" i"'ek I rea.t'!. Cl'" C1rtolele 5atl,·.... S' -/:l-ta.t:

0.. <130 M~2. rl~ IS Q.. st:<>-cu$ S~l\Abol."
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Back in those heady:.aays·.it 'was .
all good fun. Breakers knew each
other by name (how many do you
know by name now?) and
impromptu camping trips, convoys
to the seaside and Sunday
afternoon picnics were the order of
the day. Grand expeditions were
organised to visit semi-local clubs
on their meeting nights where the
visitors were ·always made' very
welcome and lots of. information
was exchanged. In those days, too,
Buzby really was a joke. You r)"lust
all have your local "legends" of
times such as when a single Buzby
van has chased a Jaguar,
resplendent in DV27s, (you've got
to give them an A+ for effort) only
to find himself in the middle of a 10
car convoy being taken round the
local countryside for a' couple of
hours. It was so much more friendly
then than it is now. Hands up who
hasn't had some sort of verbal
abuse on the air.

Wollies, turkeys, three what
copies and sewer mouths; you
can't stir for them these days. They
seem to crawl out of the
floorboards.

Three what copies? You know,
"What's your handle?\ "What's
your twenty?", "What am I laying
on you?" "10·10 Breaker·break".

OK so we all had to learn - nuff
said on that one. As for the rest,
well, Leicester now sounds like the
airways equivalent of Piccadilly
Circus in the rush hour. Wind-ups
ain't what they used to be. Older
breakers in Leicester will probably
remember 'the Rasta Man" and
that channel 30 epic "The
Mysterons". The BBC haven't
come up with a better comedy
show than those two yet. Now, it

>see'm~, a''';;nd .up·isn't a .wi'1d·up
unless you can swear,· shout)
threaten and generally abuse the
recipient. Innocent little boy that I
am, I used to think that obscene
calls came from dirty old men in
raincoats. In Leicester they come
from stupid young. men in droves.
One little incident just goes to show
how devious these guys are.

HaVing traced, identified and
sorted out a local sewer mouth it
was found that he was using
borrowed equipment in a borrowed
house. There were six lads involved
(not counting the householder and
family who were peacefully abed at
the time) and quite a bit of
persuasion was needed from the
victim of the abuse (a geordie lad)
and his helper (a. rather large
gentleman who resembles King
Kong). The only good things that
came of it were:

a. Several extra helpers
responded to a summons over the
air but were not needed.

b. The culprit saw the error of his
ways (and a couple of his teeth for
the last time).

c. The local panda car turned up
and purposefully looked the other
way until it was over. ...

The local club's only possible
action after this was to publically
ban the sewer mouth and declare
him personna non grata.

The physical method used to deal
with this problem was highly
successful, but please, ask
yourselves, do we really want to
have to do this sort of thing?

Its quite obvious to everyone on the
air that the majority of breakers are
good guys and gals and really do
want to use the service to help all
the citizens in the UK.

Not too long back, we had a freak
snow storm which just about
brought the county to a halt. All the
local clubs combined in a joint



What I do hope, though, is that the
powers that·be use. my licence· fee
to" put the trouble·makers out of
business and not stamp on the
genuine breakers who don't really
want to cause anyone any
heartache on A.M.

license fee to HM Government. I
just hope the wollies don't follow us
up there. Just about all the old
breakers in my area share this view
but some are still going to stick with
Ancient Mary, their first love. I say
good luck to them. I'll carry on
fighting for AM as although it's not
my personal choice for a B
network it's still got a lot going f r it
and the government could hav'2.
been a bit more realistic about it.

Take care, 'cause we care

Scribbler

. Ish~n't sleep easy if I· think they·'11 be
stamping on the good guys with my
money.

something as nice as CB radio.
How angry are we now when it
seems to be true for an awful lot of
people?

Until someone invents a device that
pushes 25KV into someone's rig
when they start abusing the
privilege what can we do to stop it?

Get myself a legal rig, that's what.

'Most of my friends are going to do
the same and happily pay the

effort. While it wasn't perfect it was
certainly pretty good considering
the lack of formal planning and
rehearsal. The majority of people
not directly concerned cooperated
fully.

i~"t';e:~artY daysqI th~. fight"fo(27 ': :.: :'.Ap~rt (rom that, I know .w..hat. I'm
MHz (we seem to have forgotte.n to .. :.. goi.ng to do:
ask for AM at that time) one of the
stupid arguments that the
government were throwing out was
the potential misuses of CB. How
angry we were at the implication
that Britain was a nation of idiots
that couldn't be trusted with

The breaker channel was
temporarily changed to assist
traffic reports, and candles, There doesn't seem a great deal we
blankets and heaters were taken can do except publicise who's
round to all the old folks left without doing it ~and then we'd better be
power. It made you feel good to see'· damn ~ure'of the evidence; the laws
it haPP'~ri:But we still had qurs,har.e ..... :of ...slander and libel are· pretty
of idiots whcdook delight in trying ". watertight in th'is country.
to turn it into chaos. I just don'.!
know what turns some people on.
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IS C.B. A GOOD BUY YET?
by I.M. Johnstone·Bryden (Downtown Dragon)

ne announcement by Government earlier this year of proposals for legal CB created mass
euphoria in the ranks of British CB enthusiasts. Not only was there to be a legal system, but the
magic 27 MHz was to be used. During the first few weeks which followed this historic

"\ pronouncement, sales of CB equipment increased. Then, gradually the implications of the
llI.roposed policy began to sink in. It is now clear that the controversy which has surrounded CB is
fa., from ended.

While 27 MHz may suffer chaos,
930 MHz could well prove to be a
haven. When CB was first planned
some forty years ago, 27 MHz was
a relatively high frequency and the
same arguments were put forward
against using 27 MHz as are now
used against 930 MHz. A feature of
what are now relatively low
frequencies is the greater range,
especially when high transmit
powers are used. This of course
makes 27 MHz attractive to the
DX'er but bad news for the
majority of CB'ers who are
interested in local events. The
longer the range, the lower the
traffic levels which can be
supported. For example, one
channel in the 930 MHz band can
carry the equivalent of perhaps
sixty channels at 27 MHz. This is
why radio communications have
become more viable as higher
frequencies become available.

The DX'er will find great difficulty in
operating on 27 MHz under the
conditions set out in the draft
specifications. This may not prove
to be a major problem, in that other
CB'ers would benefit from the
reduced traffic and 'Ham' bands
could provide DX'ers with an
excellent alternative. 'Ham'
equipment is not much more
expensive than CB rigs and offers
better DX'ing performance. It is
therefore possible that both groups
of CB enthusiasts could benefit in
the long term. The major draw
back of 'Ham' bands for DX'ers is
the examination standards
required for licencing. Even so, the
examinations are not that difficult
to pass and they ensure that all long
range radio operators meet a
minimum standard of skills, which
removes many of the problems

encountered by DX'ers on 27 MHz
when 'green' CB'ers interrupt their
transmissions.

If we accept that 27 MHz must
meet the draft specifications, and
DX'ers move to pastures new, will
930 MHz really be required? The
CB lobby and the manufacturers
have both spent much time in
trying to demolish 930 MHz. They
had different reasons. The CB
lobby wanted 27 MHz because it
believed that this was an
international standard and
equipment would cost less, for a
These performance dltterences
also account for many of the
complaints received by the Home
Office from existing radio users,
particularly essential service
operators such as the Police. One
Police Authority, Cambridgeshire,
has already said that it will increase
efforts to catch illegal CB operators
because they are causing havoc to
Police communications. The Police
believe that the final CB
specifications will remove these
problems. However, a change from
AM to FM will not provide a
solution. The major problems are
caused by DX'ers using high power
transmitters and the proposed
effective radiated power, or e.r.p.,
will make an improvement, cutting
the level from 150 watts (used by
some DX'ers) to 2 watts. However,
even then, there would be some
interference.

better performance. The
manufacturers, especially British
manufacturers, wanted 450 MHz
because they believed that this
would offer reduced competition
and higher profits. In the pursuit of
these objectives, both groups
propagated a number of half truths
which have generally been
accepted as fact. The essence of
these statements is that 930 MHz
rigs would cause cancer, blindness,

sterility and Otner unpleasant
illnesses, no one would buy the
equipment, and in any case no
equipment existed so that it could
be years before 930 rigs would be in
the shops. This ignors the fact that
930 MHz equipment has been in
use for several years in the United
States. The users have moved from
CB and professional equipment,
stating that the new system is a
great advance over other systems.
No evidence has yet been found to
suggest that any health risk exists,
that no one would use the
equipment, or that the perfor·
mance is in any way lacking.

There is now reason to believe that
930 MHz will eventually become
the true international standard. It
offers increased traffic capacity and
is able to use facilities which cannot
easily be added to 27 MHz
equipment. Amongst the exciting
new facilities, the use of satellites
opens up a completely new range of
CB communications. Therefore,
while 27 MHz may be the first
choice of enthusiasts during the
next 12 months, 930 MHz offers the
best system in the long term. In
terms of value for money, it is
necessary to look at fitness for the
job. The short term would see 27
MHz rigs in front, but at present the
confusion, which will exist until the
final Home Office specifications are
published, makes it very difficult to
cite any individual rig as the best
buy. DX'ers will probably find that
no legal CB equipment will meet
their. requirements and they will
either have to move to 'Ham'
bands, or continue to break the
law. If they follow the latter course,
they will become increasingly
unpopular with other enthusiasts.
While the long term future of CB
looks very good, for many potential
users it is unlikely to be a good buy
yet.
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Caravantown Breakers
raise more than £500 for Porthcawl Spastic Aid Group

Porthcawl - in mid-Glamorgan - has some fine breakers that splash against the elegant promenade
constructed by a Mr. Brogden (nice place for a holiday, too). However, the other kind of 'breakers' are also in
evidence, since Porthcawl has a C.B. club named 'Caravantown Breakers', no doubt in honourofthe mobiles tha!
crowd Trecco Bay. The hard working CBers have just raised over £522 forthe Porthcawl Spastic Aid Group, which
itself is raising £7,500 to buy oxygen detection machines for Bridgend Hospital. Incidentally, that sum of ha'
cash was raised in just three days, and must represent some kind of record in C.B. Country. One of their hero
John Toshack, added his personal thanks to the Caravantown Breakers for their efforts.

Meanwhile, just a handful of miles away, the 'Coaltown Breakers' of Maesteg, a mining town in the L1ynfi Valley,
have raised a hundred quid to help provide treatment for a one-year-old girl whose brain damage at birth caused
her blindness, As Damon in 'The Glamorgan Gazette' commented, "If ever a bunch of boys and girls put their
money and time where their mouths are, its the breakers - our local Citizens Band enthusiasts,"

That's the kind of publicity we all like to seel

BELL TOWN BREAKERS WALK
SEVEN HUNDRED QUIDS

WORTH

AND NOW A CAR WITH C.B.
GRATIS

As predicted in ·C.B. News' some
time ago, the advent of legal C.B.
has prompted an advertising
campaign in the very competitive
car business. General Motors, in
France, have launched the Opel
Kadett Citizens Band, the first car
to be fitled with a C.B. radio and
sold as a complete mobile, in that
fair country. Using the theme,
"You Talk Of A Car", the
advertising agency, McCann
Erickson has launched a two
month campaign mainly aimed at
young people. The press
advertising will be backed by a
radio commercial campaign over
four weeks - let's hope those

No prizes for guessing why
Loughborough Breakers call
themselves the Bell Town
Breakers. One of the country's
most famous bell foundries 
John Taylor - is at Lough
borough, whilst the carillon
tower is a great place for putting
a C.B. antenna (anyone tried it?)

During May, the Bell Town
Breakers raised £700 for the
Loughborough General Hospital
by arranging a sponsored walk
through such famous places as
Burton-on-the-Wolds, Cotes and
the Durham Ox at Six Hills (then
back to dear old Loughborough).
About 70 members took part, and
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there has also been a fancy dress
football match, very appropriate
for a town with a fine sporting
tradition. Although formed less
than three months ago, the Club
has about 350 members, who
meet at the Shelthorpe Social
Club, on the Leicester side of the
town. However, new members
applications are having to go
onto a waiting list until they can
be accommodated. There are,
according to the Club, about 900
breakers in the Loughborough
area.

Another good example of CS.
getting into its stride for the
community!!



Ice is nice for the price

Gallic Breakers don't mistake the
commercials for someone
wanting a fast radio check on the
rig,

According to current estimates,
France has about a quarter of a
million breakers, butthe number
is growing, and this may be a
conservative estimate, anyway,
CBers in France are called
'cibistes', which, we think, is
pronounced 'sea-beast', And
that is the kind of English name
we could call some of the more
reckless users of the Grand Old
Frequency,

HERE IT ISI
THE C,B, RADIO SHOW (UHF)

From time to time, the elegant (?)
staff at 'CB, News' drop their
doughnuts in amazement (and
maybe to avoid the steady trickle
of spare jam), Such a moment
comes when we hear of C,B,
group links on Channel, usually
far away from AM to present a
sort of home spun radio, While
we have had some worthy
examples from the good old US of
A we have also been impressed
by examples from Australia,

We would certainly like to listen
to 'On B at 8', which is a radio
format on UHF C,B, by and for
breakers, We have already tried
to secure some info direct from
these C.B. radio shows, but did
not get our lellers answered,
Well, not yet, Paul Richards
explains that 'On 8 at 8' started
on UHF Channel 8 at 8 p,m, in
December 1978, It was originally
designed as a gently organized
talk-in for 35 Sydney UHF users
but now has up to four times that
number involved, Melbourne and
Adelaide also have similar C,B,
'shows', which include 'frank
and open discussions that cover
anything from current events to
electronic theory', In February
this year, Paul Richards reports,
an acoustic coupler (designed for
a computer and Telecom
approved) facilitated a hook-up
between the Melbourne and
Sydney 'On 8 at 8' programmes,
"Our topic that night", writes

Paul, "was an open discussion
on repeaters, From Melbourne,
we were able to hear live a report
on repeaters direct from the
horse's mouth", The article is a
fascinating look at C,B,
possibilities, given a few
dedicated people to book
speakers, make plans and (most
trying of all) answer ietters, C.B,
firms ought to be interested, too,

Paul Richards mentions that two
experts - from Logic Shops in
Sydney and Melbourne - "gave
us the true low-down on home
computers and kept an
interested group of enthusiasts
on until midnight". An
electronics businessman is
scheduled for a further 'On 8at 8'
programme, also a radio

With the weather we've had this
summer, ICE may not be your cup
of t'ila. In this case, it stands for In
Car Entertainment - and, we
may add, there is a strong hint of
keen competition among major
manufacturers this year. Indeed,
the competition for ICE business
will almost certainly spill over
into the legal C.B. boom, with
special combination units on
offer by the Spring. Manu
facturers have been lillle helped
by the government, in gelling
C,B. equipment available in time
for Christmas 1981. One of the
livelier companies in this field,

personality, politician, professor
of genetics and a gent on the
Wanted List.

In a lively report for 'C.B. Action
International' (52), Paul adds:
"Gwen (NC1308) has taken over
the Sydney Ladies Night called
'Angels On 3D' (Tuesday nights,
8 p.m, on Channel 3D, UHF). The
recipes flowing over the airways
would tempt any gourmets and
their day-to-day experience is
anything but boring." He adds
that the Sydney Ladies have
worked hard for many charities,
and are planning to publish their
own cookery book. This, we
think, is the real face of C.B. for
the 1980s - a first-rate way of
bringing people together, and,
dare we add, of making the air
waves more democratic.

'Paul says that he would like to
see a central studio for 'On 8 at8'
for beller Sydney coverage. The
programme is nota club or closed
group, he adds. "'t is an open
social organization that
welcomes everyone to the
discussion. It solicits every point
of view with respect and reserves
the right of every breaker to
challenge that point of view. This
is what ma~es the programme
something more than a OSO".

Great stuff! Wonder how long it
will take us Brits to put some C.B.
on the BBC.

with a- keen. eye on quality,
explained to 'C.B, News' that,
with the delay in gelling the final
C.B. specifications from the
Home Office, it was impossible to
get high quality equipment on
show in time for the May Trade
Show in London. And it is at the
Trade Show that orders are
placed for the sales boom that
starts, usually around October
and moves up to Christmas.
Without criticizing the
companies that have rushed out
models, most of these importers,
the spokesman for the company
said that by the time hiscompany
would be able to test prototypes,
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establish a production run, with
good quality checks, and get it
announced to the trade, it would
be too late for Christmas 1981.
This is not the first comment we
have had to the end that the
higher quality .rigs will be about
in time for Christmas 1982, not
19811 Still, you ought to find
some useful models about, once
legal C.B. gets under way. In the
meantime, Hitachi is really going
to town with ICE promotions.
This well-known consumer
electronics company is
extending the range of retail
outlets handling ICE equipment.

Whilst existing dealers, primarily
specialists who offer an
installation service, will continue
to enjoy good business, it's felt
that there is a growing market for

the DIY enthusiast, who prefers
to 'buy the box and fix it up
himself'. Great stuff. Hitachi's
divisional manager for ICE is
David Vessey, and, if you need
information on the range, and
cannot get it anywhere else, he
will probably arrange to let you
have the info. Address is: Hitachi
U.K. Ltd., Hitachi House, Station
Road, Hayes, Middlesex, UB3
4DR. Hitachi has some nice car
stereo player equipment. by the
way, featuring the Automatic
Sound Level Control System
(ASLC) - this automatically
raises or lowers the volume to a
pre-set level, depending on t)1e
noise generated by the car at
different speeds or in different
road surfaces. You must admit
that Science is Wonderful. Also
having a credit card.

/"WeU/Clt i~ast. f21",TIV\ Tt,.,
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PHILlPS MAY GET INTO SOPHISTICATED C.B.
BUT LAUNCH PHILIPS MCC CAR RADIO - THAT'S SPECIAL

Phlllps MCC thc'lrst car radio with an automatic homing instinct

There are up to six FM
programmes to choose from, plus
'Memolock' ten-station memory
tuning on FM, MW, LW and SW;
automatic search tuning;
accelerated action manual tuning,
and a quality cassette player.

radio. You also get AM·type range
with super·quality FM stereo
reception.

The MCC system uses a power
micro·computer with an EAROM
(Electrically Alterable Read·Only
Memory). Unlike the memories
fitted in most digital sets, this
remarkable device needs no
battery supply, yet it will retain the
information placed in it for a
minimum of ten years. In the
EAROM, it is possible to store no
less than sixty FM transmitter
frequencies in groups of ten.

This sophisticated unit has
completely separate FM and AM
circuits, tuned RF stages and super
HI·Q ceramic filter IF stages for
maximised sensitivity, selectivity
and large·signal handling capacity.
The lAC (Interference Absorption
Circuit) enhances performance,
too, whilst the car stereo decoder is
believed to be the most effective yet

MCCI••dk>._I~.
AC'"
r.dMo-c_«_
co.W...do.

-,-- =- E?- :!=

Philips MCC (Micro Computer
Control) tuning system, which
means you can stay tuned to any
selected FM programme over ten
times the normal FM range, and
always at maximum available signal
strength. This, we think, is going to
give a boost to local radio use, since
people like to keep in touch with
home as they drive, but will
obviously extend the use of FM

----_..._..._--

Although the Audio Division of
Philips Electronics are not yet
moving into C.B., they stated (in
March) that the company may later
enter the market at the top end
where products will be more
sophisticated. This still remains the
Company's policy, but in the
meantime, Philips have been
developing some excellent car
radio receivers. The AC 990 car
radio/cassette has the unique
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'One Florida Kings Kid' talks CB on Radio Trent

dl'vl'cd. Tip ass lie player is
1IIIIged and has aUlostop electronic
I,ll' proI tion, ESC electronic
p"cd ontrol, and other features.

• ,8. News' has not had the
pp rlunity to examine this

i. ler ting unit in detail, so this is
n I m ani to be a review as such
bUI w know that Philips work to
hi h quality landards, and, as they

NOT THOSE SORT OF
SCANNERSI

Sine the all-time movie great of
C.B" 'Convoy', breakers have
b n looking for a sequel, and
ther was a rumour that the
Government Green Paper on
C.B. was to be filmed in the 'Carry
On' ries. We hope you haven't
been misled by a recent film
called 'Scanners' which has
been on show during June, and
later. The film poster says, and
we quote, "10 seconds, the pain
begins 15 seconds, you can't
breath 20 seconds, you
explodel" YeI', that's just the
feeling you get when you hear
Ma-in-Law chatting on the rig.
Or even the local bad mouth at
work. We get the general idea
that the film has to do with a
group of odd balls who have the
power to make ordinary folks
explode - those bad mouths
againl Maybe a follow up could
be 'Big Boots', about a monster
linear amp which is James
Bond's ultimate problem.
Goldfinger will keep his digit on
the mike key, and Dr. No will keep
saying that when asked to buy a
Club Raffle ticket. As for Pussy
Galore, she knows when she's
well off anyway. We ain't heard
of a better handle no-how. We
saw one guy stagger out of the
local movie-house after seeing
'Scanners' and he was obviously
agitated. Seems that when a few
folks on the screen had the tops
of their heads shattered L by
thought waves, a guy in the next
row leaned over and whispered
heavily, "Happens every time
when you use 934 MHz." C.B.
means Cranium Blown, it seems.
Wonder what Abbot and Costello
would have made of C.B.?

invented the compact cassette way
back, know what they are doing
with the associated technology. So
we suggest you find out about these
new MCC Car Radios from Philips
- this could be the kind of
handsome technology we'll be
seeing when, one happy day,
Philips get into CB. Details from:
Philips Electronics, Audio Division,
P.O. Box 298, City House, 420·430
London Road, Croydon, CR9 3QR.
Write to the Product Manager, Car
Audio (Mr. R. Morement). Or pick
up a leaflet at your Philips dealer.

GEEI THIS GUY REALLY HAD A
HANDLE

Anyone out there have the handle
of 'Schnoz', or 'Schnozzle'? If you
really want to know how to use
your voice on Ihe rig, we'd like to
recommend a happy life story of
Jimmy Durante. 'Schnozzola'.
which has jusl become available in
Britain (£5.95, distributed by LSP

Jerry Arhelger, a country and
western singer from Florida, has
made some interesting records
lately, including a best-selling
single about C.B. Jerry - who
now visits Britain about twice a
year - was in Nottingham
recently, and was interviewed on
Radio Trent by David Millington.
According to Jerry, who has his
own rig and meets many

Books, Godalming, Surrey). In
about 184 pages, [rene Adler tells
the life story, with large bright
pictures of a little guy who started
show business in a speak·easy and
other tough places with attractive
damsels (just like the CB. Club),
then who moved onto show
business and films, which, alas,
never made full use of his
remarkable gifts. Sometimes,
people told Jimmy he ought to
learn to speak properly. In terms of
his career, that would have been a
'catastraskote'. He wrote the kind
of song that could be the theme of
local breakers, including 'lnka
Dinka 000'. No·one though ever
tried to perform the songs ofJimmy
Durante - tell me, have you heard
even someone as famous as Des
O'Connor attempt, 'I'm The Guy
Who Found The Lost Chord'
(that's a challenge, Des).

UToday, when a songwriter sees me
on the street, he runs," said Jimmy.
"Why, if I'd been the foist one to
sing, 'Columbia, da Gem of Da
Ocean', dat woulda been da last
you woulda hoid of it." Same goes
for real classics, too.

We mention this handsome book
as it has a lot of old· time radio and
show biz stuff in it, and it is a fine
story. Also the phrases invented by
Jimmy durante would have
eclipsed truckers talk once and for
all. And how about having
'Umbriago' as a handle? That was a
title for one of his songs. But, of
them all, we prefer, 'I'm The Guy
Who Found The Lost Chord'. Any
guy who could do that would
coitinly be able ta figger out what
the goivamint is plannin' to do with
that ole C.B.

truckers, there are about thirty
three million breakers in the
U.S.A. And, despite the
occasional problems, Jerry says
its a god-send, and has seen
cases where accidents have
been prevented through adept
use of the rig. He quoted one
example where a visitor to the
U.S.A. was hurtling down a
freeway on the wrong (left) side
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of the road, still thinking he was
driving in England. Through fast
use of the C.B., he was stopped
before he hit anyone. There are
many such cases, and Jerry paid
tribute to the work of REACT.

Jerry, who has sung at Wembley
and Nashville, has had
something of a hit with a single
with the unusual title of 'Breaker,
Breaker, Sweet Jesus', a sort of
modern spiritual, with a picture
of the trucker's life in the lyrics. It
is a very fine record, we believe,
and has enjoyed impressive
sales. Indeed, the single has
brought Jerry many invitations to
sing, and he was recently at the
National C.B. Convention at
Washington, D.C.

Referring to the good deeds
performed via C.B., Jerry
mentioned that many Christians
were using C.B. these days, to
welcome strangers in town, and
sometimes to encourage each
othe r (as is the way of CBers

generally). Sometimes, Channel
3 is reserved, or specified for
meeting other good Christian
folks, and also to get to know
practical info. like where to find
good eats and a good bed. Jerry
commented that he could have
used that kind of aid during his
visit to Englandll There are
several different Christian
groups of C.B. users, he said,
including one that has taken the
name of his single. Jerry gave an
interesting description of the
trucker's life in the U.S.A., and
confirmed that they are realmen,
hard working and tough. Some of
them seemed to have trouble
with Jerry's handle - originally,
'Glory Train', but he was called
'Freight Train'. He also tried
using 'Kingfisher', but finally
settled on 'One Florida King's
Kid'. Jerry's records are available
in Britain, and imported via
Anfield Music of Birmingham.
Maybe we'lI hear one or two on
the BBC disc programmes, since
we are moving into C.B. singlesl

r
UNCLE

"This scary poster was designed for 'S9
Hobby Radio Magazine'andsuggests that
the Fee might be more in the way of
Uncle Dracu/a than Uncle Char/ie.
Readers of 'C.B. News' might have their
own ideas of possible Home Office
posters to scare wayward C.B. users in
Britain - if you have a design in boldblack
on White. we'd like to see it. Address to
The Editor. C.B. News. 41/47 Derby
Road. Heanar. Derbyshire DE7 7QH.
We'll see about printing the best entries."

Readers will be interested to know that the London advertising agency responsible for those Buzby
advertising campaigns - paid for by the long suffering telephone user - has been sold to the Americans.
Seems they might want to use Buzby over there, e.g. to persuade them that the British folks could use some
food parcels given the price of calls these days. On the otherhand, the British Powers That Be will certainlybe
wanting some real technical know-how from the FCC, on the matter ofapprehending the wayward folks who
insist on using souped up rigs, or even C.B. on the Grand Old Frequency of 27 MHz A.M.

Most monitoring procedures in
the U.S.A. are carried out by
permanent stations, i.e. in
elegant buildings with carpet on
the floor, and real coffee in the
cups. In a large city or major
town, this is by far the easiesl
way of checking on who is using
C.B. - and howll However, the
FCC also uses monitoring trucks,
or vans, with more gear inside
than you'd expect to pick up
down Tottenham Court Road
(London's fabulous home of
audio, video and ham sand
wiches) on a wet afternoon.
Although there is a genial
attempt to make these vehicles
anonymous - a conventional
motor caravan, for example, or
the high lidded truck used by
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Itinerant LP dealers - the
license plate tends to give the
game away. The federal license
plate is marked 'U.S. Govern
ment' and even has the prefix
'FC' before the number. Chances
are that given the high powered
wit at work inside the Home
Office in the matter of clouting
wicked break~rs, we might have
officiai vans similarly prominent,
e.g. with a sign at the back, "This
is not a C.B. Monitoring Van, So
Therel Please do not scratch the
paint as it upsets the Home
Secretary." Another giveaway
would be the large black polished
boots worn by anyone ambling
about, and pretending to be
measuring the weather for the
EEC Cloudburst Commission.
The FCC vans have had

occasional clouts in the past (so
have the engineers, by the way)
so these days they are burglar
and assault resistant. All kinds of
bells and alarms ring, if anyone
other than the accredited user
attempts to open the door, switch
on the ignition, or rotate the
antenna (we gather there's an
even nastier shock for anyone
trying 10 eat the FCC Engineer's
ham and mustard burgers). In the
early days, it seems that some
very bad breakers learned howto
get inside the vehicles and
sabotage them more than
somewhat. Indeed, from the
tales one hears from the experts
at Uncle Charley's, you get the
impression that 'Hawaii Five-a'
is just bedtime stuff for the kids
compared with the rough stuff
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handed out to the FCC by wicked
CBers.

Strangely enough, the legendary
speed of the FCC trackers has
done little to cut down the
offences of C.B. - though these
may be diminishing a little now.
On the other hand, C.B. in the
U.S.A. would probably be quite
impossible were it not for the
monitoring service. Gordon
West, wrote a fine piece on
mobile monitoring for a U.S.
magazine, a couple of years back,
and pointed out that it usually
took three FCC monitoring units
to track down operators quickly.
Each vehicle takes a bearing to
the illegal or offending station,
and then compute the three co
ordinates to get the approximate
location. Once within a matter of
yards of the bad-mouth or wise
guy, the operator can use a
sensitive and variable signal
strength meter to pin-point the
source. This has to be confirmed
before the FCC men take action.
Then the antenna is photo
graphed, and the signal tape
recorded for the files, and return
to base. Usually, the Head
Engineer at the local FCC
department will take a decision
on what happens next. He is able
to hand out a ticket otherwise
known as a 793L. This, when

handed to the warward CBer,
tells him he has been caught red
handed, and has to cough up
some cash, If he's wise, he'll pay
the fine, and mend his ways. If he
does, then he can go on with his
hobby for as long as he likes (with
many' errors, it may have beer
just carelessness, showing off or
having too much gin for supper).
This, however, depends on his
holding a C,B. license.A·license
holder who commits a run'of the
mill offence, is rather like the car
driver, with a clean license, who
gets caught for speeding. Pay the
fine, boy, and don't do it no more.
However, if you're speeding and
you have no license, brother ...
you are in trouble. Fines for
illegal use of C.B. by a licensed
breaker are far less than those
whomped onto the character
doing much the same thing but
without a license. Maybe the
same kind of pattern will emerge
in Britain.

The 'anonymous' FCC monitor
ing vehicles maybe carry as
much as a hundred thousand
dollars worth of equipment. Yep,
ten of those works out at a cool
million dollars. When the Home
Office finds out about that. they
might send out their detectives
on a post office bike (why not? my
mail has to come that way in all
weathers). Of course, the FCC
monitoring vehicle does far more
than monitor C.B. FCC
engineers on the road have many
other tasks, since the U.S.A. is a
hot bed of radio, from hams to
local radio stations, from
industrial users to public
authoritieS. Basically, theyaim to
keep the frequencies clean for
what they were intended.
Without the FCC doing this kind
of work, there would be a so~t of
condition roughly known as
CHAOS.

The driving area inside the truck
is kept clear of all equipment,
except maybe a cassette player
or conventional in-car radio. But
the rest of the vehicle is crowded
with all kinds of electronic
gadgetry, including a frequency
measurement adapter, which,
when combined with other

receivers, can measure C.B.
frequencies down to one cycle.
There's also an all-band receiver
(10kHz to 900 MHz), generator
control panel, tunable filters,
antenna rotor, antenna patch
assembly, frequency converter,
electronic tre.quency.· counter,
(m-easuring 50 to 500' MHz),
oscilloscope and signal display
scope, which, according to
Gor.don. West; allows FCe
engineers to take a'lO MHz 'look'
at any frequency to see who is on
the band 5 MHz up, or 5 MHz
down, all visually.

The illuminated micro-fiche
display unit, ofthe kind you might
see at your local public library
gives instant data on license
holders in the state, and maybe
adjoining state. 'So, it's possible
to check at once whether the
offender in the house across the
street has a license or not.
Gordon West put down a few
merry tales from his inspection of
the FCC truck, and conversation
with the operators - one had to
do with a visit to a small town by
an FCC monitoring engineer. He
parked his van on a long
abandoned service station, and
was soon picked up by the local
police, who failed to believe his
story (which was the truth,
naturally), Seems that a night in
jail isn't exactly the softest place
in which to spend the night. Just
occasionally, as is the case with
traffic wardens in Britain, the
FCC man gets socked as he
hands over the ticket. Which gets
the bad guy into more trouble,
naturally. However, the FCC
monito[s are not in the pursuit
game: the FCe is only allowed to
hand out tickets, not to arrest
folks. On the other hand, they
can give help in an emergency,
assuming they can get out fast
enough, after having a computer
on their knees all day.

We've been trying to find out if
we'll get similar vehicles parked
outside A.M. users homes
hereabouts. Theoretically, the
Telecom detector vans, currently
tracking down unlicensed TV
watchers, could be adapted, but
it does not seem too likely. There
aren't enough of them for the job.
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Furthermore, as with much else,
the will may be lacking. A lady
complaining about TVI in her part
of the Midlands, on local radio,
said that a number of people in
her streef had complained to the
Post Office, who sent officials
round during the day time. They
knocked off at five, whereupon
the TVI started much later when
the bad guy got home from work.
Naturally, when he was doing
the TVI, the officials who hadn't
found anything wrong were
home with their jigsaw puzzles.
So, with all the economies being
inflicted on the nation, a certain
amount of bluff may be
forthcoming. Large vans
emblazoned, 'Beware. C.B.
Detection Van' will be driven
around the country, with
windows painted over so that no
one can see there's nothing
inside. That would be the true
Brit way of doing things.

However, since TVI is the awful
complaint that reaches parts that
other awful complaints cannot
reach~ there may certainly be a
clamp down on souped up rigs,
and linear am~lifiers (don't say
you haven't been warned!l)
Using over powered rigs, and
creeping across the frequencies
are both considered Evil Deeds
on a Grand Scale in the U.S.A.,
and they are more liberal than we
are. Yet it's surprising how some
bad guys on the rigs seem to
persist. One lad reported in a

recent C.B. paper, was arrested
after more than 300 complaints
had been received by the FCC, for
his use of music and bad
language on the rig (separately
we assume, it's true that a lot of
pop has a lot of bad language, but
it's doubtful anyone would be
that wicked in Britain!!!). This
U.S. Character had his
equipment confiscated because
of his dire deeds, then went out
and bought some more and
repeated the assorted C.B.
crimes. He had a fine of several
thousand dollars, and naturally
lost his license. You can lose your
license if the FCC monitor finds
you using unauthorized
frequencies. The U.S. C.B.
magazines report the worst
offences, which sometimes
make even 'The News of the
World' seem tame by compari
son. You can be naughty in a very
influential way on C.B. -and the
FCC doesn't like it.

One way of checking whether a
Telecom Detector Van is around
your way is to keep an eye open
for the standard type of van
currently used by that worthy
organization. Chances are it will
be painted yellow, and that its
license plate will be immaculate,
since Telecom likes to keep its
vehicles nice and clean, unlike
many a C.B. user. TV may show
commercials to the effect that
the C.B. detector van is coming
your way, encouraging a massive

rush to the P9st Office wh \ ,If
you are lucky, more than 0'10
person will be serving the crowd.

As we've said already, we may
yet see a similar operation to
keep British breakers in order, a
fast handing over of a ticket with
a fixed fine if we are caught red
handed doing something wrong.
This may be, say, £50 for failure
to keep to frequency or permitted
power for a first offence, on the
basis tha.t you are a licensed
operator. Though A.M. users are
somehow under the impression
that they are going to get
whomped later in the year, they
have to remember that once
everyone comes under a C.B.
Rules 'n' Regulations sheet,
they'll be checked along with
F.M. users, as a mallerof course.
That is, if the British Government
really intends to monitor C.B.
use, and that is an.open question,
in terms of real effective
coverage of C.B. Country. We still
think you ought to behave
yourselves. We ')1ight swop the
North Sea oil for a speck of FCC
assistance in this matter. Or
even let the Yanks have the gas
guzzling Concorde for a few of
those so smart trucks. Ferguson,
God bless 'em, have technology
you can trust. The FCC has
technology you can be scared of.
And the British High-Ups would
certainly like a bit of that.

Radiogram Kid
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It looks as though getting a C.B.
licence is going to.be almost as
easy as gelling one for the
domestic TV. Or even the dog.

Timothy Raison, Minister of
State at the Home Office, in reply
to a question in the House of
Commons, said that the new C.B.
licence would only require the
holder to use legal C.B.
equipment. It will not record the
model and serial number of the
equipment to be used, since this,
according to a trade paper,



wOllld make ulnacceptable
lhlll 111(1 on taff and resources'.
11111 111ll! 11101 large chunks of the
I vII SI rvl 0 were not working.
11111111111111 th Masters of the
1)llt llJ[ul VI i u and Lethal
(.111,11'111( r 11 Swansea - with
wltlolt IIll1l1y r od-users have had
III 111 111 III past, was neither
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111111111 IIro I, it emed positively
1lIlllkl1ly 11111 a Civil Servant
wllllld do OI1ylhing with a C.B.
111:11111,1 x pt drop it into the
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()I'lIl III nlh ago, ·C.B. News'
I" 1I111c1 I Ihrllling picture of the
1'0 I III of the future,
It wcl It! with people getting

II1Ilh U11 mployment money,
with v rything held up by a C.B.
111,011 applicant being told he
II IU I hange his handle (as
III1 d on th form). Could it be

11101 thl lorrid tale made the
Pow r That Be realise that,
olvon further delays at the Post

IfI counter, a new political
I) rty might emerge, dedicated to
111 cause of cafeterias and
comforts in these establish·
m nts? Anyway, back to the
licence. By the time this gets into
print, we should know how much
il would cost. Amateur radio
users pay about £8 a year. dog
owners rather less, on account of
the government's sensitivity
towards dogs if not to the diligent
C.B. user. We have always
thought that the C.B. licence
would be higher, not least to take
account of the business taken
away from the Buzby Branch.
your friendly local almost
intelligible land-line. And we still
think a nasty shock could be
coming: £20 would still be a
decent charge for a year's use of
the legal C.B .• free from hot
pursuits by jam sandwiches and
swiss rolls (constables on
bicycles that sway from side to
side).

What would be the point of
stating the equipment make and
serial number on the licence. you
may ask. Well. it would make
tracing stolen equipment a little
easier, but remember that the
police can already get serial
numbers of all kinds of audio

equipment. from cassette
recorders to TV sets. simply by
using manufacturers and
retailers' records. All retailers
keep records of the serial
numbers of the equipment they
sell (where serial numbers are
provided by manufacturers 
and this would be the case with
C.B. equipment). When you buy a
legal - or fer that matter illegal
- rig. make a note of the serial
number at once. Also, though
this may make your eyes water
given the natty look of the rig,
scratch your name onto the case
somewhere. Nothing so
discourages the break-in
merchant as discovering you
have made an indelible mark on
the gear he wants to pinch - if
and when it turns up in a second
hand shop, it will be too easy to
trace. And since most break in
merchants are opportunists, and
young people at that, the home
made etch may save your rig.

An argument for having the
specific item of equipment listed
on the licence is that it would
show that legal equipment was
already owned by the applicant
- you can hardly give details of a
rig you do not own yet. and claim
ownership. Although the
government seemed to suggest it
would cost too much cash, that
may not be the precise point.
We're used to waiting in these
big city and town post offices
(there was a near riot in my local
one, given folks were waiting up
to half an hour for service from
just' three out of eight counters).
Also we have been led to believe
that computers get this 'kind of
info out rather fast. Even an old
re·tired general could be
employed part-time to enter the
details in an official Home Office
ledger for a mere pittance
(according to the Civil Servants
currently complaining about
their pay). It's possible that a
great selling and buying second
hand of the legal equipment is
forseen, as folks try F.M" find it a
lonely place and return to their
first love, AM. It's also possible
that some AM. users will buy an
F.M. rig, get a licence butstill use
AM. - then show the F.M. rig if

and when the sturdy officials call
round. Even with this new device
called the 'Rigalizer' (which tells
A.M. from F.M. signals, and
maybe even Stork from butter)
the apprehended breaker could
have time to switch on the F.M.,
and get his wife chatting therein,
before opening the front door.
Alternatively, a great mood of
weariness about the whole
business may have descended
upon officialdom, which hasn't
really felt enthusiastic about
much since it organized the
rationing of sweets and
chocolates thirty years ago (now,
that was real organization,
which, if applied to economic
planning might make it possible
for us to afford a bar of chocolate
today, now it's not rationed).

The number of licences issued
will be related to F.M. rig sales, of
course, and dealers will probably
be required to tell the Television
Licencing Centre in Bristol,
assuming it isn't on strike, to
whom the rigs have been sold.
Fair enough. We used to get
shoals of postcards from the
Television Licencing Centre (in
Bristol) informing me it was time
to get one, even though I had held
one for years. I think my going
over to colour threw the
organization into chaos - you
can imagine the problems they'd
have telling AM. from F,M. It
should give patriotic breakers
cause to thank that this proud
nation, which once ruled the
waves, can't now even get C.B.
organized. Sir Winston would
have got it sorted out in a half
hour between writing chapters of
his book (not that his 'History of
the English Speaking People'
included C.B., maybe because
using C.B. ain't exactly English
speakin,g).

Another question posed to the
government was whether
imports would be licensed, i.e.
would importers' of C.B.
equipment be required to hold
licences to continue in business.
Given the impressive list of
imported C.B. gear in the press,
this would be rather like locking
the stable door, after the horse
has gone legal. However, the
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government does not think it will.
In short, C.B. is gradually
assuming the status of another
form of consumer behaviour,like
use of Space Invaders machines
and playing with the video
recorder in the High Str.eet. We
get the strong impression that
licence holders will be left in
peace, whatever they do, as long
as it does not bother the
neighbours. Complaints about
TVI cause many an otherwise
unflappable politician to go
white, gasp and tremble, like any
innocent hearing all that bad
language on the Bad Mouth
Channel.

Of course, if you get stopped on
the motorway, assuming the M.1
has been stuck together with
plastic gum again, and are found
to have defective steering, bald
tyres and a tendency to alcoholic
breath, you could be hit even
harder if you also have an illegal
AM. rig. There is no way of
disguising the AM. mobile, and,
if you are caught, your best line is
to say (as is usually the truth)that
you keep it for road monitoring
information. Don't try to pretend
it's a legal F.M. rig if it's not. It's
just too easyforthem to know the
difference, despite some
comments that the Cops are
Confused (they're not). Although
it may be a rather hard way of
handling the situation, it may be
better to instal an F.M. rig, hold a

licence, and carry your A.M. in
the boot for emergencies or
situations where you ca n get no
aid on the legal rig. If you stuffed
your AM. rig in a sports carrying
bag, it's not too likely your car will
be searched on a simple
encounter with the Upholders of
Law.

By the way, when you go to a Post
Office for your C.B. licence,
assuming that they are the
handers-out of those parch
ments, don't speak too loudly.
When asked for your name and
address, hand over a piece of
paper with both written on 
many thefts seem to happen
when someone happens to
'overhear' you have a rig. And the
Post Office could become a
useful intelligence service for the
local break-in merchants, who
note names and addresses given
out by way of the breaker's
brightest buy. It might be
possible for 'C.B. News' or a
national C.B. organization to hold
records of rigs owned and their
serial numbers, but putting such
tempting info about anywhere
can be asking for trouble. The
fewer people, outside your circle
of good buddy neighbours, that
know you have C.B., the better.
However, we could have a sort of
C.B. equivalent of 'Police Five',
listing details of rigs stolen, their
serial numbers and so on. Given
the possibilities of the present
boom in C.B. thefts, a TV 'Police

Five' handling C.B. losses would
need a whole ew network. That
might be one way of using ITV2.
Finally, it does seem a pity that
getting the legal licence will be
so easy. It will not have the statu's
of a Boy Scout badge for tying
knots in outdoor antenna. Nor,
for that matter, a CSE in Welding.
The best approach for the Home
Office, in popularising F.M.,
would be to show that Top People
have F.M. - the leaders of
society, opinion and glamour.
They ought to insist on applicants
having clean teeth, polished
shoes and suits just back from
the cleaners (let's face it. with
those prices, you'll get taken to
the cleaners, anyway). Maybe
the licences could be officially
presented to the legal breakers
by Miss Shiela Tracy or some
other eminent celebrity of the
C.B. Entertainment World. With
F.M., the old saying is true, 'it is
better to travel hopefully, than to
arrive'. Think of that next time
B.R. lays on a train that's full, has
no refreshments and comes late.

By the wa y, it's worth
remembering that the govern
ment likes to put up licence fees.
Except for dogs. As you know,
dogs occupy a place in British
society as did the cat to the
ancient Egyptians. Still, you
never know - they might figure a
way of combining the C.B.
licence with the dog licence. 934
MHz is certainly a dog's dinner.

.I.ITI.& TIE
IIIITIIIVE 1••11
by Peter Bunn, Australian Radio DX Club

Have you ever dreamed about
setting up your very own
broadcasting station?

What about the expense you say;
the problems of gaining a broad·
casting licence; all that equipment

.. needed?
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Well, some daring people in the US
and Europe have for some years
tried to cut the red tape
surrounding the commercial
broadcasting scene by setting up
what they like to call "free radio",
otherwise known as "pirate" radio.

Pirate stations are unlicensed and
therefore illegal broadcasters, and
these "backyard" stations are
currently enjoying a boom in both
the US and Europe, much to the
annoyance of the authorities who
must spend much time and effort in



11,11 Id"'I Ihem down and putting
1111"" uf( 11" air. I,
111l' I isll involved are great for
plr,\IC radio operators. Some would

'y that well known stateside pirate
personalities like "Crazy Roger"
and "Crazy Charlie" of the pirate
"Radio Confusion" are aptly
named!

Most of these back·yard broad·
casters are active on frequencies
outside the normal assigned
shortwave broadcasting bands.
This means they largely avoid
interference from the signals of the
international "big boys", the often
government run or government
financed shortwave stations which
operate with hundreds of kilowatts
of power to overseas. listeners.

THE U.S. PIRATE SCENE

MOSI US pirates have a short life
span, with the constant need to
keep one step ahead of the
government sleuths from the
Federal Communications
Commission (FCC), the US
equivalent of our Department of
Communications.

As in Australia, the US has severe
penalties for illegal broadcasting
activity.

US .pirates are regularly being
raided by the FCC, but many of the
people behind these illegal stations
will turn up a few months later
under a new station title.

Frequencies used by US pirates on
shortwave are usually in either the
range above the 41 metre
broadcasting band, from 7.3 to
about 7.6 MHz or between 14 and
15 MHz. Some activity takes place
just above the 49 metre broadcast
band, between 6.2 and about 6.5
MHz, but this area seems more the
preserve of the European pirates.

Many of the US pirate stations have
a distinctly "underground" style of
programming. Some carry
alternate rock music which lacks
an outlet on mainstream US
commercial radio. Other pirates
put a strong emphasis on comedy,
with send·ups of well·known media
or political personalities.

The pirate station "Radio
Liberation" was one of these
comedy broadcasters, with one
programme called "The Pol Pot
Exile Show"! Another is Radio
Confusion, which likes to send up
those souther US bible·belt
preachers, especially in their
programme "The Dean Bean Bible
Scene",

Being illegal, the pirates in the US
are non·commercial. Often pirates
will promote themselves as
ucommercial·(ree radio" for novelty
value. In the US, such stations are a
rarity among the mainstream,legal
stations.

Pirates will somelimes try to cash in
on their illegal status.

One well known east coast pirate of
a couple of y ars ago, "Voice of the
Voyager", would send out cards
verifying listeners' reception
reports with Ihe note "The station
everyone is Irying 10 catch, but
never will!"

The UVoyager'\ however, couldn't
have travelled fasl enough, and was
finally tracked down by the FCC
boys. Recepti n reports of the
UVoyager" finall ransl'nissions were
later verified with the usual card,
but with "...but never will!"
scratched out and replaced with
"...and did!"

The FCC is prelly unforgiving, as
the Voyager was brought to book a
week after he voluntarily shut down
his transmitter for the last time.

Equipment 'used by US pirates is
mostly very basic, and often home·
made. Transmiller power can be
anything between 300 watts and a
Ilea power 6 watts. Listeners (and
the FCq can therefore calculate
the approximate location of most
pirates without much difficulty.

Peak US pirate transmitting times
are from 0100 to about 0400 GMT,
on weekends, this being 8 to 11 pm
east coasl US time.

And who listens to these renegade
broadcasters? Most pirates are
hobby oriented, and rely on

publicity in the bulletins of the
many OX listening clubs to gain a
listener following.

North American OX listening clubs
(for people interested in receiving
distant shortwave broadcasting
stations) are very large, some with
well over 2000 members. A call
from a budding pirate broadcaster
to the editor of a OX bulletin can
result in a fairly sizeable audience
for the new Ustation", By
contacting the OX clubs, the
members of which are active
listeners to the shortwave bands, a
pirate operator can gain some
degree of notoriety.

Many OX club bulletins have
tended over the last couple of years
to give over large chunks of their
columns to news of pirate radio
activity. Unfortunately, some often
bogus reports find their way into
these bulletins, reporting
apparently imminent transmissions
from stations with names like
"Radio Hot Chocolate" and the
equally improbable "Voice of the
Tibetan Housewives"!

Any lisl of US pirate stations is
bound to be out of date well before
such information can get into print.
Some pirates are a weekend to
weekend proposition! However,
we can list here some of the more
long·running and active pirates
operating out of the US.

The pirate "Voice of Cliperton",
operating out of Alameda in
California is unusual in that it has
been using 21750 MHz, on the top
edge of the standard 13 metre
international broadcasting band.
tlCliperton" announces that it uses
a 100 watt transmitter, and this is
probably right as its signal has been
heard as far away as the US east
coast, and in Auckland, New
Zealand.

Theoretically, it should also make it
to the Australian east coast.
<lClipertonll is usually active around.
01ooGMT. The station could be
described as one of the more sane
stateside pirates, with program·
ming mostly being old·time radio
shows, straight newscasts, or
listening tips for DXers and
SWLers.
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The word lCsane" doe's not come to
mind when trying to describe the
fairly long-running "Radio
Confusion", the home of Crazy
Roger and Crazy Charlie. These
two gents are most probably
responsible for the pirate
newcomer "Syncom 48", as both
Confusion and Syncom operate
out of the one address in
Wescosville, Pennsylvania.

Radio Confusion carried out test
broadcasts to Europe late last year,
on Sundays at around 2oo0GMT
on about 139990 kHz_ Confusion
also often has Sunday evening
broadcasts for the US east coast on
about 7550 kHz after 0100 GMT.

Meanwhile, Syncom 48 also likes to
operate on Sunday evenings,
usually at about 0500, on a
selection of frequencies in the
ranges of 6.2-6_5 MHz, and 7.3-7.5
MHz. Times and frequencies must
always be listed as very
approximate!

Also active over a fair length of time
recently has been "Voice of the
Pyramids", located in indiana. Most
common broadcast time is 1900
2200 GMT just above 15 MHz.
They claim to use a 100 watt
transmitter, and are seeking
European listeners. A probable
relative of "Pyramidslt is uRadio
Indiana", which during 1980 often
carried out Sunday night
broadcasts around 0400 GMT on
either 7360 or 6990 kHz.

THE EUROPEAN SCENE

Pirate radio in both the UK and on
the continent has a long history,
connected to the free radio
campaign_ The pirate operations
are often more professionally
produced. Some can have the
backing of business interests and
operate fully fledged commercial
operations.

Such stations as Radio Caroline
and Radio Mi Amigo, or European
Music Radio, have been long-time
operators and have a large
following among European radio
enthusiasts_ During 1980, however,
Radio Caroline, probably the best
known among the European
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pirates at the time, was silenced
when a storm in the North Sea sent
the ship from which it transmitted
to a watery grave.

The Caroline operation was the last
in a long time of pirate stations
operating "off shore" in the North
Sea, succeeding such ships as
lCRadio England"} HBritain Radio"
and "Radio Nordses".

Armed with international business
finance, Radio Caroline hopes to
return to the airwaves soon, with a
new and bigger ship carrying a
higher power transmitter. The
Panama-registered converted
freighter should be launched into
the North Sea soon, and Caroline
will probably operate somewhere
near the lower end of the medium
wave band.

The whole Caroline project will
probably cost something like one
million pounds sterling by the time
the first transmission goes to air.
The operation will be 24 hours, with
commercials. Caroline will have
advertising offices in New York,
and will be subject to US tax laws.

In contrast to the big business
atmosphere of pirate mediumwave
radio in Europe, there are also
many "back-yard" operators on the
shortwave part of the spectrum_

European shortwave pirates
typically like to operate on Sunday
mornings, in the range from 6.2 to
6.5 MHz, anda few operators in the
range 7.3 to 7.5 MHz.

Again, as in the US, one operator
may be responsible for several
pirate stations, and the same
frequency can be used for one
station on one Sunday morning,
and a different station but from the
same transmitter and location on
the following weekend.

It is no coincidence that two of the
longest running stations on
shortwave, Empire Radio and
European Music Radio, both
operate out of the same postal
address in Norwell, Nottingham
shire.

Empire generally uses frequencies
of 6235 and 7325, while European

Music Radio JnerallY is reported
on 6250 and 7325_ Empire Radio
usually operates the second
Sunday morning each month, but
European Music Radio has recently
been shut down voluntarily by the
operator.

Pirate activity in Scotland has been
of particular note recently,
especially as several of these
pirates have been heard on the US
coast. These include Radio
Woodstock, broadcasting out ofan
address in Falkirk on about 7365
kHz, and Weekend Music Radio, a
newcomer to the airwaves which
hopes to broadcast every alternate··
Sunday morning GMT, on a
frequency between 6260 and 6300
kHz.

Holland used to be a hot-bed of
pirate radio activity, but on
shortwave the pickings are lean at
present.

Radio Verona, which had not been
active for some four years, has
been reported again on 6275,
broadcasting out.of Raalte. Verona
has a Raalte stable.-mate, Radio
Koraalvisser, making infrequent
Sunday outings also on 6275_

Finland has great potential in the
pirate broadcasting field_ There are
dozens of stations with -the
technical gear to transmit in the
range 6.2 to 6.5 MHz_ But 1980 was
a bad year for the Finnish pirates,
with at least a half dozen being
raided by the Finnish telecom
authorities. With the prospect of
heavy fines hanging over those
pirates caught in the act, other
stations seem reluctant to take the
plunge onto the airwaves these
days.

Some of the Finnish stations have
some great titles, such as llSwine
Radio" or "Radio Baader-Meinhof
Experience" which despite its title
is a rather tame run-of-the-mill pop
music broadcaster.

The only pirate of note in Italy is the
one with the very grandiose title of
the "Italian Broadcasting
Corporation", This one is unique in
that the programmes are produced
not by some daring individual



under cover, but b various DX
listening clubs, the mbst prominent
club being Play.D~ of Milan.
Programmes are therefore by and
for DXers.

The station is often heard in
northern Europe during its Sunday
broadcasts on 6275 between 0400
and 1000. Their transmitter power
is reported to be about 100 watts.

Pirate broadcasting in Ireland must
be put into a .category .all by itselL.
For-one thing, the many unofficial
stations established in recent years
cannot really be called "pirates" in
the usual sense, as the Irish
Republic has no laws which forbid
this sort of broadcasting. So what is
a pirate elsewhere is merely an
"unofficial" station in the land of the
blarney stone!

Without legal hassles to hold them
back, there are dozens of these
"not legal, but not illegal"
broadcasters in Ireland operating
regularly on both mediumwave and
on shortwave. Most have well·
publicised addresses, and often
carry commercials.

The situation reached the real~s of
high farce recently, when the Irish
Army decided that it would
advertise not on the official state·
owned Radio Telefis Eireann, but
instead on the pirate "Radio
Dublin". When quizzed on why it
chose to put its recruiting
advertisements on a non·legal
station, a somewhat embarrassed
Army spokesman stated that
audience surveys indicated more
potential recruits listened to Radio
Dublin than to the official state·
financed corporation Radio Telefis
Eireann (RTE)!

Meanwhile, the official Irish airline,
Aer Lingus, has chosen to
advertise on the pirate Sunshine
Radio, (or much the same sort of
reasons.

No word has so far been heard
(rom the Irish Navy, but they just
might have a natural distrust of
IIpirates"!

The Irish government has been
lIthinking" about introducing
legislation aimed at these unofficial/

pirate/not·illegal/renegade broad·
casters for some time. But any anti·
pirate moves have gone no further,
and at present are unlikely to.

Some stations, especially on
mediumwave, are very localised,
and often feature coverage of local
government events and personal·
ities. District officials who thus gain
a mouthpiece would be unlikely to
support any legislation aimed at
shutting the local pirate operator
down.

At last count Ireland had about 50
commercial pirate stations on
mediumwave, and about a dozen
on shortwave. Probably the most
notable on shortwave are the afore·
mentioned Radio Dublin which
uses 6317 daily, Westside Radio on
6280 mostly on weekends, and
Radio Condor on 6243 on
weekends. The earlier mentioned
commercial pirate, Sunshine
Radio, operates on mediumwave
only, at 531 kHz.

Both Radio Dublin and Radio
Condor operate quite high power.
Both are reported regularly by
North American listeners, and on
rare occasions by listeners as far
afield as New Zealand.

No receptions have so far been
reported from Australia however,
probably because the final signa!
"hop" on the long·path reception
route via the Americas and the
Pacific during our late afternoons is
just not strong enough to make the
signal audible above normal
atmospheric noise levels.

If either Radio Dublin or Radio
Condor are' going to be heard in
Australia, then probably they will
be received in either Queensland or
northern NSW, as the signal will
have a shorter route to cover than
is the case (or locations further
south and west.

l( you st rike it lucky late one
afternoon and hear either Radio
Dublin or Radio Condor, then you
might like to write reporting your
reception. Radio Dublin's address
is simply Radio Dublin, Dublin 8.
Radio Condor is at 53 Charleston
Road, Dublin 6, which is also the
postal address (or several other,

less significant Irish pirates
operating on both shortwave and
mediumwave.

PIRATES DOWN UNDER

Finally a brieLword about the pirate
broadcasting scene in Austraiia.
CBers are of course aware of the
large number of pirates operating
on or around the legal CB
channels. This sort o( pirate is a left
over from the fight for the
legalisatiol) . of . CB (remember,
before Ihatall Cl3ers Were pirates!).

Equipment is invariably a
conventional CB or amateur radio,
with the CBs often fitted with extra
channels. Operations are usually
nothing more than the usual
contacts that licenced CBers
indulge in, although there have
been cases of guys playing music
and working up a little routine to go
along with it.

The only true Australian 'pirate'
broadcaster on the shortwave
band is radio station CBN
("Clandistine Broadcasting
Network"). Radio CBN made
several brief appearances during
1979 using several frequencies
around 26 and 27 MHz, and was
heard well in the Sydney area.

Later that same year the guy (or
guys) behind CBN carried out brief
tests on the FM broadcast band,
apparently operating mobile in the
Mount Gambier area in South
Australia. After this the station fell
silent, and attempts to obtain a
QSL card from the address given
on the air earned a "not known at .
this addr\'ss" stamp.

In the last few weeks the station has
again been heard in the Sydney
area, transmitting around 7350
kHz. The Sunday morning
broadcasts are around 10 am local
time, while the station has also
been picked up Tuesday nights
after 8 p.m.

If you want to catch this station
you'll have to be fast. You can lay
good money that DOC will be after
them, too!

Reproduced from CB Action
Australia.
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[.B. news Jamboree
This sensational weekend has been arranged for you by

in
association

with

YOUR LAST CHANCE TO BOOK!!!
When Where

Hi there good buddiesl I sure hope
y'all got your ears on "cause I'm
gonna lay some good numbers on
all you CBers 'bout this super CB
News Jamboree. This is your big
chance to eyeball all your fellow
breakers from North to South at
our big 10·20, PONTlN'S Holiday
Village, Tower Beach, Prestatyn in
North Wales.
The CB News Travel Service has
really gone to town to make cer·
tain this weekend is a four for
sure. You'll have the chance to
eyeball with state·side Ace AI
Gross - the Daddy of CB, see all·
action movies like CONVO Y and
SMOKEY AND THE BANDIT,
check out all the latest CB gear,
rigs n' twigs, info for you rubber
banders, lots vf good 01' Country
sounds and Rockin' n' Rollin'
plus so much dancin' to our guest
DJs that you're gonna be glad to
hit the hay in your own modern
chalet. Don't get too tired tho',
there's lots of competitions and
hundreds of £££s worth of prizes
to be won.
So all you breakers n' lady break·
ers get in your Big Wheels and
Roller Skates with the kids (yep....
there's even a special 'Junior
CBers' programme/) and hit those
super slabs with your pedal to the
metal - it's gonna be greatl

Here's wishing you big eights from
Sweeney Todd and the CB News·
mobile - we're down n' gone
10·101
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The holiday commences at 4.00 pm on
Friday 23rd October, 1981 and ends at
noon on Monday 26th October - a full
three day weekend of C.B. fun. Persons
wishing to stay for a shorter period may,
of course, do so but we regret we cannot
allow any discounts for a shorter stay.

What.
The C.B. News Jamboree is a whole week
end of C.B. action, that's what! The
holiday price is inclusive of your accom·
modation and all your entertainment,
and the entertainment alone represents
an incredible bargain. Just think, a
whole weekend of C.B. movies - free.
Nightly discos - free, shows by big·name

At Pontin's super Holiday Village at
Tower Beach, Prestatyn, North Wales.
For those travelling by car, parking is
free, if you arrive by rail then there is a
special free coach service between
Prestatyn Railway Station and Pontin's
Holiday Village.

stars plus all competitions and activities
arranged just for you by our experienced
staff - all free! Add to this the free use
of the indoor heated pool, the snooker
and billiards, table tennis etc., and you've
got a whole action·packed weekend of fun.
And this holiday isn't just for the 'kids'
- it's great for the "old 'uns" as well.
Do as much or as little as you please.
You'll love it. .
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All prices exclusive of V .A.T.

A5 For 4, 5 or 6 perlOns

The alreaty low cost of this holiday restricts
us from being able to offer further discounts
for children. although infants under two year.
old will be accommodated free of charge.

For persons booking alone but who would
like to room with another CBer of the same
sex. we have arranged a special 'Room·mate
Service'. This will be restricted to 2 person,
per apartment. Just complete the special
section of the Reservation Form accordingly
and we'll share you with someone of similar
age and will advise you of your 'room-mate','
name and address long in advance of the
holiday.

A5B For up to 4 persons

£39.95 per person

£29.95 ..

£24.95 ..

£21.95 "

£22.95 per person

£20.95 ..

£19.95 ..

For 1 person

2 persons

3 persons

4 persons

Apartment A5

For 4 persons

5 persons

6 persons

Apartment A5BAccommodation alailable
Two \Vpes of chalet apartments are available
hee below for lavout plans). Both have a
lounge-bedroom fully furnished with a con
vertible double bed/sottee, dining table. chairs,
a colour T.V .• etc., an adjacent kitchenette
complete with cooker. fridge. sink unit with
all necessary cooking and dining utensils and
storage cupboard.. Adjoining the kitchen
you'll have your own private bathroom/toilet
and, dopendlng on which apartment you
choolO. vou'lI have either ono or two bedrooms
- with two single beds or bunk-beds for the
kid•. If It geU 'nippy' then there are electric
heater. which or8 coin·metered for your econ·
omy and convenience.

Thl, spec III holiday ofter is based on 'Self·
catering' but thore', no Mod for you to do alt
tho cooking. You ell" 108110 thal to us as there's
a waclous caf4Horle serving a choice of piping
hot moals ond la sty snacks. And for those of
you who will cattr independently then we have
I well·stocked supermarket on site - so there
are no tiring shopping trips to worry about.

This C.B. News Jamboree is undoubtedly a
budgl1 blrgaln - costing as little as just £19.95
plus VAT por porson inclusive of your accom·
mOdatlOn, ontertalnment and use of all
facUlties for Iho three days.

The reservltlon, are handled on a 'perepartment'
blli, with che prices a, detailed below.

Cost

~-------------------------------------------------_.

[.B. newsJamboree. RESERVATION
FORM

Where? When? How?
At Pontin's Holiday Village, Friday, 23rd October to Send lhil lotm toeethtt with lhe cort«:1 d~llt 01 £SIJO "'

Tower Beach, Pr.statyn Monday. 26th Octob....
p,non to; C.B. N.... I Tr.... $en'ice, P.O. Boil e. FelillJlowe,
Suffolk. Cheques .nd Pon,1 Ont.,. Ihould bl m.1 p-V.tll, 10

North Wale' 1981 C.B. Newt T,...... Service.

PLEASE COMPLETE IN BLOCK LETTERS ALL INFORMATION REQUIRED .... ... TfLlI"HQlltE NO:
• ...............TIOIII

Signatures are required by each person aged over 16 years - .- WOflK RIOUlIJlID- "
..,...

I
SURNAME INITlA,L AOORESS

SICH"rUHE

I SVRNAME IHlTl"L ADDRESS

I SIGNII.TURE

I SURNA..( l""IlIAL "ODflU$

I SIGNAtURE

I SURN..... !! INITIAL AOORESS

I
"ON"'UAIlI
$UflHAMl/ INITtAl

I
AOORnS

IIGNA,'UAII
r IURHI\MI INITIAL ACORlSS

\ 510NIl.IURI

I ROOMMATE SERVICE: ADDRESS

t - ASSSURNAME

I SIGNATURE

I PLEASE NOTE 1IoII".".T COTS ,.. " .. _'".1_......._......
11 .,....~ 01 V__IV outfltl '.om any physiQI or ....,.,.. doMlbllllY 0' dotard•• Mulll 0' such d,MbHity or "'- ..." ............ 01 co.. 0 Doolr>t .....,. _~<d r"""':'::'I r""""::1
dlllOrd_ mutt bt I ...... on booking, U~II,"h....ill> • 1111......1 III 10 ....."IM. or nol he 01''''' will be' KCon'ICl ....i«l by. '....." ..... Do_. ,..- ."'. ,I.. L.....::::.~I p....onfPt'flOn. C~'';l to Inone! 10 hll Of IM......... III _ 01 our "ill.., may be .......illblllot ..ch INfIlORI. .,..__ ......._oblo.

t
'1_ t.yr IC«lmmodl'tlon 'Ot Ih. IIbove named personl. I{W••nclose • c:htclu.!pon.1 ord.r lor lhe loul d,polit 01 £ ..
l/W. Ih. perJOnl nll'll.t 1Ibo.... h..... tMd .nd l«.pl lhe condlllo", 01 booking ea YI OUI ow,I..' and ecc:ept lhe c:h'fi'llot the ecc:ommod'lion" d'Krib.t in Ih. IItlll. I/W. undttnloOd IMI
V.A.T. wllllM al.t to the .ooounl .rm -sit.. 10 p,\, Ih. balenc:a including V.A.T.:le CLEAR DAYS8EFORE THE HOl.IDAY IS DUE TO COMMENCE.
'LEASE ENSURE THAT YOU HAVE GIVEH ALL IHFORMATION AND SIGNATURES REOUIRED AS FURTHER CORRESPONDENCE WILL CAUSE DELAY IN ACCErTANCE Of

• YOUR BOOKING.
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0" ....;., I
cars and other vehicles are accepled on the Com·
pany property al Owner's Risk and must be
parked in the specified car parks and not on
centrelholel roads. This is to avoid the preven·
tion 01 the free flow of traffic for essential ser
vices. Offending vehlcle.s may be removed at
the Company's discretion.

Booking Conditions and
Information

Deposits

A deposll 01 £5.00 per person is 10 be paid at the
time 01 bookmg. An official acknowledgement
will be sent for each deposit and no booking
f!Xlsts until thIs has been despatched. The payment
of a deposit and the balance of Ihe cost of the
holiday as required under these conditions shall be
it condition precedent to the enforceability of any
of Ihe obligations 01 the Company or the operating
or managing company. Should accommodation
required not be available when the deposit and
appliC3110n form are received the deposit will be
refunded in lull. Bookings cannOt be accepted
from young persons under 16 years unaccompanied
by a parent or guardian. Bookings can be accepted
from persons aged 16 and 17 unaccompanied
by it parent or guardian provided the parent'sl
guardian's wriuen permission is enclosed with this
Reservation Form.

Payment of Balance

For III bookings the balance of account, including
V.A.T. murt arrive at the Trayel Service office
twenty·eight clear days before the commenClment
of the holidav.

It... is understood that If the operational COSIS of
the Companv In relation to providing the holiday.
or accommodation. or food or amenitIes increase
due to circumstances beyond the Company's
control then the Company may add a surcharge
to the cost of the holiday in relation to each person
for whom a booking is made and that such addi
tional cost Will be paid by the persons booking
whether or not they have already paid the full

INSURANCE FOR YOUR f'ROT£CTION

Ponl!n '''''''01'<1 ., no .x". dI..ge, indu.l~. holld....
i.u,urltIC. co , w'Ih ,h. Ou.rdie., RO....I E.ch.noe Auu,.nu
U .... ,ed. 10' y p.uon booki", , Ponl;n holldev In Ore.l
8ri..1n l'ncluditlg Jerw,ol.

Th. Policy will co~_ :
1. Cenc.Uellon 0' O"rt.il ....nl cau_ by dUI". injury,

iltnn. Ioncludi"" inlKllou. 0' conl""UI diletl..d.
I1tok•• ,nd ,-'und.ncy.

2. loo. 0' D....eg. 01 PerlOnel L"911eg.~ Mo",y.
3. P_lOnel Aocidenl.
•. P...onel Liebllilln.

A ~..U'I i,v,ng ,11 Ihe It'n» .nd con,hlOOfll ol,h. cove. Will
b. wn, 10 you wh• ., w• .lCknowledg. ,ecelpt 01 YOU' d'POI'1

cost of the holiday shown on the tariff. Any such
surcharge wilt be notified in due course. However
no surcharges will be introduced unless absolutely
necessary.

Pontin Holiday and Social Club

At each Pontin Centre or Hotel will be found 8
Holiday Club. membership of which is essential
to enable gueslS to participate in its many
facilities.
The persons named overleaf request nomination
for eleclion as Members of the Club at the centrel
hOlel lor the period of their holidav only. The
Club Membership Fee IS included in the tariff.
Members are required to obtain a Pontin Club
badge, which must be worn when purchasing
alcoholic beverages. Children under the age of 18
are nOt permitted in licensed bars.

Linen

All bed-linen is provided. Please bring your own
towels and r~R towels.

Village Shop

Each self-<:atering holidav village
shop where visitors can purchase
everyday requirements, including
milk. The manager will be pleased
your advance grocery orders.

has its own
their normal

bread 800
to attend to

-----------------------------------------
Conditions of Booking

All reservations are applied for and accepled
subject to the following condItions.
The party shall be exactly as stated overleaf.
Unless permission lor alteration has been given
by Pontln's Limited (the Companywhich expression
shall include any associated. managing or subsidary
Companyl in Writing, the accommodation shall be
used only by the persons listed. The Company,
shall not be liable to any person !including persons
under the age of 18 years) whose name or names
appear on the reservation form or Iheir dependanu
for any personal injury (falal or non·fatal! unless
caused by the negligent act or omissIon of the
Company. iu employees or ogenu. Nor shall
the Company be liable to any of Ihe persons
described above for any injury loss or damage to
any property including motor vehicles, motor
cycles, personal effects or luooage howsoever
caused or sustained but it does not exclude
liability lor matters arising out of the negligent
omiSSion. or default of the Company or ilS
employees or agents. The €ompany does not
accept tiability for the acts or omissions 01 any·
one whom it does not directly control or who is
not employed by the (:ompany although il would
endeavour to give reasonable assistance to any
client who is in dispute with such a person.
The Company is relieved from liability. should
the accommodation not be available due to
circumstances beyond its control and the deposit
and other monies paid will be refunded in full.
The Company shall use ItS best endeavours to
ensure the availability of all amenities advertised
in iu Brochure or elsewhere. All information.
pictures and descrlplions published have been
compiled from the most up to date and accurate
information availabte at the time of going to press.
It is published in good faith bUI does not consti·
tUle any other representation. The Company
cannot accept responsibility lor valuables. How·
ever. all centreslhotels have facilities lor the safe
deposit of money. articles of value. etc .• and full
details can be Obtained from the Reception Offices.
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Bookings .re from 4 pm. on day of arriYat to
10 am. on day of d.p....ture. Chalets/Rooms mUll
be vacated by 10 am. on day of departure and
guests will be required to pay for any damage
caused to thl accommodation or any articles
proylded by the Company and for any such
articles lort or dartroyed during tha period of the
reservllion. Tha attantlon of all guests i. drawn to
tha rula, of individuat holidav cantra' and in
particular tha following:

1. Children undar 18ara not permitted
in tha IIcanMd ban.

2. Childran under 13 ara not allowed in
the Ballroom after 10 pm.

3. No no ill Is permittad in ground, or
chalets/rooms after 11.30 pm.

4. RMtios Ind racord playa... lra not
allowed in tha guest or public rooms.

Cancellation by the Company

The Company has a rftpon,ibility for tha walfara
of all its guest. and tharafora ,..rvll the right to
tarminata the holiday of any parson whosa un
ra..onabra conduct might impair tha comfort or
enjoymant of otha.... It allO "BlrvH the ,ight to
caneal or tarmlnlte • holiday booked whara tha
gUilt hIS failed to discloll III material facts as
required on tha booking form. In these circum
st.nCH the Company shlll not be under any
liability to the perlOn or persons involved and shall
be discharged from fu"her performance of its
obligations. If cancelling before commancemlnt of
the holiday the Comp.nv will make a full rafund
lieu the deposit) of moni" p.id; if aftar commencI
ment the Company may .t its discretion refund
all or p.-t: of tha holiday tariff but shlll not ba
obliged to do 10. For axample. an .mount may be
retained for dam-ae uu.-d.

To prevenl the sprtlad 01 infectious or contagious
diseases guests are required 10 advise the centre's
management If any of their party have suffered
from or have been in contact with others suffering
from Infectious or conlagious diseases immediately
prior to the holldav, in which event it is understood
that the allected persons will agree to the cancel
lation of Ihelr booking and that on production of a
Medical Certificate claims may be made under the
Holiday Inwrance Scheme (see Insurance SlJCrion).

Cancellation by the Client

Unless notIce in writing of cancellation of reserva
tion is received bv the management not less than 28
days prior to the commencement of the reser·
vation period, and if the Company is then unlble
to let the accommodation, the applicanthl will be
liable for 100% (Self-<:8tering) of the amount of
Ihe current tariff quoled in respect of each reserv
ation.
Notice of cancellation must be sent by registered
post or recorded delivery. Ordinary post will not
be regarded IS proof of delinry.



The Truck Drivers'
Album Catalogue

from Nashville
=Music City U.S.A." ~

/

/

ROAD MUSIC
11)...."l,I.. I\lloum _ V"rioll8 Artists)

Iotldy IlN" I~ed Sovlne: S'x days on [he
HI/\d l)~VI! l)utlley; Gnl on lhe billboard·
n.lll~evu. PlIfll!lU Zone Blucs . Coleman
WII'f)'I, 1ruck D"villgSon 01 l' Gun· Dave
Ihullo-y, COIWOY Tommy Hill MusIc
I ""'lInl
OMI nlll 10"III\C'(l1 10 lu,n lhis rig /lround·
I h. W,IIi, B'OlhQr •• While Knight· Tommy

111II /'>Illole 1..lhy"l, I ooking III lhe world
1Ii,(,u/lh n w1lld,h,rld l>elllcevcs; Giddyup
11" /In.wo. />lIrUlKl I'l1lld~ The Gcarjammer
111111 Ih" llutw) Il"d Sovine; Truck Dnvin'
(,),"-"11 MUOl1f' and NlllllCl

(11(~tvlll) (10 Ilrd Soynlc; Endless black
lIht~11\ 11l1\1ltn1l1S. ell Si!vage· Rod
tt/ltl. 1'\llk (lI,vlI1' lIl"n Jimmy Marlin;
(h,HI'lIId.,1 d,,,.rl J"llrny Grig9S: Pmball
111/1' h,"" 1 flnnlll hV'I1!.l
l'h"l,I'!Ill'tO') H"d Sov,ne; Truck Drivers'
I)/n...." H'I(I !iUVIl10. I low f~Sllhem trucks
'~lljtl) 'hllHIi,Grey; Witlowrllaker·Jimmy
MMtll\.I Iltlll JOll [l,'t! Sovinc; Freighllioer
I1 vrr Ii;>d OYIIlII

I'Yic:;e - £6.00

HOADRUNNER
11th k c!.IVro· .on of nsun Dave Dudley; Tie

11 yllllow IIbl)(m !Guild lhe old oak lree .
JI,hnlly CII'Vi", 1"ho lnidse washed out·
WntU"r /Toll'(; I(m!! 01 Iho open road· Red
·1r ....lnll. l(nnlM Crly WlIberl Harrison;
II"w Iru tu IIlllr tock Stanloy Brothers

Wlilllll{rl(shl '1 ommy liills Music Festrvil);
I tHtt".~ bl1lCk trhbon TinyHarris; AWilyout
on ll\l' mOUn!1I1fl IMy Willker; Grddy\,p go
'""W'" Malllw I'enrl

Pric:;e - £4.00

SUPER SLAB HITS
Ic,Idy lk,l! Hed Sovine; A dime at a lime 
Dd H('(Nes; Grve me lorly acres· The Willis
lJ,olhers; Wotve,lon Mountain Claude
K,ng; Srx dilyS on the road· Dave Dud)ey

Convoy TOll1lny Hill Mus>c Festrval;
COllntry Iloads Nashville Harmol1lca;
Srllm' in "n "n oighl cafe· Warner Mack;
I'rnuall nmchme ·lolmre Irving; Honky lonk

Bill Doggell
Price _ £01.00

THE BEST OF RED SOVINE
Ph.,nlom 309; I know you're married (bUll
love you SI ill); Glddyup go; Satisfied mrnd;
Frerghtlloer fever

liHle Bosil; I'm the man; Why baby why; I
d,dn·l Jump Ihe fence; One is a lonely
number

Price _ £4.00

OVERLOADED DIESEL
Truck drrvers blues - Ernie Hoppe; Eodless
black ribbon Trny Harris; The ooly
shoulder a trucker cao cry on . Claude
MeHlI1; Erghteen wheels a hummin·, home
sweCI home· J,m Fagin; New York C,ty,
New YOlk Earl SCOll; Double c1utchin'
Iruck lino.! Tiny Harrrs

Don'llel \IOllr deal go down- Benny Marlin;
Truck SlOp cafe Steve Cameroo; I'm
11Iovin' on Pilm Gilbert; M,doighl Cowboy
C,.lhOllt1 Twins; Overloaded diesel· Jlmmy
GlI!I9S: I~us drivin' son of one· Bobby
Ilod:Jc

Price _ £4.00

16 GREATEST TRUCK I)HIVEH
IlITS

How flls1lhem Irucksclln go.·ClnudllG,/;y;
Give me forly /lCres . The Wrllis B,olho.$;
WOrllan behind Ihe m/ln lKlhint! lh.. wheel
Red Sovine; Gca. Shihin' . I'ele O'llke,
Widow maker· JirnrllY /To1llTlio; llollm' on
rllbber wheels The SI/lnley Brolll~'S;

Tombstone every mile· CllIIIlie Moor..;
Truck drivin' Iflan· Hylo B,own

Girl 00 the brllboard Oet HI'''''''I;
Reminglon rido Heno nrnt Smrley, I hll'"
lruck drivin' Slim Jilcobs; Diesel Smoke
and dangerous curves BobbySyk~;T.u~k

drivers' queen Moore ~l1ld NOIlIN, nl\(I~,

blues· Coleman Wilson; Big looted 1),1Il
Benoy Martin; Convoy· Tommy I toll Mu'lC
Fesllval

I'rio' _ CoI,OO

Ri\I)An UlUI:.$
Radar Blues Colem~lTl Wrlson; T.uck
drrvers qUe(ln Moorc & Nnp,et ,Inlo-".'I'l"
81· Reno& Smiley;Bolhn'on1Uuoor wl"'''!i
. Stilnley Bras; Ei<jhl mor(' mrl('s lolOUlwrll,'
. Grilndll.' Jones; Truck drrvrngllMrl Ilylu
Brown

Truck SlOp CUlle Wrllis Bmthers; Ihl'fI(',\'
Jam",er ~",d Ihe hollo Hed SOVIlIl' 8
Johnny Bond; Wreck on Ihr h~jhwl'y

Cowi>oy COp.1S; Truckl;rs "'1] Mo"n
Muliiciln (lnst); Sunny side of Ih(' rnOlJnlilm
Hilwkshilw 11~.wkins; Gurlm ll>ckrn' t,uck
driver Moore & NiI!,ier

I'rice _ £4,00

TlIEUESTOI'TIIE
WllUS UHOTlfI1US

Give me fOlly ~.cres; Hing of Ine; gonn,' buy
me a Jl,keOox, Someuody knows nlY dOU
Pnvale tee

There !lO'!s my fMm; Buy,ng pOI'(().n;
Nashville's ~lCe in lhe hole; SIX 1001 t\VI) by
four; Blup.s sl~'y ;,w;,y from me

Pric" _ CoI,OO

ilEAVY III\UlI:l(S
Giddyup go Ilell Sovinc; Big CM"Y
Tommy Downs; Endless black 'Ibbon '1Iny
l'larris; long lon('$om(> ro.ld llobby Sykl's;
Truck d1lving buddy F"mkre MIIII"

That's lruck drrv",!! Slim J,/Cobs; Gr,,,,
Johnny Bond; GIVO me fO.ly l/CrI'$ Wrlh~

BrOlhers; Eighle('n wheds B('lIy f1"I/l$;
The lasl mile, II('no & Smlley

I'rice :... £.1,00

EVERvnUNG YOU NEEIJ TO
KNOW TO OPERATE 1\ CD RAIlIO
The most complele .eco,d on C.l3
Complele wilh C,B, l)rCliorl,Uy, Glossmy
and 10 cod.. on b;,ck cove.

I'ric~ _ £3.95

TIlE MAN UEIIIND THE WHEEL
Shiny red ilutomobile· Georse I-lors,m; The
HI Jl.cker . Johnny Bond; Driv\ll'S \Il my
blood The W,lIis BrOlhe,s; Whal is an
American MilU1lc Peilrl; Gear shiftin'
Tommy Hrll & PeteDr"ke; The gear jilmmer
Imd the hobo fled Sovine & Johnny Bond

Sr~ days on the road· Dave Dudley, Big Joe
.. , 1lnd ph~nlom309, HedSovine; The endof
Ihe rOiltl The W,llis Brothers; G('ars .
Johnny Bond; PllY Io.,d dllrldy fled Sovme;
M,~I1 l>ch,nd the wheel- Geo'ge Mo.gan

l'ricOl _ £4.00

TRUCK 5'1'01' l'i\VOHITES
Si~ t!nys on the t01ld· Oilve Dudley; Three
,h~c" to 111" wind Johllny lkmd; II wllsn'l
God who m;,de honky tonk l:mgds . Dolly
PmlO1l; Aj"U/lIll Cowlloy COIl<lS; Thm's
lruck dr""I'" Slim JllCous

G,v" nlU lOtly I>C'U' Willis I3rOlhers; I know
you'r(' m,II"cd but I love you slill . fled
SOVII"'. I 1,,11 10 lli('ces l:mure Wesl;
Window up nbovc Johnny I'aycheck; I'll
sn,1 nty sh,p :.Ione . GeOr!!e Morgan

I'rice - £4,00

l'IIi\NTOM 309 - RED SOVINE
I'h,m,om 309; l-lonky lonk loys; Old
1)11,,'lInel, PilY Io;.d t1ilddy; Mr. F.C.C.; Sad
vlolrrls, Does sleppin' Oul meal1 Dilddy took
I> "",Ik; 1'160 Ekler Slreel, Big Ben Dorscy
Ih/; Thnd; Ten t1,.ys out, Iwo days in

Price _ £01.00

UEST OF TIlE TRUCK DRIVER
SONGS

Sr~ (1l>ys on lhe road· D;,ve Dudley; Truck
d"v",' 111,1n Hylo Brown; Give me forly
ac.es Th(' W,lIis Brothers; Pinbilll Machine

10l1nr.. I'ving; Truck drivers' queeo
Mome ilnd N;'Jllcr

I'hllll10111 309 . Hed SOVltle; Giddyup go .
Hed Sovi"e; Gicklyup go aoswer . Mionre
1'(';,,1; Truck drivin' son 01 a guo - Red
Sovr"e; Blldllr ulues . Colemiln W;[son

Price _ £4.00

c.n, SPECIAL with Dick Cuyless
The whilC koight; The uigwheel caonooball;
I've come ;,wful close; Truck drivers' Queen;
Six dllys on lhe rOild; The lonesome road;
Bla~il1' smoke.slack; The Fill 'er Up and
Keep on Truckio' Cale; Truck drivin' son of
" u"n; Wolf Creek PilSS

Convoy; Truck drivin' man; Pinball
Ill;,chi"e; King of Ihe opeo road; Movin' on;
TombSlone every mile; Look al lhe raio;
Truck SlOP; Grve me forty acres; Meilndole
CB

Price - £2,99

KEEP ON TRUCKIN'
lel's tfuck logether . Kenny Price; Roll on,
Truckers . Juice NewlOo aod Silver Spur;
Truck Drivin' man· Terry Fell; Lillle diesel
driving devil Doo Bowman; Caffeio,
Nicotine, Benzedrine· Nill Sluckey; White
lioe fever . Bud Brewer; Peterbih . Carl
Knighl; I'm a trucker . Johooy Russell;
Somebody slole my rig· Shel Silversleio; Six
dilys on lhe road· Hank Soow

Long lhin dawn· George Hamiltoo IV; Roll
big wheels. roll· Vernoo Oxlord; Truckers'
Paradise New Nicholls; Truck driving
woman· Normao Jeao; Truck driver, lruck
driver . Bobby Bare; Mama was a lruck
drivio' man . Jelhro Burns; Big Bertha the
Iruck drivio' Queeo . Bud Brewer; Diesel
cowboy· Ray McAuley aod Wild Country;
Ten miles from home· Fred McKenoa; One
.nore dusly road· Chip Hawkes

Price - £2,99

40 MILES OF BAD ROAD
40 Miles of bad road - DUilne Eddy; Truck
drivers prayer· Red Sovine; Passing zone
blues, Colemau Wilsoo; Freightlioer fe,'er·
Red Sovine; Cross lhe Brazos al Waco .
Billy Walker

Phalll0m 309 Red Sovioe; Overioaded
diesel Jimmy Griggs; Widow maker .
Jrnm1Y Martin; Diesel smoke on danger road
. Willis BrOlhers; Burniog bridges· Jack
SCOl!

Price - £4.00

TRUCKIN'ON
Girl on lhe billbo",d· Del Reeves; The Gear
Jammer and lhe Hobo· Red Sovine and
JoImny Bond; Truck Drivers Queeo
Moore aod Nap,er; One rs a lonely number
GeorgeJorles; lookingallhev:orkllhrough
a windshield . Del Beeves

Glddyup go. Red Sovioe; Eighl more miles
to louisville· Gr.,ndpa Jones; Truck drivin'
man· Jimmy Marlin; 1"11 have anOlher cupof
coffee (lhen I'll go) . Ciaude Gray; Woman
behind lhe man behiod lhe wheel - Red
Sovine

Price - £4,00

HOW FAST THEM TRUCKS
CANGO

How fasl lhem lrucks Ciln go. ClaudeGray;
18 wheels a hummio' home sweel home·
Mac Wiseman; Truck dllvin' son of a guo·
Red Sovine; Movin' On· Mike lunsford; A
tombslone every mile· Charlre Moore

Six dilys on the road· Red Sovrne; Alilbilm·
Cowboy Copas: Truck d"Vlll' buddy
Frankie Miller; llltle Joe . Red Sovme;
Sneaklu' across lhe border· Hardin '1'''0

Price _ £4.00

TRUCK DRIVER SONGS
BigCasey· Tommy Dowos; Haulm'Ireighl·
Bob Newman; Six days on Ihe road
Swanee CaldweJl; Gear jammer . Jimmy
logsdoo; Truck drivers queen· Moore aod
Nilpier; A green ITUck drivers experience
with radar· ColelT¥'n Wilson

Wild caller· Tommy Downs; Radar blues
Pillt 1 . Swanee Caldwell; Truck drivin'
daddy· Jimmy logsdoo; lonesome truck
drivers blues· Bob Newl11an; Truck drivl11'
miln . Cowboy Jack Derrick; Pass,ng zone
blues· Coleman Wilson

Price _ £4.00

Add 30p post & packing for each album order and post to:

HEANOR RECORD CENTRE LTD.

41/47 DERBY ROAD, HEANOR,

DERBYSHIRE, ENGLAND
./
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